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Abstract 
Sensor technology has been developed for real-time monitoring and adaptive 
control of laser beam welding in this work, which include acoustic and optical monitoring 
of penetration condition of welds, optical measurement of gap width, weld fault 
detection. as well as adaptive control of beam focal position, beam position on the searn 
and welding speed. Acoustic sensor is an ordinary condensed microphone. Optical sensor 
is a unique system of many capabilities that has been developed in this work. With this 
sensor, a neural hzzy control system has been designed to improve the control action for 
these parameter controls. 
Acoustic monitoring is based on the variation in fkequency distribution of the air- 
borne acoustic signals. Interpretation of the acoustic signals to extract information on 
weld quality is not straightforward. Three approaches have bem proposed to identify the 
weld using acoustic signals: statistical deviation, statistical pattern recognition and neural 
network. Each method has shown a certain degree of accuracy of prediction. 
Optical monitoring is to use the as-developed multi-spot and multi-color detection 
technique to measure gap width, to detect weld defeats and to identify penetration 
condition. With optical monitoring, hi& sampiing rate is reached. In weld fault detection, 
an inverse-filtering algorithm has been developed to successfully resolve information on 
the weld faults. 
Closed loop controls of beam focal position, seam tracking and welding speed 
have been successfully achieved during CO2 laser beam welding expenment. A neural 
fuvy control systern has been designed for adaptive control of welding speed and seam 
tracking using op tical feedback signals. Simulation results show improvement in control 
action in cornparison to conventional PID controller. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Theoretical Background 
1.1 Literature review 
1.1.1 Laser welding technology 
Laser beam welding is an important modem manufacturing technology. The 
technoIogica1 core of the laser welding process is to use an intense light beam to melt the 
edges or surfaces to be joined, either with or without filler material. With the beam 
moving dong the joint, the melted metal undergoes subsequent mVUng, cooling and 
solidification. In general, melting is achieved by local heat input fiom a heat source. Most 
sources of heat are applied on the sheet surface, so heat transfer or conduction is 
important to achieve full penetration welding. For laser beam welding, the concentrated 
heat source can be applied directly inside the sheet. As a result, deep penetration weld can 
be achieved. 
In laser welding, the heat source cornes directly fiom photons. Photons can be 
focused ont0 a very srnaii spot and can penetrate into the material. Furthemiore, the 
photon beam can be directed to anywhere without contact with the work-piece. 
Consequently, welds cm be controlled very precisely in location and a weld of vay 
narrow bead can be produced. Moreover, the heat transferred to the mrounding material 
is not signtficant since heat transport away h m  the weld pool is almost entirely by 
1 
conduction. The processing time determines the energy dissipation, and thus the heat 
affected region. 
There are two types of laser welding[l], one is deep penetration keyhole welding 
and the other is conduction welding. When coherently focused Ught is directed at the 
welding spot, it is absorbed in a surface layer of approxirnately 0.5 pm thickness[2]. If the 
power density is adequate, the surface is then melted and a vapor capillary occurs as the 
actual welding heat source to initiate keyhole welding. If the beam intensiv is not high 
enough, heat is generated only on the surface and penetrates into the intenor of the 
welding spot solely as a result of heat conduction. 
In conventional welding, heat is generated mainly on the d a c e  and m u t  be 
propagated into the intenor by thermal conduction, which occurs in three dimensions. 
This process mechanism based on heat conduction limits the processing speed and the 
heat loss c m  be high. As a remlt, the weld bead is relatively large. In contrast, during 
laser beam welding, the heat source can be generated in the interior of the material if the 
beam intensity is high enough. This situation increases efficiency and produces welds 
with high depth-to-width aspect ratio. 
The use of a laser to supply the energy for welding has a number of advantages 
over conventional methods. Notably, lasers are capable of supplying high power into a 
very small volume. For example, weld over IO-mm deep penetration are possible in a 
single pass[6S-691. Laser welding can also be canied out at a hi& scan speed. Thus the 
region involved is heated and cooled very rapidly so that only a d l  amount of heat is 
deposited in the base materials. As a result, thermal distortion is much reduced. That is 
why the laser welding produces high qcality welds with a mal1 heat-afTected zone (HkZ) 
and a high depth-to-width ratio for the fusion zone. In addition, laser welding is a non- 
contact process and it does not require any filler wire so that welds can be produced with 
litîle or no contamination. Moreover, laser welding has the ability to weld fkom one side 
in a variety of configurations. Steel blanks can be butt welded regardless of differences in 
alloy composition, coatings or thickness. In short, localized heating by a focused beam, 
deep penetration and high speed are the main advantages over traditional processes. This 
technique is extremely important in the automotive industry. 
An important application of laser welding in industry is in the production of 
tailored bIanks[6] in which two steel sheets of different gauges are welded together before 
being formed. A laser welded seam is stronger than the base m a t e d  and foms a smooth 
joint between the two blanks and enable starnping with minimum die Wear. With laser 
welding, the material's fomability is reduced only within a narrow heat affected zone 
that barely aiters the macroscopic fomability of the whole panel. in this respect, deep 
drawing operations are possible. If gaivanized steel is used, a namw weld searn means 
linle zinc depletion. Thus corrosion resistance throughout the heat-affecteci zone is 
possible. 
Laser bearn welding has proved to be a reliable method of joining piece-parts in 
high speed, automatic, large-volume production operations. As the scaie of production 
increases, the need for in-process sensing and on-line supervisory or adaptive control of 
the vital process parameters is increasing, since adaptive control will ensure good quaiity 
and reliability. This results in reducing scrap rate of materials due to improper operating 
conditions or the unpredictable variation of material properties such as surface condition. 
1.1.2 In-process monitoring techniques 
In automatic machinery, the machine will go through its programmed movements 
without hman intervention and usually the machine is self-regulating. In ordinary 
automation there is a sequence of operation subject to some overall control. With 
adaptive control or intelligent machines, the machine can be set a task and it teaches itself 
to do the task better and better according to some preset criteria. The start of this process 
is to be able to take the signal fiom the process while the process is ninning and to do so 
sufficiently quickly that the error detection can be made and the machine corrected before 
there is any considerable product waste. Fast in-process &ta acquisition cm be reaiized in 
laser processing. 
With laser processing, the welding systern cm be programmed in a very flexible 
way to direct the optical energy to the work-piece. What is more important is that there 
are very few side effects in delivering this optical energy. No electric or magnetic fields, 
sound, light or other optical signals other than that from the laser beam itself are 
associated with beam delivery. In addition, there is no heat or mechanical stress resulting 
from the transmission process. Thus, any signal from the laser process will probably 
corne from the interaction itself. This gives a good opportunity for in-process diagnostics. 
Previous work for the in-process monitoring of laser welding process includes 
plasma charge sensing[4,5], optical sensing[6,7], acoustic sensing[8,9], and imaging 
(video camera)[lO]. These approaches have a feature of obtaining one parameter that is a 
function of welding parameters. Plasma generation is inherent to the CO2 laser welding 
process, and this plasma produces acoustic and optical missions. Most in-process 
monitoring techniques use these emissions as information sources. 
Acoustic and optical emission signals are closely related to plasma intensity and 
dynarnic processes involved in plasma generation are reflected in these emission signals. 
Therefore, emission signals contain related diagnostic information about the welding 
process. Besides, emission data can be obtained with senson away from the beam- 
material interaction zone. It thus makes non-contact monitoring and measurement 
possible. 
1.1.2.1 Plasma charge sensor 
The intensity and stability of the plasma are directly related to the welding process 
and weld quality. An unstable plasma affects the beam absorption by the work-piece and 
thus thermal input to the welding process, leading to variable weld qualiîy. On the other 
hand, variations of process parameters or material defects during laser beam interaction 
with materials can cause the instability of the plasma. in general, an intense plasma 
indicates that sufficient laser power has been deposited on the material and converteci into 
heat. Weak plasma signal irnplies a loss of beam power or poor coupling of laser power 
into the material, which may be caused by material defects or damage to optical 
components. Plasma characteristics can be measured by an plasma charge sensor[S], 
which uses an electncally isolated welding n o d e  as a passive elechic probe to detect the 
charge potential in the space between the nozzle and the work-piece. The charge observed 
is a function of the formation of a plasma cloud in the region between the welding nozzle 
and the work-piece. The charge is mainly generated due to optical and thermal ionization 
of the vapor atoms, and the thermionic emission from the work-piece. The formation of 
the plasma cloud is indicative of keyhole formation. A deep or wider keyhole results in a 
greater number of charged particles within the plasma and a higher plasma temperature. 
The sensor thus can respond to the state of the weld as well as the depth of penetration. 
Li et a451 have demonstrated that the plasma charge sensor has the capability of 
detecting plasma temperature, weld penetration depth, and a wide range of weld defects 
such as keyhole failure, weld perforation, mild-weld disruptions, weld humping and 
incomplete welds. With a modified plasma charge sensor in which a cerarnic laser- 
welding noule fitted with four quadrantal isolated electrodes of the plasma charge 
sensor, they showed the possibility of detecting laser beam position shift and mistracking 
by taking two differential signals from the opposing pairs of electroda. 
The plasma charge sensor requires a specially designed laser welcüng head and 
direct contact with the laser-generated plasma. This structure limits the application area, 
and is not usually suitable for large scale welding system. 
1.1.2.2 Optical sensors 
Optical sensors detect plasma emission, emission &om the hot molten weld pool 
and reflected laser radiation. There have been many midies on the analysis of plasma 
mission. Plasma emission can be viewed directly, recorded through a fiber at the side, or 
Mewed through a scraper mirror[6, 121. Plasma radiation coming fkom the welding site 
has two basic sources. The first is the weld pool that radiates mainly in the infked at 
temperatures up to the boiling point. The second one is the plasma which radiates in the 
visible and the ultraviolet at temperatures up to IO4 K. Both sources have mission over a 
wide wavelength range. Chen et a1[6] studied plasma radiation fiom welding at two 
wavelength bands in the UV and in the IR, and found that the signals in both wavelength 
bands are relatively constant under good welding conditions. From signal strength and 
stability, weld failure due to the depositeâ specific energy, focus condition and d a c e  
defects could be identified. This study showed the predictive nature of the ultraviolet 
signal to certain welding faults such as incipient keyhole failure. 
During penetration welding, the keyhole cannot be kept stable because of the fluid 
dynamic processes and variations in laser beam coupling, so that the plasma emission is 
not constant. A variation in the metal vapor density during welding is directly responsible 
for plasma emission fluctuations, so that the fluctuation spectrum can be related to weld 
quality. The correlation between the fluctuations of the emission of the plasma above the 
work-piece and the degree of full penetration was described by Maischner at el[\ O]. Their 
results showed that with increasing degree of full penetration higher amplitudes at high 
fkquencies were detected. Recently, Beyer et aI[12] used a neutral network with back- 
propagation algorithm to treat the plasma emission spectrum in order to correlate the 
penetration with emission. This technique proved to be successful in identifjmg full 
penetration welding conditions. But this technique has not yet been incorporated into an 
adaptive control circuit. 
A quality-monitoring system employing multi-photo senson has been repoxted by 
Miyamoto et a1[13, 141. In their system, two or more photodiodes were used to view the 
weld plasma plume at various angles. It was suggested that at large aiming angles the 
sensors detect the plasma behavior in the keyhole rather than the plasma above the metai 
surface, while at lower aiming angles the senson mainly detect the behavior of the 
plasma ejected out of the keyhole. Their expenmental results showed that the mean 
square value of the AC component of the deep red light detected by a photodiode at an 
angle of 75 degrees cm be related to weld penetration. 
Oscillations in the optical emission signal have been used to detect the presence of 
an excessive gap between the plates in YAG laser lap welding[lS]. In their work, the light 
returned through the core of the delivery fiber is detected at the rear of a laser-tuning 
rnirror, which is referred to as the core power monitor. By means of fast Fourier 
transfomi, the detected signals show a vay distinct fkquency peak appearing at around 3 
kHz when the keyhole is completely open. This fkquency peak vanishes when the 
keyhole closes at the bottom. The primary infked emissions fiom the weld pool simply 
indicate the heat content of the weld since a larger heat input wiU r d t  in a higher 
temperature and an increase in infrared emission. The dependence of i n h e d  emission 
signals on penetration depth has been studied by Sanders et a1[16]. They obtained a nearly 
linear relationship between the weld monitor signal and the weld depth under partial 
penetration conditions. When full penetration is achieved, the weld monitor signal was 
found to drop. 
Use of two photodiodes to detect the sagging of the melt pool due to a progressive 
gap between the edges and to detect the linear misaiignment due to a change of slope 
between the edges was reported by Nava-Rudiger et a4 171. In their studies, the addition 
and subtraction of the two signals have a good correlation with the geometnc defects. If 
the optical detection is designed in such a way that an image of the keyhole is observed 
through a pinhole on the focusing rnirror[l8], a better relation between signal intensity 
and the penetration depth can be reached. However, this approach raises a potential 
difficulty in the setup of the measuring device. An i n h e d  sensing device has been used 
by Doong et a4191 to hvestigate the feasibility of measuring the surface temperature 
variation near the molten pool during laser bearn welding. The temperature variation can 
be correlated to changes in weiding parameters. In their study, the defects of welds such 
as undercut, misalignrnent and hadequate penetration problems can be observed from the 
variation in the temperature signals. 
A focus control system for YAG laser welding has been reported by Haran et 
a1[20], which is based on an optical sensor incorporated into the fiber delivery system to 
detect light generated by the welding process and uses the chromatic aberrations in the 
optical delivery system to separate the broadband Light into two wavelength bands. These 
two different spectral bands of light will be irnaged at different distances. As a r d t ,  
maximum coupling will occur for each spectral band at a different standoff distance 
between the effector optics and the work-piece. However, this focal position senshg 
system cannot be applied to CO2 laser welding systems. 
The use of a CCD camera to record and measure the image size of the weld pool 
or plasma plume is another optical approach to monitor laser-welding processing. For a 
good weld in a specific material, there is optimum plasma plume size that is determined 
by the welding speed and the laser power. Kinsman and Duley[l l] have successfiilly 
achieved adaptive control on the welding speed by calculating the pixel number of the 
image and the deviation of the pixel number as  well as with a fuvy logic aigorithm. 
However, in laser welding of different gauge sheet niaterial, the technique to view the 
size of the plume image may have difficulty in determine the control action. This is 
because the beam position shifts to the thick sheet side and generates a large plume while 
the speed should be reduced to ensure full penetration. Direct visual inspection of the 
melt pool through a CCD video camera with a welding green optical filter was performed 
by L. Li et a1[21]. To sample only the melt pool and the high temperature spots, they 
developed a real time adaptive closed loop control system for process parameters such as 
melt pool size, average image intensity, and work-piece standoff. However, such an 
image sensor and the required processing system are expensive. 
1.1.2.3 Acoustic sensor 
Sonic detectors are fiee fkom contamination by the dust fiom laser welding 
process and are also cheaper than optical detectors, and rnay be suitable for industrial 
applications although they are susceptible to false signals. Detection of acoustic emission 
can be made through an acoustic mirror, an acoustic noule[l], or through air-borne 
acoustic signaIs[8]. The acoustic signal that is sensed through the acoustic mirror[70] is 
not a direct signal and it could be influenced by the fluctuation of the laser power, while 
sensing through the acoustic n o d e  is not straightforward so that these two techniques are 
not attractive for monitoring laser beam welding. Air-borne acoustic signals corne directly 
Corn the welding site, and expenments indicate that air-borne acoustic signals contain 
Uiformation about penetration. One of the approaches of this work is to study air-borne 
acoustic emission during laser welding and to try to fhd a signature that indicates weld 
quality. 
Acoustic emission used as a monitoring signal is a new technique, and only 
limited work has been done to date. in the early 1960s, Borchers et al detected acoustic 
emission during the melting and solidification of metals. Diiring conventional welding of 
steel, Racko[22] and Hartbower et a4231 observai discemible acoustic emission which 
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could be an indicator of cracking dong the weld. Acoustic emission kom cracking in 
welding has a broad fiequency s p e c m ,  which spans up to 300 kHz with peak emission 
near 100 kHz[24]. in laser processing, Saifi et al 1251 recorded and studied the acoustic 
ernission using a piezoelectric crystal mounted directly to the work-piece near the weld 
site during welding with a high repetition rate pulse YAG laser. 
In 1985, Jon[8] first reported the results of non-contact acoustic ernission 
monitoring technique for laser beam welding. He used a piezoelectric sensor to monitor 
pressure changes generated by the intense vaporization produced during laser welding. In 
his work, the acoustic sensor was attached to a steel plate suspended above the work- 
piece. On the plate there was a hole through which the laser beam passed to carry out the 
welding. The resulting acoustic ernission propagated through the air and the steel plate to 
reach the sonic sensor. In this way, the detector only senses the strong signal fiom intense 
vaporization. Such technique was reported to be able to detect laser mistiring, loss of 
power, improper focus and excess root opening. It was claimed that the technique of 
monitoring acoustic emission is suitable for quality control in laser welding. 
The shidy of air-borne acoustic emission during laser welding is quite new. In 
1993, J. W. Whittaker et al [26] found that the laser focus position was optimized when 
acoustic emission energy was at maximum. In the sarne year, studies on the power 
spectnun of acoustic emission during laser welding of aluminum have been carried out by 
the Waterloo group[27, 281. It was observed that during full-peneûation welding of 
aluminum there exists a dominant fiequency band peaked near 6.5 kHz over the 
fiequency range of O - 10 kHz. The acoustic signal of this ffequency band may possiily 
be used as an indicator for monitoring weld quality. But no approach has been developed 
to deal with this signal yet. 
Farson et al [29] reported a laser weld penetration monitoring and control system. 
In this research, the air-borne acoustic signal was saised with a microphone and the 
signal then was fltered, digitized and Fourier-transfonned by a computer. The power 
spectrum of the signal is then input to a neutral network algorithm to be  d y z e d .  From 
the processed acoustic signals, it is capable of reco-g the state of penetration of a 
laser weld with about 95% accuracy. With this system, one can use a fuzy logic 
algorithm to calculate the change in welding speed necessary to maintain full weld 
penetration. However, this technique still cannot separate a poor weld due to partial 
penetration fiom one due to excess penetration. 
In spite of the simplicity of acoustic detecton, the output of these sensors is 
smngly correlated to opticai signals[30]. Since the plasma plume is one of the main 
sources to generate sound pressure signals in the vicinity of the laser materiai interaction 
site, the derivative of the optical signal may closely follow the acoustic wave intensity. 
1.1.3 Objective 
Monitoring of weld quality and adaptive control of the welding process are the 
goals of the present research work. In order to achieve these goals, developing a sensor 
system is the key task. In this work, several approaches to extract diagnostic information 
for in-process monitoring have been atternpted, based on the analysis of the power 
s p e c t m  of the acoustic signal over a wide fiequency range (O - 20 kHz) and correlation 
with corresponding welding conditions. Furthemore, an optical sensor system has been 
developed, which can be used for closed loop control of the laser welding process, and 
which is also capable of detecting various weld defects. 
1.2 Basic theory of laser beam interaction with metals 
1.2.1 Laser keyhole welding process 
There are two methods of welding with the laser beam - the conduction lirnited 
mode and the keyhole penetration mode. Conduction limited welding occurs when the 
laser beam intensity is insuffiCient to cause significant vapor at the given welding speed 
The molten metal in the weld pool circulates by the force remlting from the variation in 
the surface tension with temperature and density variation. During laser heating, only a 
small arnount of material on the surface is vaporized. Thus the optical and acoustic 
emission is weak. 
The alternative mode is keyhole penetration welding in which the laser power 
density is nifficiently high (2 10' W/cm? to cause direct vaponzation of the metal and a 
structure called the keyhole in the weld pool is fomed. This keyhole is stabilized by the 
pressure fiorn the vapor being generated and behaves like a black body in that the 
radiation enters the hole and is subject to multiple reflections before being able to escape. 
In consequence nearly al1 the incident beam is absorbed. For this reason, the enagy 
conversion efficiency is very high in keyhole welding. Inside the keyhole there is a high 
density of metal vapor, which is partially absorbing and hence is capable of forming a 
plasma. In certain situations, the hot plasma vapor emerging fiom the keyhole may assist 
ionization of the shield gas through cornbined effect of laser photon absorption and 
electron-atom collision. The hot plasma not only is highiy emining, but also will exert a 
strong force on the surrounding gas thus generating acoustic emission. When the work- 
piece moves relative to the beam, the vapor pressure of the metal sustains the keyhole, 
and at the same time molten metal flows dong side wall to the rear of the keyhole where 
it rapidly solidifies forrning the weld nugget. 
The metai vapor plasma is highiy absorbent of the CO2 laser beam. If it is not 
properly controlled or suppressed when it emerges fkom the keyhole, the plasma will 
severely attenuate the laser beam, resulting in diminished depth of penetration and 
perhaps a collapse of the keyhole. When the keyhole is sustained at an appropriate laser 
power, welding speed and plasma control, a steady state condition is anaineci. We then 
obtain a good quality deep-penetration weld with a hi& aspect ratio. 
In keyhole welding, there are two mechanisms which determine weld quality. One 
is the flow structure of the molten metal around the keyhole and the other is the 
absorption of laser power within the keyhole. The flow structure directly affects the wave 
formation on the weld pool and final fiozen weld bead geometry. The absorption rnay 
affect both the metal flow and entrappeci porosity. In laser welding, deposition of laser 
beam power occurs on the boundary of the keyhole. Within the keyhole, the photon 
energy is absorbed partly by the mechanism of Fresnel absorption and partly bi plasma 
absorption and re-radiation[7 1,721. Accordingly, laser power is transferred to the keyhole 
wall either by the plasma or by direct absorption at the wall. 
When the laser beam is incident on the metal, the metal evaporates into the melt 
pool explosively, which is not a stable process. There always exist variations in the 
absorbed laser power by the materiai under irradiation with a moving laser beam. The 
variations include laser power fluctuation, change of beam coupling coefficient and the 
hydrodynamic instability at the boundary between the molten metal and the inside of the 
keyhole. The hydrodynarnic instability may be dnven by the convection in the liquid and 
the flow of vapor out of the keyhole. As a result, the keyhole oscillates and undergoes 
fiequent collapse. Partial closure occurs. In the partial penetration case, the rapid and 
periodic motion of the keyhole results in a periodic change in weld depth. Every cycle of 
the keyhole motion cm be divided into three phases: the stable oscillation period, the 
instability formation period and the recovery period. The change of keyhole structure due 
to its oscillation is associated with a complicated variation of rehctive index with 
position in the keyhole. This in tum modifies the paths of light rays incident at grazing 
incidence on the keyhole wall. The Fresnel absorption coefficient[3 11 on the keyhole wall 
is A(0)  = 1 - R ( B ) ,  which depends on the angle of incidence 0 of the light on the 
boundary where R(B) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient. The Fresnel absorption for light 
incident on a metal at grazing incidence angle shows the most dramatic N e  in 
absorption[31]. Since the absorption depends on the incident angle and the keyhole is 
under dynamic oscillation, the Fresnel absorption mut  fluctuate fiom time to tirne. This 
makes the Fresnel contn'bution to the laser power absorbed in the keyhole very sensitive 
to the precise keyhole shape. 
The inverse Bremsstrahlung (El) absorption is the process in which an electron 
absorbs a photon in the elecüic field of an ion[32]. This absorption of the laser beam in 
the keyhole plasma depends on the temperature and electron density of the plasma. The 
absorbed energy is tramported by heat conduction and radiative transport to a region near 
the boundsry of the keyhole. The absorption of the CO2 laser radiation in a plasma can be 
descriied by the absorption coefficient[32] 
where ne and ni are electron and ion densities. The first bracket contains the absorption 
due to the electron-ion inverse Bremsstrahlung and photorecombination, and k, denotes 
absorption due to the electron-atom inverse Bremsstrahlung. The second bracket contains 
the contribution of the stimulated emission. The absorption due to the electron-atom 
coilisions does not exceed a few percent of the total absorption for laser generated 
plasma. At slow welding speeds, the IB absorption will cause the keyhole radius to be 
larger than the laser beam. It should be noted that the radius of the laser beam at the focus 
does not maintain a constant geometry since the plasma in the metallic plume above the 
mouth of the keyhole is hot enough to defocus the laser beam. 
Keyhole oscillation during laser beam welding of quartz and aluminum has been 
observed by Arata[33] using X-ray photography technique. Partial clonue and re-opening 
in a keyhole were seen in a study of CO, laser interaction with liquids[34-351. In order to 
estimate the tirne scale d u ~ g  the keyhole partial closure and re-open, a simple energy 
balance mode1 was used by Duley[28]. If the keyhole is viewed as simple cylinda[36- 
371, the minimum energy required to re-establish the keyhole to its equilibrium depth 
afier collapse is 
A E = M ~ ~ M  ( 1-21 
where d is the length of keyhole that is re-established. a is the keyhole d i u s ,  and 
AH = pc(Tv - Tm ) + AH,, where p is the liquid density, c is the heat capacity. TV and TM 
are vaporization and melting temperatures, respectively, and AHv is the latent heat of 
vaporization. For a partial collapse of the keyhole to a radius a, , the energy required 
becomes 
AE=x(a2  -aO2)dAH (1.3) 
For a CW laser source, the time .s required for vaporization of this part of the keyhole is 
where P is laser power and 
keyhole has been estimateci 
1 = PI m2 is the laser beam intensity. The diameter of the 
to be very close to the diameter of the focused laser beam 
based on the video observation of the molten pool during laser beam welding of steel [3 81. 
The plasma emission area on the videotapes showed that the plasma obscured only the 
area that is approximately the same as that of the focused beam area. This observation 
also indicates that the position of the laser interaction is below the surface of the plate. In 
high power laser beam welding, the diametex of the laser beam depends on the power, the 
quality of the optics and the beam mode. The diameter can Vary h m  O. 1 to 2 mm. 
1.2.2 Operational characteristics and weld quality 
Welds produced through laser keyhole welding cm be classified roughly in three 
categories: lack of penetration, fidl penetration and burn through or drop out. These are 
detemined by welding parameters, such as welding speed, laser power, and focus 
condition, and the type of material used as the work-piece. Suppose for a given laser 
power (P) with properly focusing, a good weld is produced at a welding speed (vol. A 
specific energy E, defined as 
is generally used to describe the deposited laser energy during welding[73]. When the 
welding speed is much slower than v, a high specific energy causes a large weld pool. In 
the case of welding steel sheet, the fmostatic head is too large for surface tension to keep 
the pool in place and thus it drops out of the weld, leaving a hole or a depression. When 
the welding speed is too high, it remlts in a lack of penetration. in addition, the strong 
flow towards the center of the weld in the wake of the keyhole has no t h e  to redistribute 
and so is fiozen as an undercut at the sides of the weld. High speed welding aiso leads to 
pressure instabüities that cause an uneven weld bead and periodic change in weld 
depth[74]. Thus, it is obvious that the control of welding speed is important to obtain 
good welds. 
In full penetration welding, the laser beam penetrates completely through the 
metal sheet. Within a range of the deposited laser power, the converteci energy is not 
proportionai to the deposited enagy since part of the incident laser beam is lost through 
the keyhole. However weld quality is not affected significantly yielding an operational 
range. Therefore, laser beam keyhole welding should be performed in this range, which 
allows consistent good welds. However, in real world, various material defects and 
alignment problems such as d a c e  finish change, sheet fit up etc could affect final weld 
quaiity. 
In general, an ideai welding process can offer the correct quantity of heat to melt 
welds. Excessive heat input will cause a wider pool with poor mechanical properties, 
large deflections and high residual stresses. Inadequate heat input will cause penetration 
problems and brittle stmcture such as fine martensite due to fast cooling nite. Therefore, 
processing parameters should be controlled under optimal welding condition. 
The maximum welding speed for a given thichess rises with an increase in 
power. At high speeds the effects of lateral conduction during welding is small. Thus in 
the Swifhook and Gick[l] model with a moving line source, an analytical solution was 
obtained 
Y = 0.483X (1 -6) 
in which Y = 2vR / K , X = P l MT, 2R is the weld width (m), K is the thermal difiivity 
( k l  pc,) (m2/s), d is the thickness of the sheet (m), T is the temperature (K), 
P = P, (1 - r])  is the absorbed laser power (W), Po is the incident laser power and rf is the 
reflectiviv of the material. This simple equation can be used to make an approximate 
estimation of the maximum weld speed. However, because it has neglected latent heat, it 
overestimates the actual speed. 
1.2.3 Vapor gas dynamics within the keyhole 
The form and size of the keyhole during laser welding will adjust themselves 
according to the energy coupling conditions, which include laser power and welding 
speed for a given material. A theoretical description of keyhole dynamics is a vay 
cornplex problem. Many models have been developed to calculate the geometry of the 
keyhole and to describe the stability behavior of a "cylindricai" keyhole[43]. With proper 
simplifications, each model only provides information on some aspects of keyhole 
dynamics. No complete description has yet appeared. However, the only problem of 
interest here is in the pressure balance within the keyhole and the emerging of the vapor 
or plasma out of the keyhole opening. 
To simplify numencal calculation, the keyhole has often been described as a 
cylindrical shape[39]. Under dynamical balance, the keyhole is assumed to be held open 
by the balance between surface tension p, (liquid wall), ablation pressure p, and gas 
pressure 6p due to vapor flow out of keyhole dong keyhole axis[4O]. The hydrostatic and 
hydrodynamic pressure due to the melt cm be neglected. Thus the pressure balance has 
the fom[40] 
P, +6p = P, (1-7) 
In equation (l.7), surface tension tries to close the keyhole while vapor pressure tries to 
keep the keyhole open. 
Under irradiation with a high intensity laser beam, d a c e  vaporization occm. 
The vapor pressure at the heated M a c e  can become much higher than the e x t d  
pressure. The state of vapor close to the surface is far from themiodynarnic equilibrium. 
A thin layer adjacent to the surface, which is called the Knudsen layer[40], is formed. 
Within this layer, the velocity distribution of the evaporated particles rapidly changes 
fiom a strongly non-equilibrium distribution at the surface to a local Maxwellian 
distribution with a speed normal to the d a c e .  The thickness of the Knudsen layer is of 
the order of several rnean fiee path Iengths of the particles. At the keyhole wail, the 
thickness of the Knudsen layer is typicaiiy 10 pm, which is small relative to the keyhole 
diameter. With this simplification, Knudsen layer can be heated as a one-dimensional 
problem. Across the Kaudsen layer, there exists an evaporation jet, which induces an 
ablation pressure on the d a c e .  With conservation of momenhim of the evaporating 
particles, the ablation pressure on the surface may be expressed as 
Pd = - v: 1 (1 *8) 
where n, and u, are density and velocity of the particles at the end of the Knudsen layer. n, 
and ÿ denote those at the liquid surface, and m is the mass of the evaporating particles. In 
considering the continuity equation of fluid flow mnu = const and n, » n, (iiquid 
density is much higher than gas density), the ablation pressure c m  be approximated 
w 3 1  
Pob " mngui (lS9) 
The quantities ng and u, are to be evaluated at the end of the Knudsen layer where the gas 
is approximately in local equilibrium (local Maxwellian distribution). They could be 
estimated as functions of the temperature (7'') in K at the keyhole wall and the local gas 
pressure @3 by solving the kinetic Knudsen layer equations[41]. In this calculation, the 
dirnensionless quantities u/c,, nin, were given as a fiinction ofp/p, The vapor pressure 
p, is of the form[42] 
A 
logp, = --- BlogT, +C 
T, 
where A, B, C are material constants. For steel, A = 19710, B = 1-27? and C = 13.27. The 
calculated pressure p, is in mmHg. The local speed of sound c, for an ideal gas can be 
expressed as c, = (SkT, / 3m)'I2. The pressurep, and density n, can be related by the ideal 
gas equation p, = n,kT,. The T, at the keyhole wall may Vary dong the keyhole wall. To a 
good approximation, only the averaged surface temperature needs to be considered[43] 
where P, = av  / 2r is the Péclet number, a is the keyhole radius and p is the density of 
the fluid. v is the welding speed. T, is the arnbient temperature and I ~ x , ,  K(x), &(x) 
denote the modified Bessel functions. qk is the heat flux fkom heat conduction losses. It 
was estimated that the d a c e  ternperature can exceed the evaporation temperature of the 
metd by approximately 50 - 100 K[43]. With the surface ternperature prescribed, the 
ablation pressure can be estimated to be -1V Pa. 
The pressure due to surface tension in equation (1.7) can be calculated using 
where y is the surface tension constant and a is the keyhole radius. The keyhole radius is 
approximately that of the radius of the laser beam at its focus. At the threshold laser 
power, a 1.7ro [43], and is nearly independent of the kind of metal. Beyond the laser 
threshold, the keyhole radius rises rapidly with increasing laser power and decreasing 
translation speed. Using a typical value y = I N/m for steel and a = IV m in equation 
(1.12) yields p, - 1 OI Pa. 
It has been estimated[40] that the gas pressure within the keyhole due to the vapor 
flow out of the keyhole is of the same order of magnitude ofp,. 
When the keyhole is maintained, vapor gas flows out of the keyhole due to the 
pressure difference. The loss of the vapor particles is supplemented by the contiauous 
evaporation fiom the keyhole wall (Fig.l.1). There is then a net mass flow fiom the 
keyhole wall to the center of the keyhole, followed by a flow out of the keyhole opening. 
Therefore, the vapor pressure at the center of the keyhole rnust be lower than that at the 
keyhole wall. For this reason, the pressure difference that drives the vapor flow out of the 
keyhole is less than the pressure p, (-IO4 Pa). In an experimentai measurement by 
Miyamoto et u1[44], it was found that the pressure difference is about 101 Pa. The out- 
flowing vapor is only a small portion of the vapor generated in the keyhole. With a 
moving laser beam, rnost of the vapor is condensed on the rear keyhole wall, forming part 
of the weld. The vapor profiles will initiate melt ejection primarily in the direction of the 
Laser barn  
Figure 1. Schematic illusrration of vapot gcneration, vapor fiow 
and melt ftow in laser welding keyhole. 
sample translation and will create a vortex at the top of the back wall of the keyhole. The 
melt thickness A at the front side of the wall is determined by the heat diffisivity r and 
the sample translation speed v since A = K l v . 
1.3 Optical and acoustic emissions from keyhole welding 
1.3.1 Plasma generation 
Upon generation of a keyhole by an intense laser beam, the metal vapor within the 
keyhole interacts directly with the laser beam to form a plasma. This interaction involves 
direct photon absorption through the process of inverse Bremsstrahiung (IB). inverse 
Bremsstrahlung is a process in which the plasma electrons absorb photons f?om the laser 
beam during inelastic collisions with ions, neutrals, and other electrons. The fiee 
electrons present in the metdlic vapor are accelerated by inverse Bremssimhiung until 
their kinetic energy is sufficient to ionize the atoms of the vapor by an avalanche process 
to a final density depending on the laser intensity and the loss mechanisms. The metdic 
plasma ejected at the keyhole opening will fiirther induce ionizatioo of the surrounding 
arnbient gas atoms. The behavior of the plasma and vapor directly reflects keyhole 
characteristics. Studies of optical emission and acoustic mission of the expanding 
plasma or vapor are usefil in understanding keyhole characteristics, and optical and 
acoustic emission also provides detection signais for in-process control. 
The classical mode1 of plasma heating and generation by microwaves can be 
approximately applied to the energy tninsfer by inverse Bremsstrahlung[45]. Using the 
rate equation for the electron density nt(' 
where R, is the ionization rate. Rh = Rd- + R, in which &H and R, are the l o s  rates 
by diffusion and recombination, respectively. The rate equation for the averaged electron 
e n e w  È (4 
in which a is the absorption coefficient (cm*'), Pd is the power loss (W/cmq due to elastic 
electron-atom collisions and P,, is the loss (W/cmJ) resulting fiom inelastic collisions. 
This inelastic coIlision loss cm be written as[46] 
where Ez is the ionization energy and E, is the excitation energy. nt and E depend on 
intensity . The recombination rate (cm-Ir') [46] 
originates from three-body electron recombination, where n, is the neutral gas density of 
atomic mass Mg. 
When in local equilibrium state, the electron density in the plasma is given 
approximately by the Saha equation[47]: 
(1.17) 
where n,, and ni,,,, are the densities of the ground state atorns or ions of charge Z, Z+1, 
Ll, is the statistical weight of the ground state of an atom or ion of charge Z, and ~f is its 
ionization energy, me is the mass of an electron. The electron density will be strongly 
dependent on the plasma temperature. The population density, n , ,  , of the vapor atoms is 
given by the Boltzmann law[47] 
where g, and Ekz are statistical weight and ionization energy of level k; n,, , Uz and EL are 
atomic (ionic) density, partition fùnction and ionization energy, respectively. 
The maximum electron density in the laser-induced plasma is related to the 
plasma f?equency[S] 
where m, is the mass of electron. When the laser beam fiequency a, > op, laser radiation 
is transmitted into the plasma, while for CO, <ap, incident laser radiation is reflected by 
the plasma. The threshold intensity of a laser-induced plasma for a CW beam increases 
with decreasing laser power due to losses by heat flow and vaporization. 
The absorption coefficient of the plasma fiom laser power for inverse 
Brernsstrahlung is strongly dependent on electron densiîy and laser beam fiequency. If the 
collisions between electrons and ions are the dominant process in laser generated plasma, 
when neglecting the effect of electron-atom IB, the absorption coefficient is given by[47] 
The factor G is the Gaunt factor and the factor n& is given by 
where Z is the ionic charge and ni the ion density. The Gaunt factor is a quantum 
mechanical correction to the classical theory. For an electron density which is much 
smaller than the critical cutoK density N,, which depends on the laser wavelength [nom 
the above equation ( 1.1 B), N ,  = 1 P'A2 (pm)], a is given by[45] 
where v is the electron collision fkequency, c the speed of light, and CO, and CO, are the 
laser and plasma fiequencies. For CO, >a, and a, > v , the absorption can be 
approximated as 
in which nv@ is the density of metal vapor and C is a constant. This absorption 
coefficient decreases with increasing âequency ai, resuiting in a lowering of the threshold 
inteasity with increasing wavelength. The plasma expansion out of the keyhole reduces 
the absorption. 
It can be seen fiom the above that a plasma above the keyhole opening may 
attenuate the laser beam, resulting in an interruption of laser processing. Usually, a 
shielding gas is applied to the welding spot in order to blow off this plasma. However, 
breakdown in the shielding gas can also occur during laser welding through ignition of 
the metallic vapor. The breakdown intensity depends on the vapor density and the 
electron density, respectively. For example, with initial electron densities above 1 0L6 
the formation of a CO2 laser-induced Ar plasma occurs at 2 = IOd W/cm2. The laser- 
induced shielding gas plasma produces optical mission, which follows the strength of 
the vapor or plasma expansion out of the keyhole. 
Plasma shielding is strongly dependent on shield gas. Heliurn is an efficient 
shielding gas, which minimizes breakdown and prevents blocking of the beam. This 
occurs since helium has a hi& ionization potential and good heat conductivity. Compared 
to other shielding gases, helium provides optimum welding results[75]. 
As the ionization threshold of the metal vapors is usually lower than that of the 
shield gas, the plasma is initiated through the ionization of metal vapor. If the growth rate 
of the electron energy by IB is higher than the loss due to elastic collision with neutral 
atoms of the gas or vapor, the necessary condition for the development of an electron 
avalanche in a gas Ieading to its ionization can be defined in the fom 
where M is the mass (kg) of the neutral atoms of the vapor and me is the mass of electrons. 
If A is the first ionization potential (eV) of the vapor atom, the mea .  electron energy (E ) 
initiating the ionization is esîixnated to be between M8 and A/I0[45]. Using this value of 
- 
E , an intensity threshold 4 for initiating the plasma is when a,? >> v 
where A is the atomic mass number of the gas, and the wavelength h is in p. Because 
the ionization threshold decreases with A and depends on X2, the ionization is faciltated 
at longer laser wavelength (such as at 10.6p). In this respect, the threshold is rather low 
for laser processing of metals. Therefore, a bnght plasma plume is always present during 
laser welding. 
1.3.2 Optical emission 
Thermal radiation is one of the most important characteristics of the laser- 
generated plasma and consists of continuum radiation resuiting fiom recombination (fiee- 
b o n d  transitions) and Brernsstrahlung (free-fkee transitions) as well as line radiation 
(bound-bound transitions). In the plasma, local therrnodynarnic equilibrium is established 
when the electron collision rate processes dominate the processes of radiative decay and 
recombination. When local thermodynamic equilibrium is established in the plasma, the 
density in specific quantum States is the same as a system in complete thermal 
equilibrium having the sarne total density, temperature and chernical composition. in this 
state, radiation is not simply a blackbody spectnun at the plasma temperature. In general, 
the spectntm of the radiation from the plasma will have a complex structure consisting of 
the superposition of relatively narrow spectral lines and a continuum having a complex 
spectral structure. 
n i e  contribution of blackbody radiation fiom the weld pool at a wavelength h and 
temperature T can be estimated using Planck's law[48]. The radiant emissivity Ebl (w/rn? 
is given by 
where c is the speed of light, h Planck's constant (6.626x1QM J/s) and k is Boltzmann's 
constant (1.38~10'" JK). c, is a combined constant. This is an almost exponential nse in 
energy at a given waveband with a nse in temperature. Through integration, the total 
intensity in the half space Eb is obtained 
Eb = C T ~  ( 1 -27) 
where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (56697x10' W/m2K4). For blackbody 
radiation, there is one waveiength h, for which the ratio dEbh is a maximum for cach 
temperature. This wavelength is defined by Wien's law: 
For steel with a boiling point of 3300 K and a melting point of 1800 K, the weld pool will 
typicaily radiate in a range between 0.87 - 1.6 p. The vapor plasma has a much higher 
temperature, which has been rnea~u~ed at -8000 K[14]. With this temperature, emission 
is intense with a wavelength peak in the UV range (0.36 pm). 
Line radiation arises fiorn highly excited and ionized atorns in the plasma. In the 
case of laser welding of steel sheet, the dominant spectral lines f?om the Fe ions and 
excited Fe atoms in the laser welding plasma are observed in the UV range. Assume the 
plasma is optically thin. The spectral Iine intensity, I,, is related to the population density 
of the upper level of a spectral line, n,, , through[32] 
where AAa is the atomic transition probability, hv, the photon energy, and the integration is 
taken over the plasma depth that is viewed by the detector. 
The radiation due to Brexnsstrahlung produces continuum radiation with a Planck- 
finction @,) eequency distribution[49]: 
in which E,, is the radiation power ernitted from the keyhole per unit volume and 
fiequency intervd, n, and n, are electron and ion number dmsity, v is the radiation 
fiequency, k and h are Boltzmann's and Planck's constant, C is a constant. It has been 
estimated[SOJ that plume radiation accounts for more radiation output than the keyhole 
walls since the keyhole walls are at a lower temperature. Therefore, in spite of many 
radiation sources, the dominant source is the thermal radiation h m  the hot plasma. 
In deep pmetration welding, the plasma is at a high temperature. This temperature 
is sustained due to a cornplex balance between s e v d  factors, which înclude the 
temperature of formation of the vapor, the absorption of the vapor to incoming radiation, 
the expansion of the plasma and the conduction losses. The absorption of the plasma to 
the incoming beam is dependent on the electron density. In considering the fact that the 
light emitted fiom the plasma is dependent on the temperature, any change away from this 
balanced state will result in a change in the plasma radiation, especially in the UV 
radiation. Therefore a slight change of plasma temperature will cause a noticeable change 
in UV signal before the keyhole collapses driven by fiuid flow. Accompanying the 
keyhole collapse, the size of the weld pool changes, thus resulting in a change in the 
infrared radiation signal. 
1.3.3 Sound generation 
Acoustic emission is generated due to local volumetnc change when a material is 
irradiated with a laser beam. The local volumetnc change can be caused by heating at the 
irradiated spot and by direct vaporization of material. However, there is no sound 
generation if heating and vaporization are steady. Only an unsteady displacement of fluid 
accompanying an accelerated growth in volume or oscillation of the vapor cloud 
boundary gives rise to acoustic emission. Therefore, during laser welding, a potentiai 
source of sound is the unsteady flow of metal vapor out of the keyhole. The expanding 
hot vapor has a higher density than the ambient air, thus it displaces the swounding air 
and generates sound. 
The vapor expansion can be considerd as a 'piston' which acts on the gas 
smounding the keyhole opening. If p, is the mean vapor pressure inside the keyhole, the 
pressure difference is 
LW= P, -PO (1.3 1) 
which serves as the driving force for the vapor expansion out of the keyhole and 
determines the intensity of the acoustic emission, where p, is atmospheric pressure. 
Consider a small region, AV, adjacent to the keyhole opening, as shown in Fig-1.2. 
Suppose that a mass of vapor is injected into this region at a rate ni per unit volume per 
unit the and that the newly injected mass occupies a hction B per unit volume fiom 
Laser beam 
Figure 1.2 Illustration of acoustic generation. 
which it has displaced the original fluid of mean density p,. The mass conservation 
equation would bel5 11 
where p is the overall density of the region above the keyhole opening, i.e. the total mass 
contained in unit volume, v is the vapor expansion velocity. If there were no extemal 
force, the momenhun conservation equation would be 
wherep ' is the sound field. The volumetric m a s  increase rate m u t  be quai to 
in which p. is the mass density of the injected vapor. Since the injected vapor displaces 
the ambient fluid, the mass density in the control volume above the keyhole is then 
P = B P . + ( ~ - B ) P ~  (1.35) 
where plis the density of the ambient fluid, which is equal to p,. A différentiai equation 
for sound generation can be derived from Eq. 1 3 5 
where c is the speed of sound, which is pl= c2p'. By differentiating the above equation 
with respect to time, we have 
By combining the above equations, a wave equation can be obtained 
The solution to Eq. 1.38 is 
dr' 
In reality, the keyhole opening is very small compared to the wavelength of the sound in 
ambient air and the distance of the sensor away fkom the source, so that the acoustic 
source from welding cm be taken as a point. The solution for acoustic pressure at a 
distance r fiom the source cm be expressed as[5 11 
Therefore, sound pressure is generated by an unaeady vapor expansion, which 
corresponds to the time derivative of the vapor flow rate. This sound pressure decreases 
with distance from the plume. Furthexmore, the keyhole shape, the keyhole fluctuation 
and degree of ionization of the vapor within the keyhole are important in determining the 
fiequency distribution of the acoustic emission. 
When considerable absorption of laser beam directly by vapor plasma occurs, 
unsteady heat added to the vapor will enhance the acoustic emissioa Suppose the heat 
supplied to unit mass of vapor is h(r, 2) in the smdl volume A Y. Then the vapor density is 
expressed as 
P = P(PN (1 Al) 
Hence 
Assume the vapor is a perfect gas, p = p / RT , so that 
where y = c, / c, is a thermal constant. The unsteady heat addition provides a acoustic 
source tenn in the wave Eq.1.38, which becomes 
and acoustic emission is enhanceci by the rate of change in the heat addition rate. 
Physically, the unsteady heating causes unsteady expansion of the vapor at essentially 
constant pressure. Therefore, the vapor expansion is the ultimate source of the sound 
emitted. 
Chapter 2 
Experimental Equipment and Sensing Techniques 
The general equipment employed in the laser welding process and signal 
acquisition includes a CO2 laser, a working table, and detecton and control boards. Figure 
2.1 shows a schematic description of the system. 
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Fig. 2.1 Experimental setup for laser welding and signai detection 
2.1 CO2 laser 
The main equipment in a laser processing system is the laser. It provides the 
necessary heat source. CO, laser has a high electrical-to-optical energy transfer efficiency, 
and a high power generating ability. Up to now, the commercial laser with the highest 
output power available and hi& stability is the CO2 laser. For this reason, CO- 1 asers are 
widely used as heat sources in the laser materiai pmcessing industry. 
Three basic elements are employed for genmting the laser beam: an optical 
resonant cavity, an active lasing medium, and an excitation source. The optical cavity 
consists of two mirron that are designed as a stable oscillatory cavity. For the C O  laser, 
the active lasing medium is a gas mixture consisting of Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen 
(N2), and Helium (He). CO2 is the principal gas. N, and He are added to enhance 
efficiency and provide the necessary electrical characteristics. The excitation is achieved 
by electrical discharge by means of the foxmation of plasma in the discharge tube. A 
number of technologies have been developed to make the CO2 laser generate a high 
power beam. These include fast gas flow, preionization and the use of RF discharge 
excitation. Commercial lasers only are allowed a limited gas discharge zone. Fast gas 
flow technology makes the commercial laser capable of generating mu1 ti- kilowatt or even 
higher output. The fast flow CO, laser overcomes the discharge instability problem and 
the bottleneck effect by rapid cooling. The gas flow can be either transverse or axial. 
Transverse flow lasers have a simple and compact configuration, and can replace the gas 
in the discharge zone v e y  quickly to generate a hi& power output. With axial flow 
lasers, an axial discharge and optical feedback favors an êxially symmetric power 
distribution in the output beam. Such CO2 lasers usually generate good laser beam quality 
at comparatively high power. 
In this work, a Lumonics VFA-1700 CO2 laser was used. This laser is a fast axial 
flow CO2 laser. The fast gas Qow is dnven by a blower mounted below the laser head 
enclosure. The blower drives the lasing gas mixture at a hi& speed through the discharge 
tube where the glow discharge is carried out dong the axial direction of the tube. The 
heated gas flows out the chamber and into the heat exchanger. From the heat exchanger, 
the gas is recirculated through the resonator. 
The VFA- 1 700 laser has dual discharge tubes that are parailel. Each discharge 
tube consists of multiple discharge sections. The purpose of this design is to provide a 
uniform discharge zone. The optical paths of these two tubes are connected together using 
two bending mirrors. This configuration saves a lot of space, and improves laser beam 
quality due to the increased length-to-aperture ratio. The rear &or of the optical cavity 
has almost 100% reflectivity, allowing oniy a minute portion of the beam to be 
transmitted. This portion of beam is received by a thermopile to monitor laser power. 
General parameters of the VFA- 1700 CO, laser are as follows 
Wavelength 10.6 pn 
Rated output 1700 watts (CW) 
Output power range 600 to 1750 watts 
Output power stabiliw% deviation fiom set-point 
Mode TEMOI* 
Pointing stability M. 15 mad, over 24 hours 
Beam diarneter 17 mm at 1 IP points 
Beam divergence less than 3 mrad, full angle 
The laser output power is obtained with a mixture having ratios C02:He:N2 = 60: l30:9O, 
which are set and indicated on the gas panel. The total pressure of the gas mixture inside 
the cavity is 100 mban. When required, a lower minimum power than that listed above 
cm be reached by decreasing the CO, concentration in the mixture. In operation, the laser 
power can be adjusted by changing the discharge current. It has been found that the laser 
power increases almost linearly with discharge current. The overall performance of this 
laser is very stable, but there is a warm up penod when the laser is switched on. During 
this initial perioâ, the laser output increases a little since some rernaining residual gas in 
the discharge tube is gradually replaced with lasing gas mixture. Thus, in order to achieve 
a stable laser output, the laser is allowed to wam up for about half an hour before use. In 
fact, the laser power delivered onto the work-piece is a little lower than the readings in 
the laser controller because of the losses due to imperfect reflection by the bending 
rnirrors and the reflection from the focal lens and KCI-protective window. The total loss 
is about 7 -8 %. 
The laser also can be operated in a pulsed mode. By adjusting the command in a 
short program, the duty cycle, the repetition rates, and the modulation depth cm be set. In 
addition, the laser output can provide different pulse shapes. 
The resonator of the VFA laser supports a certain set of modes of oscillation. The 
idealized allowed sets of modes are Hermite-Gaussian functions, which have the spatial 
intensity distribution (TEM,) aven by Hermite Polynomials 
where Hm and H,, are the Hermite polynomials of order m and n, respectively. is the spot 
size of the beam which is defined as the radius where the intensity drops to I/d of the 
value at the center. The lowest order of these 
greatest peak intensity and lowest divergence. 
intensity distribution 
in which I,-, is the intensity at the beam center. 
modes is the TE& mode, which has the 
This mode actually has a simple Gaussian 
(2.2) 
However, lasers do not always osciliate in 
only one mode but m i t  in a superposition of several modes. In addition, individual 
modes are not purely Gaussian because of the presence of finite apertures. For the VFA- 
1700 laser, the Iaser beam is in the TE&,* mode which is a combination of the TE% 
mode and the mode. The laser beam of this mode is preferred for welding 
Figure 2.2 Intensity distriition of the 
VFA-1700 laser beam 
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applications since i t  can create appropriate melting isothms[52]. Fig.2.2 shows the 
intensity distribution of the VFA-1700 COI laser beam. This intensity distribution was 
measured using a Prometec laser beam analyzer. For cornparison, the Gaussian intensity 
distribution is given in Fig.2.3. It can be seen that the laser beam intensity distribution is 
very close to a Gaussian distribution. 
Figure 2.3 Gaussian intensi ty dis tnbution. 
The diffraction of light has severai effects on the laser beam. First, the actual 
mode shape changes radically with distance so that the final mode shape can oniy be 
attained in the far-field region. Secondly, substantial fiinging exists in the beam in the 
near-field region but it gradually disappears as the far-field region is approached. Finaliy, 
the laser diverges non-linearly in the near-field region while in the far-field region the 
spread with distance is constant. For these reasons, the laser bearn is used at a large 
distance fÎom the output mirror. in our setting, the delivering distance fÎom the output 
rnirror to the processing point is about 2 - 3 meters. 
The diameter of the focal spot of a laser beam can be determined by d = f O,, in 
which f is the focal length and 0, is the full divergence angle of the laser beam. If a lem 
of shorter focal length is used, a smder focal spot can be obtained and so can a higher 
laser beam intensity. 
2.2 Laser head and working station 
The laser head contains a ZnSe focusing lens, a KCI window and a gas nozzle and 
can be moved vertically to change the focal position on the work-piece. For laser welding, 
the ZnSe lens has a 5-inch focal length. This lens cm focus the CO2 laser beam d o m  to a 
spot a few hundreds of micrometers in diameter. 
The KCI window protects the ZnSe lens from contamination by dust or spatter 
f?om the welding site. The KCl window can easily be damaged by heat during welding. A 
damaged window will distort the laser beam so that the focusing condition will be altered. 
For this reason, the KCl window needs to be checked fkequently. 
The gas nozzle in the laser head supplies an axial shielding gas. This shielding gas 
dso protects the lens systern fkom spatter during laser welding and serves as cooling gas 
for the laser head. There is a side nonle pointing to the weld site along the weld 
direction. Its function is to suppress the laser-induced plasma and to provide shielding for 
the welds. 
The working table is a cornputer-numencally-controlled (CNC) table, which can 
be programmed for the desired motion including speed, direction, travel distance and a 
non-linear trajectory. in addition, the start and end points of the movement of the table 
and the firing of the laser beam can be timed sequentially. On the working table there is a 
d o t  or groova which is parallel with one of the axes of the movement. Laser welding is 
perfomed along this groove. During welding, metal sheets were kept h l y  on the 
working table b y clamps. 
2.3 Motion control and Data acquisition system 
Two motion control boards (Galil DMC-1000 and DMC-400 controller) are used 
to control XY 2-D motion and 2-axis motion separately. Three bnish type servomotors 
are used to drive the welding table and the vertical motion of the laser head. 
The data acquisition boards are a Microstar DSP 2400 data processor (DAP) and a 
Uei data acquisition board. The Microstar processor itself is a complete microcornputer 
with its own CPU, RAM, ROM, analog and digital output, input control and timing 
circuits, and direct memory access controller. The DAP also contains a Motorola 56001 
digital signal processor (DSP), which facilitates digital signal processing at hi& speed. 
The Uei data acquisition board has the capability of acquiring data simultaneously fiom 8 
channels at a sampling rate of 10 MHz. 
The input signal can be acquired directly by the DSP board and then transferred to 
the host computer for storage. These data give the signal in the time domain. When the 
frequency s p e c t m  is desired, the input signal is first processed with a fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) by the DSP and then sent to the host computer. The frequency spectnim 
thus given finally was composed of 512-data points. in order to get a spectnun over the 
fiequency range of O - 20 kHz, the FFT was carried out at a sampling rate of 4x104 
samples per second. This sampling rate prevents aliasing fiom occuning in our data. 
Basicdly, aliasing is a phenornenon in which a high-fi-equency component is represented 
by a lower-frequency component, thus resulting in an incorrect description of the spectral 
distribution of the signal. 
With the Uei board, it can be operated in the direct memory access @MA) mode. 
In this mode, the acquired data can be accessed directly by the CPU, thus eliminating data 
@ans fer, which offers much fast processing. This board is used to acquire multi-channel 
optical emission data. 
2.4 Detectors and sensing system 
Acoustic signals are detected by an ûmni-directional condenser microphone 
(Electret 33-1063) with a flat frequency response between 50 Hz - 20 kHz. Above 20 
kHz, the response drops sharply so that it is not possible that the higher fiequency 
components fiom acoustic emission would affect our FFT r d t s  through aliasing. This 
microphone can be easily mounted around the laser head. In this experiment, the 
microphone was attached to the laser head and pointed toward the welding spot The 
microphone should be rnounted close to the welding site and directly aimed at it since the 
reflection from the nearby objects could affect the response of the microphone to the 
acoustic emission. 
A pyroelectric detector (Molectron mode1 P3-01) has been used to monitor the 
laser pulse. The CO, light was scraped using a beam splitter before the focusing lens. This 
detector could aiso be mounted over the weld surface beside the laser head. In this way, it 
could be used to record reflected CO2 laser radiation from the welding spot. It views the 
weld pool at an angle of about 45 degrees normal to the surface. The pyroelectric detector 
has a response over a wide wavelength range which extends to the far i n h e d .  The rise 
time of this detector depends on the load resistoa. In our case, the detector was set to 
high responsitivity so that the typical nse tirne was about 0.5 ms. A nanow band filter 
with a transmission window at the wavelength of the CO, laser emission was put in front 
of the detector window so that it oniy allows the detector to sense the laser radiation 
reflected f?om the weld pool. 
An optical sensing systern was also developed in this work, which has the ability 
of sensing a change in focal position, beam position and relative weld pool size. This 
system offers the possibility of adaptive control of the laser welding process. This sensing 
system consists of a light focusing and collecting unit, a structureci fiber bundle and a 
photodiode array and pre-amplifiers. The output electric sipals fiom this systern are 
directly fed into the data acquisition board. 
The focusing unit is an optical system that contains two focusing lenses, and 
images the plume ont0 the fiber bundle. Commercially available photodiodes are used to 
construct the photodiode m y .  In the connecter between the fiber output and the 
photodiodes, various filten are inserted, which allows multi-wavelength detection. 
The sbuctured fiber bundle is the basis of this system, aud is not available as a 
Fiber bundle Cross section 
f----- 
To Photodiodes 
Figure 2.4 Diagrammaticaiiy illustration of the stmcturtd fiber bundlt in 
' 
the opticai sensing system. 
commercial product. The bundle is contigwed in such a way that each fiber collects the 
desired portion of the light emitted in the plasma plume and the weld pool. A typical 
structure of the fiber bundle used in this work is shown in Fig.2.4. Here, standard optical 
fiber connectors were used to make the device, and the unit is very compact and easy to 
use. 
2.5 Weldiog materials and welding trials 
During laser welding, the laser beam focal position m u t  be adjusted properly to 
obtain an optimum condition since the focal position affects the formation of the weld 
and the weld geometry. The laser beam cm be focused either below the surface or above 
it, as shown in Fig.2.5. Usually, to get a good quality weld the focal position is adjusted 
to be slightly below the metai surface. This setting optimizes the formation and stability 
of the keyhole. Expenence shows that for welding thick metal sheet, a focus about 0.5 - 1 
mm below the d a c e  yields higher penetration. while for thin sheet, focusing on the 
surface is acceptable. In this study, sheet thickness is around 1 mm so that the focus either 
on the surface or slightly below the d a c e  gives good results. However, the genenited 
acoustic signals for these two focus conditions may be different, and such differences can 
be used to monitor the focusing condition by acoustic mission. Optical emission signals 
also show a dependence on focal positions. 
Laser Beam 
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Figure 2.5 iiiustration of laser beam focus on the metal surth. 
Mild steel, galvanized and galvannealed steel sheets were used in this study. Mild 
steel is an ordinary cold rolled steel, while galvanized and galvannealed steels have a zinc 
coating. Mild steel has a good absorptivity for CO2 laser radiation, and cm be easily 
welded. The zinc coating on the galvanized steel sheet behaves as a lubricant and 
prolongs the life of press tools, and the coafing also protects the steel fiom w t .  This 
coating does not materially affect weldability for butt welds, however the vaporization of 
the zinc coating does have some effects on the welding process. Depending on the 
deposited laser power and the scaMing speed, the weld surface appearance can range 
from a continuous coating remaining on the weld surface to a black zone from which al1 
the zinc has been vaporized. During welding, the weld pool can be vay  turbulent owing 
to the escape of zinc vapor, and sometimes spatter appears. The high temperature during 
welding causes the formation of zinc oxide vapor and with pnmen the breakdown 
products can include Hl, CO2 and water vapor. These vapon and gases can cause porosity 
in the weld. in butt welding, coated steel sheet can be welded easily without treatment on 
the cutting edge. In lap welding, a charnel must be provided to allow Zn vapor to escape, 
or the welds will be porous. 
Steel sheets with thicknesses nom 0.8 mm to 1.6 mm were used. Helium, argon 
and nitrogen were used as shielding gases in laser beam keyhole welding. Since only thin 
rnetal sheets ( l e s  than 2 mm) are welded in this experiment, the plasma blocking of the 
laser beam is not a signifiant problem in this case, and different kinds of shielding gas 
have littie effect on the welding process. 
Bead-on-plate, butt as well as Iap welds were carried out, and welds were made in 
a single pas. Butt weld was performed between sheets with the same or different 
thickness. Samples were prepared by cutting the metal sheet using a shear. No careful 
cleaning of samples is reqwed except for wiping off grease since grease cm change 
surface absorptivity. In order to generate weld defects and d y z e  the relation of the 
signals to weld faults, defects were pqose ly  introduced. 
Laser welding is usualiy carried out at a relatively hi& speed. But at initiation, the 
laser beam needs to dwell a while to start the weld for some metals. This initiation tirne 
aiso depends on the thickness of rnetal, and in o u  experiments usually te* microseconds 
were used. A series of welds have been done under various welding conditions including 
changing laser power, welding speed, focal position, and seam gap etc. These procasing 
conditions yield welds of various qualities so that the relation between weld quality and 
welding parameters cm be detemined. Ail the welding processes and recording of the 
signals were controlled by a cornputer and results were found to be reproducible. 
The general appearance of the welds can be seen immediately d e r  welding, so 
that weld quality can be roughly judged by visual inspection of the weld bead. Detailed 
examination of the welds was canied out through analyzing weld cross section. In doing 
so, welds were first cut with a diamond wheel saw perpendicular to the direction of 
welding, and then the weld cross sections were polished and etched with nital. The 
dimensions of the weld zone were observed and measured under a s t e m  optical 
microscope or with a digital micrometer. Structures of the welds were photographed 
using a digital carnera attached to the optical microscope. The final weld quality was 
assessed according to the weld width and depth, the smoothness of the weld bead and the 
presence of defects that included holes and cracks in the welds. *i 
in order to test the developed weld fault detecting technique, adficial weld 
defects were generated via creating gap, mismatch and damage on the edge of sheet. 
Pinhole is a common weld defect occurring in production line and it is created during 
laser beam interaction with metal or in solidification of the molten pool. If there is a 
damage on the joining edge or mismatch, beam interaction will be interxupted and less 
metal will be melted to fil1 the joint thus causing pinhole formation. On the other hand, 
improper melt metal flow pattern, drop out of liquid metal or foreign element in the melt 
pool will result in pinhole formation during solidification phase. It should be pointed out 
that monitoring emission signal during laser beam welding could only detect the pinholes 
created during laser beam interaction. Detection of pinholes formed during solidification 
phase needs di fferent sensing technique. 
Chapter 3 
Acoustic Monitoring Techniques 
3.1 Characteristics and quantization of acoustic signals 
Acoustic monitoring is one of the approaches that have been adopted in 
developing an efficient and fast-response in-process monitoring technique for laser beam 
welding. This technique is attractive because of its simplicity and its Iow price as weli as 
its fast response. However, the reliability of this technique is questionable due to the fact 
that acoustic sensors are susceptible to interference in production environments. Up to 
now acoustic monitoring remauis a topic of academic interest. Air-borne acoustic signals 
are mainly generated by unsteady expansion of the vapor or plasma plume during laser 
beam interaction with the met& The unsteadiness is govemed by the keyhole oscillation 
and rate of vapor generation. It is intuitive that the sound Ievel and the energy distribution 
among the frequency components would vary under different welding conditions because 
a keyhole and weld pool of different size is produced. 
A set of spectra of acoustic emission (AE) is given in Fig.3.1. This set of data was 
acquired fiom welding steel sheet with a 1.65 kW Cû&ser beam at different speeds. 
Speeds were chosen in such a way that welds of various qualities were produced. Welds 
with different quality cm be related to these acoustic spectra. For di of the keyhole 
welds, acoustic components cover the entire fiequency range O - 20 kHz, but there are 
two distinct regions that can be identified. One is the low kequency region below 5 H z  
while the other is the region of fquency above 5 kHz. A relatively strong narrow band 
of frequency cornponents in the region of 3-5 kHz is apparent. which originates from the 
keyhole oscillation. Many components in the low Erequency range can be seen when 
welding at low speed. which corresponds to a wide weld bead. At high speed, high 
fkequency components are relatively strong. In this case, the weld has only partial 
penetration. At moderate welding speeds, yielding good welds, the narrow band is rnuch 
stronger in cornparison with the background. The dominance of this band of fkequency 
components produces a distinct tone that cm be heard during the welding process. in 
contrast, frequency components in the high frequency region generate a harsh 
background sound. 
Plasma plume expansion is a highly fluctuating process during laser welding and 
this affects the acoustic signal signifcantly. As a result, a particular component at a given 
fiequency has no clear physical meaning. In order to interpret these signals and facilitate 
a numencal cornparison between acoustic signals under different welding conditions, 
normalization of the FFT spectra is applied. In this approach, the spectmm was divided 
into 20 blocks of sub-fiequency with each one having 1 kHz bandwidth. The intensity in 
each 1 kHz band was then integrated and expressed as a fraftion of total acoustic power. 
These acoustic blocks can be conveniently expressed as a vector in a 20-dimension space: 
I = [ï,,~,; *- ,r , lT (3.1) 
in which 1, { k = I ,  2,. ..,20) are individual block fiequency components of the acoustic 
signals. 
The normalized acoustic specua in Fig.3.1 are shown in Fig.3.2, and give a 
clearer mathematical description of the energy distribution. It is apparent that welding at 
intermediate speed results in an enhancement in AE intensity in the fiequency blocks at 4 
and 5 k J k  At higher and lower welding speed, the dominant fkequency components lie in 
the 12-17 H z  range. AE in this frequency range are related to instabilities in the 
keyhole[53] and accompany welds when the resulting SMC ture (such as penetration 
condition) deviates fiom that obtained under optimized conditions. This variation in weld 
morphology can be seen in weld cross-sections shown in Fig.3.3. 
Figure 3.1 Acoustic crnission spcctra during laser kcyhole wclding of steel shcet at thne 
different wclding specds. 
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ETgiire3.2 Ncxmalized power spectnmi of acoustic ernission during C a  laser bead-on-plate 
weldmg of mild steel at k e e  welding speeds. 
(a) 12.7 m m / s  (b) 25.4 mm/s 
(c) 38.1 mmk (d) 50.8 mmls 
(e) 76.2 d s  (f) 88.9 mmfs 
Figure 3.3 Photographs of cross-sections of welds from laser welding at various 
weldllig speeds. 
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Figure 3.4 Total squared deviation of the AE signal. Good welds w m  obtained (a) near 
the minimum when changing speed, (b) when laser power is above a certain value. 
3.2 A simple approach to interpret acoustic signals 
To quantify the dependence of weld characteristics on AE spectra, one c m  
identify AE F E  component intensities 1,' obtained under optirnized welding condition 
at frequency k and compare them to measured values 1,. A quantitative cornparison 
between these two spectra is given by the total squared standard deviation 
where N is the tord number of components used for calculation (since the maximum 
number of components is 20, so that N S20). Thus a srnail value of D is obtained under 
conditions for which the AE spectmm is closest to the preferred distribution. 
Values of D obtained for bead-on-plate welds in mild steel sheet are plotted as a 
hnction of weld speed as weil as laser power in Fig.3.4. As expected, low values of D 
are obtained for a relatively narrow range of welding conditions under which the weld is 
characterized by full penetration and small heat-affected zone (HM). With regard to 
laser power, only smaU deviation is observed at b e r  powers above the value at which 
Laser bearn spot sire 
Figure 3.5 Effect of focus on tocal squared deviation of AE signais during laser weldmg under different 
focal conditions. 
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Figure 3.6 Total squared deviation of the AE during laser welding of 1-mm 
thick galvanized steel sheet with laser power 1.6 kW. 
Welding qmâ (mmls) 
Figure 3.7 Total squareci deviation of the AE during laser iap welding of d d  steel shetts of 1.1- 
mm thichess at a laser power of 1.7 kW. 
fuli penetration welding occurs. 
This effect is also seen when the position of the Iaser beam locus is changed 
relative to the steel surface. As shown in Fig.3.5, hll penetration welds with a high 
aspect ratio and smali HAZ were obtained at SI and S2, whereas only partial penetration 
was observed at S3 and SI with changed focal positions. Sa waî an extreme exmple of a 
poorly penetrated weld. 
The kequency distribution of AE intensity durhg bead-on-plate welding of 
galvanized steel dBers from that obtained when welding mild steel under the same 
conditions. The difference is characterized by an enhancement of high-frequency acoustic 
componenu, and probably arises fkom the vaporization of the Zn coating. Selective 
ernission at high frequencies attributable to vaporization of a surface layer has previously 
ken observed[28]. To increase sensitivity, values of I,and !,'in the range 11-20 kHz 
were weighted differently fiom those at lower frequencies. A modiried expression is 
in which Q is a weight factor. In this way, the resulting values of D are plotted as a 
function of weld speed and laser intensity in Fig.3.6. A reduction in D is again observed 
under optimized welding conditions. 
Welding of 1-mm mild steel under lap joint conditions shows a similar behavior 
to that for bead-on-plate welding, but the speed at which D is rninirnized is shifted to 
lower values, as shown in Fig.3.7. The distribution of I ,  and I,' is also different from that 
obtained under bead-on-plate conditions. 
For butt welding of steel sheets, a strong correiation between D and gap width is 
found, which is show in Fig.3.8. When optimized welding conditions are used to defme 
a spectmm lkO, smail changes in gap separation are accompanied by a dramatic change 
in 1, and a large variation in D. Photographs of cross sections through the welded seam 
(Fig.3.8) c o h  this dependence. This suggests that variabiiity in joint fit up may be 
detectable fkom selected components in the acoustic spectmm. 
AE spectra contain components in the 20 Hz to 20 kHz range that appear to be 
diagnostic of various aspects of the laser weiding process as whole. It is not possible at 
butt 1 butt 2 
Seam condition 
butt 3 
Butt f Butt 2 Butt 3 
Figure 3.8 Total squared deviation of AE signals fiom butt weld and the 
correspondhg sections of the weld. Butt 1 is good weld, while a wide 
gap (butt 2 and 3) yields a high AE deviation and poor weld quality. 
present to assign specific frequency components to particular aspects of the physical 
interactions involved in converting incident laser radiation to heat and a well-formed 
weld, but the spectmm contains sufficient diagnostic information to distinguish 
acceptable welds 6rom those with various defects. This effect is manifested in a simple 
way through the squared standard deviation D. Values of D are observed to change in 
response to laser welding conditions in a way which is shp ly  related to incident laser 
intensity, focal position and joint fit up. This offers the possibility that AE treated in this 
way may be usehl for weld monitoring or for inclusion in a convol loop. 
3.3 Weld classification using statisticai pattern recognition 
Pattern recognition is a signal analysis technique hat can be applied to acoustic 
and optical signals to extract information about weld characteristics. 
3.3.1 Basic theory of pattem recognition analysis 
Implementing a pattem recognition system requires three essential steps: 
(1) Sarnpling th input signais to produce the pattem spacr. 
(2) Extraction or selection of the features, which sometimes involves 
transformation of the signals hom the pattem space to the feature space, from 
which one can obtain usehl information and then make subsequent reduction 
of data size. 
(3) Classification of the feature space to identify the individual signal classes. 
The Bayesian decision rule forms the bais for the design of optimum classifiers. 
However, it requires the hill knowledge of the underlying probability distribution of the 
data and leads in general to a non-linear modeL This classifier requires a lot of 
calcuiation t h e  and is not practical for real-time classification. It is reasonable to 
examine the applicability of a linear discriminant function, simp-g the process of 
classification. Unfonunately, most red-world data are not normally distributed, and for 
thrse cases. sub-optimai linear classifiers can be designed using the Minimum Squared 
Error approach. In reality, if the data are close to the normal distribution, we s a  cm 
approxirnate the classifier by a linear discriminant function. however, the approximation 
rnay result in the classification accuracy of Iess than 100%. 
The digitized and integrated signal spectrurn can be rewritten as a vector in a N- 
dimension space: 
in which X,, X, ... XN are fiequency componenu of the emission signals. The superscnpt 
T signifïes the transverse of the data vector. At a samphg rate of 40 kHz, we have a total 
of N=20 components (which are caiied features). The number of features used for 
classification is important since in addition to reducing computation efficiency a high 
dimensionality requires a iarge number of experirnental data sets for training the 
classifier. If a set of signals is representative of sepuate different welds, they must have 
particular features whic h contain key information about clus members hip. Two feature 
select ion sc hemes CO uld be considered: (a) inter-ciass distance rneasure and (b) 
information rneasure. 
Inter-cks distance measure actuaiiy measures the separation of two data sets in 
the feature space. Large inter-ciass distribution should contribute to better classification. 
For each feature, the inter-class distance is defmed as 
where rn*, m~ are the means for the ittr feature of the two classes A and B, & and are 
the corresponding standard deviations of each class. For laser welds, they contain 3 
classes (hiIl penetration, poor penetration and overheated), there should be three pairwise 
inter-class distances. The squard sum of aii  the p-e distances for every feature is 
used as the selection criterion. 
Quantitative measures of information have been develo ped in communication 
theory and cm be applied here to the andysis of acoustic signals. Information 
measure[54] calculates the mutual information between features xi and ciass ci, and is a 
measure of how well feature x, resolves the uncenainty about class c,. The mutual 
information is defmed as 
I(c, ,xi ) = Iog 
~ ( c i k i  
m i  
where P(c,) is the prion pro bability of ciass ci and P(c, lx,) is a conditional probability of 
c, for a given feature xi. To evaluate the information contained in a feature, an average of 
the mutual information over the set of classes can be used. in practice, feature xi takes 
continuous values from zero to a certain number. For the convenience of calculation, the 
feature x, can be partitioned into a manageable number of intervals and the following 
expression can be used 
in which x, is the ith feature of class (c,). P(k/c,) is the conditional probability that a 
sample from class c, will have the value of xi fdl within the kth intervai of its partition. P, 
is the probability that x, falls in the kth interval regardless of class. With this definition, 
the larger the average mutual information, the more distinctive is the set of signals ro 
idente classes. 
Two algonthms cm be employed to buiid a linear disciminant for classification of 
laser beam welds. 
(1) Minimum squared error (MSE) algorithm[55] 
In a k-dimension space (Eq. 3.3). a point represents the data of an acoustic 
spectrum of weld that is detected at a particuk tirne. A collection of signals, which are 
acquired fiom the different welds or from the same weld but at different times, fonns a 
point distribution in the k-D space. If the signal is able to distinguish varieties of welds, 
the points should be located in different region in this space. In rhis case, a hyper-plane 
can be found to separate the regions between two clusters of weld points. This hyper- 
plane is cded a linear discriminant hinction. Mathematically, the linear discriminant 
function cm be written 
g(x) = wTx+ w, (3.7) 
where x is the signai vector. 
By the MSE algorithm. the vector wr and the constant wo can be determined using 
a set of training data. If we use a = [wT ,wJT ,  and y = [xT, l ] ' ,  the linear discriminant 
hinction cm be expressed as 
g ( y i ) = a r y j  (3.8) 
The MSE algorithm is to find a vector a to rninimize the squared emor 
Minirnization of E(a) yields the results: 
For classification of three classes, hear discriminants of three painvise functions can be 
found. The decision rule is 
X E  C' ifg(x)>O 
For each signal data, it goes three tirnes through the above procedures. 
In constructing the classifier, no assumption was made, so this method appiies for 
aU data distributions. 
(2) Fisher's linear discriminant[56] 
In high dimensional space, one cannot visudy inspect the data distribution. 
When a Fisher's linear discriminant is consmcted. the data vector x can be projected on 
lines specified by vector w dong which the distances between classes are maxirnized. For 
a K-class problem, K-1 vectors can be found. The inter-class distance measure is defiied 
as the sample between-ciass matrix B divided by the sample within-class matrix S, 
Therefore, the problem is to find the vectors w to maximize 
where B = (xi -%)(xi - 3' is the sample between-class matrix, and 
Cr c, h l  
is the sample within-class matrix. It can be proved[56] that when w takes the eigenvectors 
of s,-'B, J(wJ is maximized. Thus, for this approach, we fxst need to fmd the 
eigenvectors e, (j = 1. 2, .... K I )  of s,"B, and then constnict the discriminants 
- T g, - e, x i  (3.14) 
In a classification, the decision rule is to assign the sample to the class (measured by iu 
class mean) to which it is closest in the K I  dimensional discriminant space. For laser 
welding, the signal data can be classfied into rhree classes (K=3). Accordingly, two 
eigenvectors can be obtained. From these vectors, each signal spectmm can be 
represented as a point (g,, gJ in a two-dimension space. Under each class, the training 
- - 
data has a mean point ( g , ,  ,g,i ) where j=I, 2, and 3 denoting 3 chses.  These three 
mean points defme the centers of each class. Weld classification is based on the 
- - 
appropriate measure of the squared distance from (g,, g2) to ( g , j ,  g , , ), that is, a signal is 
assigned to the class which has a minimum distance. 
In this study, both classifiers have been used. They give approximately the same 
result. In the following section, we don? specif'y which algonthm is used to yield the 
results. 
3.3.2 Feature selections of acoustic signals 
Table 3.1 and 3.2 list the calculated results for AE signals at two locations based 
on inter-class distance and information measm. According to the feature selection 
criterion, each feature makes a different contribution to weld classification. Those 
features with low values fiom both measures should not be included in classifying 
calculation. The results indicate that the four highest fiequenc y compo nents, which are 
highlighted in the table, contribute little to the classification. In the analysis below, 16 
features are selected with frequency bands fiom 1 to 16 kHz. For the optical signal, there 
Table 3.1. Feature selection by inter-class distance measures and information 





Note: Acoustic signals was detected from above-the-workpiece surface. 
Table 3.2. Feature selection by inter-class distance measures and infornation 
measures. 
Features Inter-c lass 
distances 
Note: Acoustic signals was detected f?om under-the-workpiece surface. 
is actudiy a very low signal intensity below 10 kHz, and only 10 features need to be 
considered. 
Another way of reducing features of the acoustic signai is to combine two or more 
fiequency blocks into one. The applicability of this method oniy can be tested after 
checking the classification results. 
3.3.3 Performance of weld classification 
When the welding speed is varied, three ciasses of welds are produced. At a speed 
lower than 30 mrn/s, the welds produced are considered as overheated, that is, they are 
fÙUy penetrated but have too wide a heat aRected zone (defmed as class 2). Those 
perforrned at speeds greater than 80 m d s  are classified as partial penetration welds 
(class 3). The optimal welds, fuil penetration weld (class 11, are produced at speeds 
around 50 mmk. According to the weld classification defmition, a graphic representation 
of the clûssiflcation results fiom acoustic signais is plotted in Fig.3.9. In this figure, the 
full symbols denote the center of each population. The points for this set of experirnental 
Figure 3.9. Acoustic signals in a 2-D discriminant space. The solid symbols denote 
the mean of each cïass. 
cIass 1: full penetration; class 2: overheated; class 3: partiai penetraticm. 
Acoustic Signal 




Table 3.3 Performance of classification of laser welds using acoustic and optical 
signals. The reference classes are defined as: 
Class 1 : 50 - 57.15 mm/s 
Class 2 : 19.05 - 25.4 mm/s 









class 1 class 2 class 3 
19 214 7 
1 58 30 52 
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Figure 3.10 Graphic illustration of weld classification for two wclding nms using acoustic and 
optical signal data. Laser power is about 1.6 kW. 
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Figure 3.1 1 Graphic illustration of weld classification fiom data cf  combining acoustic 
and optical sipais, which are the same set of data in Fig.3.10. The classes are 
denoted by numbm: 
O - c h 3  
1 - c k s  1 
2 - c h s 2  
The intcmediate ciasses are defrned: 
0.5 - class between class 1 and class 3 
1.5 - class betwccn class 1 and class 2 
value 3 represcnts a data of unclcar c h ,  
data are well grouped correspondhg to each c k s  and individual groups are reasonably 
separated in this discriminant space. 
The classification performance of welds by a set of acoustic signals sampled at 
few hundred locations is listed in table 3.3. The prediction result is encouraging although 
the accuracy is not very high since some of the data from class 3 are mis-classified into 
c k s  2 and vice versa The classification performance fiom a set of optical sig nals is also 
listed in table 3.3. The optical data were recorded sirnultaneously with the acoustic data. 
In cornparison, the performance of the optical data is close to that fiorn acoustic data 
Weld classification from emission signals can be represented graphically as class 
vs. tirne. In Fig.3.10, the results of weld classification fiom acoustic and opticai signals 
are given during two welding mns, in which welds were performed at constant speeds of 
69.85 m d s  and 95.25 rnmls, respectively. The condition of frst weld is in between class 
1 and class 3 according to the descrîbed defmition, while the second belongs to class 3. In 
each run, the whole data are recorded and denoted by the signal data (count) in the figure. 
The assigned classes by weld classification are Iabeled on the Iefi side. It can be noticed 
that for the weld, which belongs to clus 3, most of the classification results fa11 into class 
3 as expected, while for the weld between the two defmed classes, the classification 
results are scattered between these two ciasses. Also, not ail the data at the same count 
fiom acoustic and optical signals are assigned to the same class. This indicates that the 
acoustic signai and the optical signal may reflect different aspects of the weld properties. 
Combination of the two signals could then give a better weld classification. The 
strategy is that if two signals are classified into the same class, then assignment to this 
class is confinned; while if the two signals are ciassifîed into two neighborîng classes (for 
example, class 1 and class 3), a between-class is defmed. For instance, when the optical 
signal is classified into class 1 and the acoustic signal is identified to be class 3, we 
denote this weld to class A, which is the class wiih penetration condition between fuli 
penetration and partial penetration. Therefore the welding condition needs to have a smaii 
step adjustment toward optimal fidi penetration If the acoustic signai and the opticai 
signal are classified into two non-neighboring classes, this weld is considered tu be 
unconfumed (class C) and this result is discarded. In this way, class A represents a class 
between ciass 1 and class 3, and ciass B denotes a class between class 1 and 2. Fig.3.11 
shows a classification of welds by combination of acoustic and optical signals. It cm be 
seen that a more reliable description is made. Table 3.4 lis& the result of a set of weld 
classification. Using this technique, the mis-classification of class 2 into class 3 or class 3 
into class 2 is greatly reduced. 
The effect of data sampling rate of the signals on the performance of weld 
classification can aiso be examined. When the data sampling rate is increased from 40 
lcHz to 50 HZ, two sets of spectra were obtained from the same welds ( t h  can be 
realized by recording the emiîsion signals in a VCR and then playing them back and 
processing hem with a FFI?. Using this set of data weld classification is caiculated and 
iisted in table 3.5. The overall performance of the acoustic s igna  taken at a samphg 
rate of 50 kHz is poorer than that at a sampiing rate of 40 kHz. This result suggests that 
when the ernission signais are taken in a shorter time interval, less information about the 
weld is contained in each signal. 
3.3.4 Discussion 
Acoustic emission signal contains frequency components over the complete 
audible range 20 Hz - 20 kHz, and the relative distribution of these components provides 
a good indicator of weld quality. The average accuracy of prediction of weld 
characteristics is as high as -8045, as demonstrated above. This way of analyzing 
acoustic signals can lead to a way of developing a practicai approach for real-time quality 
monitoring, dthough the caiculation involved in the signai analysis is much more than a 
way of just looking at the emission intensity. However, the sampling rate cannot be 
increased since the signals recorded over a shorter tirne may not contain enough 
information for accurate predic tions. 
When ihis approach is appiied to the optical emission signal, we have a 
performance of prediction of weld quality that is close to that of acoustic signals. This 
suggests that information on the dynamic variation of the keyhole camed by acoustic and 
optical signals are almost the same on average. In fact, there is a close relationship 
between acoustic and optical signals[57] through the driving force for acoustic emission. 
In detaü, we found that the information reflected in these two signals are no t completely 
Çpeed(rnm/s) 1 class 1 class 2 class 3 classl-2 classl-3 unconfimeci Total 
Table 3.4 Classification of laser welds by combination of acoustic and opticd signals. The 
defuiition of classes is as the same as that in table 3.3 and laser power is about 1.6 kW. 





Sarn~lina rate 40 kHz 
class 1 class 2 class 3 Total Accuracy(%) 
Table 3.5 Cornparison of performances of weld classification by acoustic signals 





19 180 11 
1 74 10 26 







identical as the classification result sometimes differs, especialiy when the welding 
condition is in between two defmed classes. One of the causes for this may be the 
difference in propagation t h e  f?om the source to the detectors. 
When these two signals are combined, weld classification performance is 
improved. However, this involves more calculation and WU slow down the overail 
sampling rate. 
3.4 Analysis of acoustic signals detected €rom different locations 
3.4.1 Features of acoustic signals 
Acoustic sensors can be placed at dflerent locations around the weld spot, but the 
sirnplest solution is to mount the sensor on the laser beam weld head. Acoustic emission 
is generated due to rapid expansion of the metal vapor in the keyhole. The vapor atoms 
have a peak moment in the upward direction. This may result in different distributions of 
acoustic signals detected at different locations. Therefore, acoustic signals detected fiom 
various locations have k e n  analyzed. Information 
which can be used to identify or classify the welds, 
is assessed by means of information measure and 
the statistical pattern recognition technique applied 
to quantitative classification of welds. 
As illustrated in Fig.3.12, three microphones 
of the same kind were mounted at specifc locations. 
The distance between the weld spot and the 
microphones were all about 10 cm. Microphone #1 
was on the laser head at an angle of -15 degrees 
with respect to the normal direction of the working 
surface. Microphone #2 was at an angle of 10 - 15 
degrees with respect to the working surface, while 
microphone #3 was set under the work surface. 
contained in the acoustic signals, 
Laser head 
Figure 3.12 Schematic illustration of 
experimental setup for laser ?xam 
weIdmg and multi-position acoustic 
detection. 
Fig.3.13 gives a set of acoustic signals detected under various welding speeds and 
a constant laser power (1.6 kW) during laser beam lap welding of mild steel sheet of 1.1 - 
mm thick. For cornparison, a difference in intensity distribution among the featwes is 
apparent, and fonns the base for classifjing the welds by acoustic emission. The acoustic 
signals shown in Fig.3.13 correspond to three classes of welds defined above. 
Fig.3.14 shows a set of acoustic signals detected under the working surface 
(location #3) during laser welding of the same steel sheet. These signals have different 
distribution pattern compared to those in Fig.3.13. These two sets of signals were 
recorded simultaneously fiom the same weld. Using Eq.3.5 the average mutual 
information for these two sets of signals are calculated and listed in Table 3.6. It can be 
seen that the fiequency components above 16 lcHz have relatively low information 
measures, which indicates that these components contribute little to the identification of 
different welds, Le. the inclusion of these components in the input signals would not 
improve the distinctiveness of signals. Also fiom this table we know that the idormation 
measure of the acoustic signals as a total detected under the working surface is larger 
than the one above the working surface. From this result, therefore, we can expect that 
the classification of welds by the acoustic signals detected under the working surface will 
have a better performance than for the signals above the working surface. 
Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.16 show two sets of acoustic signals detected at location #1 
and #2, respectively, during laser beam lap welding of steel sheets when the focal 
position is changed. At the start position, the focal position was adjusted slightly below 
the surface (which is the optimal focal position). When the focal position moves d o m  or 
up, the weld pool gets shallower. Photographs of the comsponding weld cross sections 
are shown in Fig.3.17. Acoustic signais in Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.16 are different in emission 
intensity as well as in energy distribution of frequency components. Information 
measures calculated using Eq.3.6 are listed in Table 3.7. The calculated results show that 
the total information measure of the acoustic signals at location #2 is higher than that at 
location #1. Furthemore, the total information measure in this case is higher than in the 
case of changing welding speed. This r e d t  suggests that acoustic signals during laser 
welding are more efficient in recognipng a change in focal position than in the 
penetration condition of the welds. 
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Figure 3.13 Acoustic spectra fiom laser 
lap welding of mild steel sheet at 
three welding speeds. The signals 
were recorded above the work- 
piece Surface with the detector at 
location #l . 
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Figure 3.14 Acoustic spectra from 
Iaser lap welding of miid steel 
sheet at three welding speeds. 
The signais were recorded 
under the work-piece sufface 
with the detector at location #3. 
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Table 3.6 Idormation measures of acoustic 
signais fiom lap weld with changing 
welding speed. 
#I I #2 
Table 3.7 idormation measurcs of acoustic 
signais fiom lap wetd with changing 
laser beam focal position. Wclds wcre 
carried out at a power of 1.6kW and a 
spctd of 38.1 mmfs. 
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Frcquency (kHz) 
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1 5 9 13 17 
Frqucncy (kHz) 
Figure 3.15 Acoustic spcctra of 
laser welding of mild steel 
sheet at &cd speed (50.8 
mm/s) and laser power (1.6 
kW) and with changing focal 
position. The detector was at 
location # 1. 
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Figure 3.16 Acoustic spcctra of 
laser welding of mild steel 
sheet at the same proccss 
condition as that in Fig.3.15, 
but the dttector was mounted 
at location #2. 
Figure 3.17. Photographs of wcld cmss section. The welds are produfed witb a l a x r  power 1.6 kW and at 
speed of 50.8 mds. The focal position are (a) opthai position, @) move-dom 4 mm, and (c) 
move-up 2 mm with respect to the optimal position. 
3.4.2 Analysis of signals 
The defmition of weld classes for changing welding speed has k e n  described in 
section 3.3. For the case of changing laser beam focal position at the optimal welding 
speed, optimal focal position is considered to be slightly below the sheet surface. Welds 
obtained at this condition are defmed as class f l .  When the focal position is moved down 
4 mm, welds produced are taken as class fî. While welds performed when the focal 
position moves up 2 mm with respect to the start position are considered as class D. The 
classification performance for welds is Listed in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9. As expected, 
overd performance by the acoustic signals detected under the working surface is better 
than that by signals from above the work surface, while acoustic signals recorded at 
location #2 have a higher classification accuracy than those signais from location #I. AU 
the results show that the signal set with the greater information measure has a better 
classification performance. 
3.4.3 Discussion 
.4coustic emission spectra. which have components in the O - 20 kHz range, do not 
have the same distribution pattern when they are detected at the same welding condition 
but at Merent locations around the welding spot. However diagnostic information is 
buried in the spectnim. Individual components, therefore, are not sufficient to be used as 
a monitoring signal. Only the relative dfierences among the fiequency cornponents are 
important. Furthemore, the experimental results obtained above show that the ability to 
distinguish optimal welds fkom those with various defects or under different process 
conditions is not the sarne. Location 61 is the ideal position to mount the microphone. but 
the performance of the signals detected at that position is poorer than that at other 
locations. However, as this difference is not large. one can stiU mount the microphone at 
this location without affecthg the o v e d  performance too much. 




Acoustic signal detec ted under working surface 
Table 3.8 Acoustic classification of laser welds of rnild steel sheet. The wtlds are produced with a 








I classl class2 class3 total 
class 1: v35 - v45 
class 2: v10 - v20 
class 3: v57 - v65 
classl ctass2 class3 total 
69 288 3 360 
273 126 51 450 






Table 3.9 Acoustic classification of lap wel& of mild steel shcet. Welds werc produccd with a 
laser powcr 1.6 kW and wtldirig speed of 50.8 mm/s and with changing focal position. 
Sipals were rccordcd at locations: "-" rcfcrs to move-dom and "+" denotes movc-up. 
Focal position Class f l  Class f;! Class B Total Accuracy(%) 
The acoustic sig nals shown above give additional evidence that acoustic signal 
emitted during laser beam welding mainly cornes from the vapor or plasma plume 
expansion out of the keyhole. The microphone at location #1 senses the acoustic wave 
driven by the expanding front of the plume. Thus this acoustic signal contains many high 
fiequency components. Conversely, the microphone at location #2 records the acoustic 
waves that are caused by the volume expansion of the vapor in the direction transverse to 
the keyhole. This volume expansion contains Somation about the keyho le oscillation 
which occurs in the low Bequency range[53]. 
To conclude, acoustic signais sensed from various locations aii contain diagnostic 
information related to weld quality and welding conditions, but the predictive accuracy 
differs with location. The acoustic signal detected under the work surface has a high 
probability of recognizing the weld penetration condition, whereas the acoustic signal 
detected almost perpendicular to the laser bearn more accurately senses any changes in 
focal position. For practical purposes, it is most convenient to mount the microphone on 
the laser head and accept slighily poorer performance. These sensors c m  be incorporated 
into a system for real-time quality monitoring. However, in view of the classifcation 
results, it seems that acoustic monitoring alone has difficulty in i d e n t w g  the change of 
keyhole penetration depth with high accuracy, but it is sensitive enough to identify welds 
f?om various focal positions. 
3.5 Weld classification using a neural network 
A neural network cm realize mapping of data or pzitterns lrom high-dimension 
input space to low-dimension output space. If has the ability to l em,  recall, and 
generaiize f k m  training patterns or data, and cm be applied to weld classification. 
3.5.1 Basic structure and learning d e s  of the neural network 
Many models of neural networks have k e n  developed[81,82]. Each has k e n  
designed for application in solving a particuiar problem which covers robot control 
pattern recognition and proces O ptimization. Basically, modeis of neural networks are 
specified by three entities: models of the processing element. models of synaptic 
interconnections and structures, and training or learning d e s .  Multi-layer perceptron (or 
feedforward) networks are most popular, and have been successfully used in many areas 
such as pattern recognition and image processing. This kind of neural network is suitable 
for weld classification and so only this network is addressed in detaii here. The structure 
of the feedforward neural network is presented in Fig.3.18. Generdly. the processing 
element (PE) receives combined input to generate an output. Associated with the input of 
a PE is an integration hinction net that serves to combine information, activation, or 
evidence frorn an extemal source or other PEs into a net input to the PE. This is usually a 
linear function of the inpua x, to the processing element in the fom: 
net, = W.-x . - 8, Il J 
where Bi is the threshold of the ith processing element and w, is the weight that connects 
neuron j (source) to neuron i (destination). The weight represents the strength of the link. 
The processing element outputs an activation value as a function of its net input through 
an activation hinction or tram fer function a(net). The most frequently used activation 
function is the unipolar sigmoid function: 
a(neti)  = 
1 
1 + exp(-A net, ) 
where the constant il > O determines the steepness of the continuous function a(net) near 
net=O. The non-linear feature of this integration function of the input d o w s  the complex 
partitions of the input space and construction of arbitrary continuous regions. Thus the 
network has the ability to recognjze complex patterns. 
The neural network consists of highiy intercomected processing elements such 
that each PE output is W e d ,  through weights, to other PEs. Several PEs are combined 
with each other to make a layer of these nodes. Several layers can be further 
intercomected to fonn a multi-layer féedforward network, as show in Fig.3.18. The 
fiont layer that receives inputs is the input Iayer and typicaily performs no function other 
than buffering of the input signais. The outputs of the network are generated fkom the 
output layer. Any layer between the input and output layers is a hiddm Iayer, which is 
intemal to the network and has no direct contact with the external environment. The 
feedforward network 
processing elements in 
in the same layer or in 
characterizes its connections that originate and tenninate the 
specifc layers. In this network, no PE output is an input to a node 
a preceding layer. 
Input layer Hidden layer O utput layer 
i 
n i k 
Figure 3.18 Structure of a feedforward neural network. 
Leamhg rules are the third important element in constructing a neural network. 
The supervised back-propagation learning algorithm enables the network to adapt ail the 
weights in the network efficiently. This learning algorithm is applied to multi-layer 
feedfoward networks consisting of processing elements with continuous differentiable 
activation functions. The basis for this weight update algorithm is simply the idea of 
Hebbian leanllng law[83] and the gradient-descent method[84]. For a given input-output 
pair ( x ' ~ ' ,  p= I ,  2, . . ., N (data pairs), the back-propagation aigorithm performs two 
phases of data flow. First, the input pattern x'P) is propagated fiom the input layer to the 
output layer and, as a result of this forward flow of data, it produces an actual output y@). 
Then the emor signais resulting fiom the difference between f l )  and y@' are back- 
propagated fiom the output layer to the previous layers to update their weights. 
Suppose we have m nodes in the input layer, 1 nodes in the hidden layer, and n 
nodes in the output layer. Let us consider an input-output training pair (x,d) , where the 
superscript p is omitted for notation simplification. A node receives a net input from the 
previous layer nodes[lO] 
rn 
net, = C wjixi 
i= L 
where w, is the weight comecting ith node in the previous layer to the jth node in the 
panicular layer. This produces an output 
The output from an output node is given by 
The output error vector forpth pair training data is 
The scdar measure of the output error (cost hnction) is[80] 
Thus, according to the gradient-descent method, the weights in the hidden- to-output 
comection are updated by 
where q is the leamine rate. Using the chah rule 
and 
and Ecp(3.19)-(3.2 l), we c m  obtain 
By defining an error signal 
Aw, = r180tn(netk ) (3.26) 
For the weight update on the input-to-hidden connections. we use the c h  rule 
and obtain the weight update on the link weight co~ec t ing  node i in the input iayer to 
node j in the hidden Iayer. 
n 
A W , ~  = q x [ ( d k  - yk )a1 (netk )wu ][a1 (net, )xi] 
A=[ 
Similar to Eq.(3.26), the above equation can be rewritten as 
where &, is the error signal of node j in the hidden layer and is defmed as 
It can be observed that the emor signal &, of a hidden node j can be detemineci in terms 
of die error signals 6, of the nodes of the output layer. and therefore the error signais (&) 
are propagated backward instead of propagating signals forward. 
The leuning process of a neural network is actuaiiy a process in which the 
weighu in the network are adjusted according to the pattern of the source data so that the 
input space can be mapped into the output space with a minimum squared error. 
3.5.2 Performance of weld classification 
A three-layer neural network with 20 input nodes, 10 hidden nodes and 3 output 
nodes is constructed for ciassSymg welds into three classes. The 20 input nodes receive 
20 input cornponents of an acoustic spectnun with the last component replaced by the 
total intensity of the acoustic spectrum. Output node 1 is assignecl to cIass 1 (hli 
penetration), node 2 to class 2 (overheated), and node 3 to class 3 (partial penetration). 
When the output value of a node is high (above 0.6) and the other two nodes have a low 
output value (below 0.4), the data is classified into the class of this node, otherwise the 
class of the data is not confiied. 
The same sets of training data and testing data that are used in producing the 
results in Table 3.3 are used here for training and testing the neural network. M e r  
training for several hours, the performance of classification for the testing data is given in 
Table 3.10. In cornparison with the results in Table 3.3, the accuracy of classification of 
welds into three classes by neural network is no t satisfactory; especially accuracy for the 
class of hill penetration is very low. The performance of classification of a neurai 
network rnay change when the number of nodes in the hidden layer changes. However, in 
Our case. when larger or smaller numbers of nodes were used. the performance of the 
neurai network had no significant change after training by the same sets of data 
Since the neural network did not generate satisfactory results for acoustic 
classification into three classes, the neural network was re-designed to classify welds into 
two classes: hiIl penetration or partial penetration. The welds that are produced at speeds 
below 50.8 mm/s are defmed as full penetration weld; while welds at speeds above 63.5 
rnds  are defmed as partial penetration. This neural network has two output nodes, each 
of them assigned to one of the classes. The same classifying logic is used as in the three- 
c h s  case. Afier training. the network gives the performance of classification listed in 
table 3.11. It is apparent that the accuracy of classification is improved but that overali 
performance is stiU not satisfactory. 
3.5.3 Discussion 
A neural network has the ability to partition the feature space into regions of 
complex shape and c m  be trained to recognize patterns that are separable in its feature 
space. Acoustic signals generated during different welding conditions are distinguishable 
in p ~ c i p l e  (identified by the human ear), and mathematicaily separable using linear 
discriminating functions as discussed in section 3.3. However, the accuracy of weld 
classification of acoustic signais by the neural network is not satisfactory compared to the 
results of h e a r  discriminating hinctions. There may be several reasons for this 
limitation. One of the reasons rnay be that the designed neural network here is not the 
Table 3.10 Classification of welds into kt classes by neural network 
Input samples 
Output of 






Not confirrned 12 17 44 
Performance (%) 75 47.5 66.6 











Performance (%) 77.4 81.1 
best one for acoustic signal classification and a better network could be found for weld 
classification. As a reference. the classification results for the training data are shown in 
Table 3.12. It is noticed that the perfomiance for the training data is satisfactory with 
accuracy up to 96%. The training data of each class contain acoustic data kom welding at 
lnput samples 
Output of 
classifier Full Partial pene tration pene tration 
Full 
pene tra tion 
Partial 
pe ne tra tion 
Not confirmed 1 O 
Performance (%) 96.3 94.6 
Table 3.12 Weld classification of the training data by a 
three-layer neural netwotk. 
three different speeds. If welding was carried out at two fmed welding speeds to produce 
fuli and partial penetration welds respectively, an even better performance of 
classification would be expected. 
The second reason is related to the acoustic signals themselves. The distribution 
of acoustic signal data rnay be scattered in its feature space. There are considerable 
overlapped regions between data frorn different welding conditions. The neural network 
may fmd the boundaries for efficiently separating the training data, but these boundaries 
do not give a good separation for test data. 
In cornparison, a neural network takes severai hours to be trained, whiie the linear 
discriminate function can be constructed using training data in a few seconds. For this 
reason, a statistical pattern recognition algorithm is more suitable for weld classification 
using acoustic signals. 
Chapter 4 
Characteristics of Optical Emission 
and Detection Techniques 
4.1 Variation of optical ernission 
During keyhole welding with the CO? laser, the metal under the h e r  beam 
undergoes melting and vaporization that may result in plasma generation provided 
suficient power is absorbed. The dynamics of keyhole formation and maintenance is 
very complicated, and is a process in which the vaporization of the material brings a 
change in momentum and a recoil force at the surface compensates this changc. The 
recoil pressure that depresses the molisn materid in the melt pool and the materid loss 
due to the vaporization together results in keyhole formation. This keyhole confines the 
incident beam causing increased beam absorption so that high vapor pressure is 
maintained inside the keyhole resulting in a sustained keyhole. By further absorption of 
b e r  radiation, hot metal vapor is partîaiiy ionized resulting in a luminescent vapor 
plasma. For a thin plasma (in the initial stage of plasma evolution), the b e r  beam can 
directiy reach the metal surface and is partiaily absorbed by Fresnel absorption. When the 
vapor density builds up, electrons inside the plume absorb photons fkom the laser beam 
by inverse Bremsstrahtung. This process raises the electrons to higher quantum States 
which may be sufficient to ionize the ambient gas or materid vapor M e r  and thus 
increase the number of electrons by avalanche ionkation. In extreme cases, rapid 
ionization occurs and there is a shock wave driven into the material. As a result of this 
shock wave and rapid ionization. a high-pressure region is formed within the plasma thar 
causes the plasma to expand radially to the cool surrounding atmosphere. 
Dur to rapid ionization and the accompanying significant rise in temperature, î 
hgh-pressure region is formed within the phsrna inside the keyhole. This high pressure 
causes the plasma to expand into the cool surrounding atmosphere. thus producing a 
plume îbove the melt pooL This plume contains ionized atorns, electrons. neutrd atorns 
and rxcitrd species. Further absorption of laser energy by this plume is possible. Thus its 
temperature remains high and it becomes luminous. The core of this plume is adjacent to 
the ke yhole opening. 
The keyhole is in a state of dynarnic balance where matching forces are di related 
to the absorbed laser power. Since the vapor expands rapidly, b e m  absorption is rarely 
constant and the contribution of vapor plasma absorption and direct heating on the 
keyhole wall interchanges. This alone may cause variations in plume shape and weld 
propenies. It has been observed[60] that there is a suong correlation between plasma 
fluctuation and the dynamics of the molten metal in the weld pool, but this may also arise 
fiom power fluctuations and variations in surface quaiity. As a result, all the parameters 
involved in the keyhole dynamics continuously fluctuate. Even during a smooth welding 
process, the molten metal surrounding the keyhole is known to oscillate around the radius 
where the avaporation recoil force and the surface tension are balanced. The oscillating 
Srequency is found both theoretically and experimentaily to be in the kilohertz range for 
laser welding of steel sheets[53, 581. For this reason, it has been observed that vapor 
plasma is ejected out of keyhole on an intermittent basis[59]. 
In a simple physical model, the plasma plume can be described as a hot core 
surrounded by a luminous cloud, u shown in Fig.4.1, where the hot core is neu  the 
keyhole opening. Its interaction with the laser bearn affects the melt pool. When its 
absorption of laser energy is increved either due to increased laser power or reduced 
welding speed, more heat is available to be transferred to the keyhole waii near the 
opening, leading to a large melt pooL 
The radiation kom the welding site is very strong and the spectral emission is 
very cornplicated. It contains a continuous specuum as weii as spcxud lines from the 
hmmdcular to weld Une A l m n  u r ~ l r i  îina 
Figure 4.1 Physical mode1 of plasma plume emission during laser 
beam interaction with metals. 
infrared to the ultraviolet, as described in chapter 1. The main sources of radiation during 
laser beam welding are the metal vapor plasma, the hot melt and the hot ejecta. These 
sources have different characteristic lifetimes, spectral and spatial distributions. The 
plasma decay tirne ranges fkom hundreds of nanoseconds to microseconds[6l, 621. While 
for the hot ejecta its radiation decay time is determined by size and hydrodynamic 
motion, and typically ranges from microseconds to hundreds of rnicroseconds. The 
intensity of the thermal radiation originating fiom the hot melt has a corresponding 
charactenstic decay tirne and is basically that of a blackbody. The radiant power at any 
particular wavelength and temperature follows the Planck's law: 
where A is the wavelength being emitted, h Planck's constant, k Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant, and c the speed of light. T is absolute temperature and w,dR denotes the 
ernission of unpolarked radiation per unit area in al1 directions in the wavelength range 
of dA. It is obvious that at a given waveband there is an almost exponential rise in 
radiative energy with temperature. For this kind of radiation, the peak spectral ernission 
occurs at (Wein's law): 
Am= = 2891 / T ( K )  (4.2) 
where A,- is the wavelength in pm at the peak of the energy distribution. 
Radiation fkom the hot melt lies in the region of near înhred to infiared radiation. Since 
the rnelt pool is only at the temperature between melting point and boiling point in steel, 
the opticd emission contains Little UV radiation. The radiation intensity and wavelength 
depend on the temperature of the surface of the material. 
The short wavelength radiation (UV) is mainly from plasma emission and 
onginates from the combination of a high temperature blackbody, Brernsstrahlung, and 
the optical breakdown or atomic and ionic transitions of the gas atoms. The plasma vapor 
also emits a significant amount of infrared radiation due to its high temperature. A 
spectrum of the radiation in the range of W to visible from the plasma plume is shown 
in Fig.4.2. This spectrum was taken during laser beam welding of galvannealed steel 
sheet. The sensitivity of the spectrometer has been calibrated using a standard Light 
source. But the transmission of the opticd fiber has not k e n  corrected. This spectrum 
contains rich UV radiation with many strong lines originating from iron atornic 
transitions. Several Zn lines appear in the visible range. 
9000 r 
- n  Gaivanneal 
Figure 4.2 Opticai emission spectnim of the plasna plume recorded during CO2 laser beam 
welding of galvannded steel sheet. The optical sensing range of the spectrometer 
is 259.25 - 534.69 nm. 
4.2 Statistical characteristics of emission signals 
As described above, keyhole dynamics induce a comesponding variation in the 
plasma plume, and emission signals WU reflecr diis fluctuating behavior. A typicd 
radiation signal during laser welding is shown in Fig.4.3 where signal data were sampled 
at a rate of 2 kHz. A high fluctuation in intensity during a period of tirne is common For 
O 1 2 3 4 
lime (sec.) 
Fig.J.3 A typical opticai emission signal of plasma plume recorded during laser beam welding of steel 
sheet. 
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Fig.4.4 (a) Averaged emission signais of Fig.4.3. The average is calculated ovcr 10 data 
points. (b) Averaged emission signai in (a). The average is calculated o v n  50 &ta 
points, thus the ovcrall samplkig rate is rcduced to 40 Hz. 
this kind of radiation signai. In order to reduce the signal fluctuation, an average over 
every 10 data points was caiculated. This is shown in Fig.4.4(a). The average is stiii 
fluctuating significantly since the dominant fluctuation components are in the low 
frequency range. A further average of these data to bring the overall sampling rate down 
to 40 Hz s t i i i  gives a fiuctuating curve (Fig.4.4(b)). 
In order to study the emission signai behavior, a statistical description can be 
utilized. The statistical mean (M) indicates the overall emission intewity level and the 
standard deviation (u) describes the variation of the signai. These two parameten are 
de fined as 
and 
in which (x,, i =1, 2, ..., N) is a set of signal data. In table 4.1, a set of statisticai means 
and standard deviations of three W, VIS and IR radiation signals are given. These 
signih were coilected lrom the p h m a  plume during laser welding at different welding 
speeds with which welds fkom fuil peneuation to partial peneuation were produced. It 
cm be noted that the fluctuation amplitude (standard deviation) is large relative to the 
mean amplitude. 
Table 4.1 Statistical âata of emission signals kom the center of the plume. 
1 UV VIS IR 1 UV VIS IR 
Speed ( m m )  n 
- - 
In ordrr to analyze the characteristics of the optical emission data. a statistical 
distribution of the rmission data cm be used. The density function p(x) can be estimated 
by mrnns of the Parzen window estimation[63]. With this method, the density function is 
constructed by interpolating from N window hnctions centered on the N sarnple data. For 
one-dimensional space, the window hinction dermes a region, R N ,  and is constructed so 
that the width of the window h ,  -t O as N + m. The window function can be det-med 
where u is a variable. With a change of variables we obtain: 
This window centered on the ith sample data, x,. Using the window as a counting 
hinction, the density esthate cm be obtained by 
By the Parzen window estimation approach, the calculated signal intensity distributions 
are shown in Fig.4.5. For different welds (full penetration or partial penetration), these 
distributions of the signals in three wavebands almost overlap each other. For a given 
signal intensity, it is impossible to identify the undergoing weld condition. As a result. 
the emission signals from center of the plume are non-separable in a sense with respect to 
weld penetration conditions. 
The capability of emission signals to discriminate hi11 penetration from partial 
penetration can be described by a separability panmeter 5, which is defmed as  
where Ml and M, are mems of two signals; SD, and SD, are the standard deviations of 
these signais. A high vdue of 6 means that the two signals have a large difference in 
mean value or the total standard deviation of these signals are smali. In this case, detected 
signals under one welding condition have Little or no overiapping data with those located 
in the data region of another welding condition. 
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Figure 4.5 Density distributions of the cmission sigrrals h m  the plasma plume. The 
signals were recorded by photodiodes during laser bcam welding of 
gaivanneai steel sheet (1 mm thick) at laser power 1.5 k W  and at three wclding 
speeds: V I S  = 19.05 mm/% v30 = 38.1 mals and vS0 = 63.5 d s .  
Using the statistical data listed in Table 4.1, the separability betwren full 
penetration and partial penetration can be cdculated. At a welding sperd of 63.5 mds .  
welds are panially peneuated. while those at 19.1 mm/s are full penetration. Sepuability 
parameten for these two welding conditions are listed in Table 4.2. For dl the waveband. 
the puameters ;have a smdl  value. In referring to Fig.4.5, they are not separable. 
Table 4.2 Separahiiity of the emission signals fYom the plume. 
To descnbe the separability quantitatively, ri criterion can be introduced: where if 
[ z 1, then the signais are separable. while if r < 1, then the signals are not separabie. At 
= 1, the two signals are marginally separated. According to this criterion, emission 
signais coiiected from the center of the plume €ail to distinguish the penetration 
condition. 
However. radiation away from the center of the plume rnay rxhibit different 
behavior. In Fig.4.6. two possible detecting spots are illustrated. These two spots are 
located in the weld pool or close to it: one is beside the keyhole (spot 1) and the other 
behind the keyhole (spot 2). Mared radiation signals were coilected and signal density 
distributions are given in Fig.4.7. It can be seen tha~ when the detecting spot is viewed at 
Spot 1 Spot 2 2
Table 4.3 Separabilities of IR signals from weld pool. 
spot 1 there is a large difference in the emission signal intensities from hiii penetration 
weld and partial penetration weld. For spot 2. the emission signals have a considerable 
portion overhpped. Using Eq.4.9, the separabiiity of the emission signals for these two 
detecting spots c m  be cdculated. The results are listed in Table 4.3. According to the 
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of side and top views of dincrent dctection spots. 
separability d e r i a ,  the IR radiation signal fiom spot 1 is separable, while the signal from 
spot 2 is barely separable. 
4.3 Running average fdtering 
As has been described in the previous sections, emission signals exhibit strong 
fluctuations. This is intrinsic to a dynamic welding process and only applying an average 
over a considerable number of data points c m  smooth these signals. However, such 
averaging will bring the overall-sampling rate down significantly. As shown in 
Fig.4.4(b), the signal is smoothed significantly when the sampling rate is reduced to 50 
Hz so that this approach to signal processing is not suitabie for real-time application. 
In order to filter out the signifiant fluctuation and rnaintain the overall-sampling 
rate, a running average tiltenng algorithrn c m  be applied. Suppose that at tune r, the 
recorded signal is (k). During the process, we keep a series of data: 
x(k) ,  .r(k - I), .r(k - 2), .... s(k - n )  in a buffer, in which s(k - i) is the signal data 
acquired at a previous tirne f, - i 0 6 t .  Every t h e  a data point is acquired, al1 the data in 
the buffer shift one sample towards the previous tirne and the newly acquired data point 
stored at the latest position. An average over this set of data is calculated and the result 
serves as the new data signal for process control. The reasonable size of the buffer is 
about 5 to 10. When applying this algorithrn, the visual sampling rate or updating rate 
remains the sarne, but the signai would be greatly smoothed. 
After applying the running average filtering algorithm to the signal in Fig.4.4(a), 
the resultant signal is plotted in Fig.l.8. Although the size of averaging data is oniy 5, the 
effect is ciramatic. It  can be seen that the filtered signal maintains the main feature while 
the noise level is much lower. 
Furthermore, additionai benefits cm be obtained when applyhg the run-tirne 
filtering algorithm to emission signals. AAer filtering of the signals in Fig.4.7, the density 
distributions of the signals have been re-caiculated and are presented in Fig.4.9. in 
cornparison to the density distributions in Fig.4.7, filtered signais now have a narrow 
distribution. The separabilities of the treated signals are calculated to be 3.55 (spot 1) and 
1 .O (spot 2) which are higher than those listed in table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.7 Density distributions of IR radiation signals fiom the melt pool at two 
dettcting spots: (a) behind the keyhole, (b) beside the keyho1e. The threc 
distributions in eacb plot represent weids at diffetcnt wclding speeds. 
Figure 4.9 Dmsity distributions of IR signals after run-time fihering. The signal source is the 
same as that in Fig.4.26. (a) behind the keyhole, (b) beside the keyhole. 
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Figure 4.8 Smoothed emission signal of that in Fïg. 4.3 using nrnning 
average filtering. 
4.4 Spatial distribution of plasma radiation 
It is important to have an idea about the spatial distribution of plasma plume 
radiation. Due to plasma fluctuation, no unique description of a plasma plume is possible. 
However, there is always a dense core, which is located adjacent to the keyhole opening 
and a cloud of luminous plume that surrounds this core. 
In eeneral. the size of the keyhole opening and the dimension of the plasma plume 
are rehted. The radius of the keyhole at its mouth is similar to the laser beam radius in 
optimal Full penetration welding. However, the radius of the keyhole will  be Iarger than 
the laser beam at low welding speed or under higher energy deposition condition, since 
strong inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption has enough energy to heat the surrounding 
metal or the plasma plume is hot enough to defocus the laser beam. Imaging studies of 
the weld pool[64] show that at hiil penetration at medium speed the weld pool has a tex 
drop shape and the size of the pool does not change appreciably with changing processing 
parameters. However, at very low speed, the weld pool is eiiiptical in shape and this 
shape wiU become large with decreasing speed. At higher speed, where penetration is 
lost, the weld pool becomes longer and the sides of the pool are more paraiieL In this 
case, an increase in speed results in a large decrease in weld pool length and slight 
Figure 4.10 Schematic ârawîng of imaging systcm with a CCD camera and the 
horizontai view of images of the plasma plume. 
narrowing. Therefore. infrared tmission from the weld pool will show a different spatial 
distribution when processing parameters are changed. 
Under normal welding conditions. the rnetal vapor rxpanding from the narrow 
keyhole is irnrnediately spread out over a much greater area. This is due to the high radial 
velocity of the shielding gas at the surface. Consequently, the plasma ejected from the 
keyhole expands very rapidly and its pressure quickly decreases. The vapor pressure 
changes significantly from partial penetration to full penetration and if there is an 
opening rit the keyhoie bottom, the pressure drops considerably. This rffcct results in a 
different spatial distribution of the p h m a  plume above the work-piece surface, which 
hÿs been observed using streak photograph irnaging technique[65]. Fig.4. I O  shows a 
photograph of the plasma plume takrn with a CCD camera during laser bearn welding of 
steel sheet. The red line represents the sheet surface. The shape of this typical plasma 
plume is semi-spherical (Fig.4.l0(a)) with the cenier on the rnetal surface. It should be 
noticrd that this shape is not constant during red t h e  welding. It frequently varies. 
Sometirnes, the shape is elongated (Fig.Q.lO(c). However, the high intensity region is 
Iocated adjacent to the keyhole opening luid wiii have a relative constant shape. 
Fig.4.11 shows three images of the plasma plume during laser beam welding 
taken with a CCD camera attached to the laser head. The view angle of the camera 
towud to the weld spot was about 45 degrees with respect to the work-piece surface, and 
rhey show the plasma plume at three dif'ferent welding speeds. At iow speed, the 
luminous plasma plume occupies a wider region. With an increüse in welding spred, the 
plume size becomes srnalier. It can be seen that nt high welding speed the plume is much 
smaiier than that at low speed. These images suggest that the size of the luminous plasma 
Figure 3.11 lmages of CO2 laser beam interaction with steel sheet. 
plume be indirectly related io the weld penetration condition. Although the emission 
signai coliected from the center of the plume is not a good indicator of weld penetration. 
opticd emission korn the plume away from the center will reflect the weld penetration 
condition. 
The spatial distribution of the plasma plume has been rneasured by shifting the 
detecting spot across the plume in two perpendicular directions. The results are given in 
Fig.1.12. In this meüsurement, the detector is rnounted behind the laser head. The UV 
radiation has a bell-like shape, while the IR radiation has a wider distribution. Significant 
IR radiation can still be detected fu away from the welding spot dong the weld line. This 
IR radiation must be lrom the hot melt. The data given in Fig.4.12 is averaged over a 
whole welding run. So the plot represents an average distribution. The exact shape and 
dimension of the distribution is not important here. It is important to note the emission 
distribution of the plume and that detection spot is not restncted to the center of the 
plume. 
The generd distribution of optical emission from the plume agrees with the 
measured electron temperature and density distribution of the plasma plume[32]. This 
distribution is also similar to the density of vapor atoms in the vapor plume that w u  
generated by laser ablation of metal surface[66]. The similarity implies that the dense 
vapor generated by laser bearn at a spot expands rapidly to form the plasma plume. Such 
a plasma plume WU have a hemispherical shape. 
Suppose the plasma plume has a semi-sphere shape with the center located at the 
keyhole opening. A vapor density p( r )  is assumed since the plasma vapor expands 
radially into the surrounding environment. During its expansion, the density and the 
temperature decrease. Then, the density of the excited species of the plasma plume is 
assumed to be 
p ( r )  = D exp(-ar) (4.10) 
where D and a are two constants. a determines the decay of the plume density with 
distance r eom the center. It is assumed that optical emission is proportional to p(r). 
With assumption that plume radiation is in a thin cychder with a cross section 
area ds as given in Fig.4 13. the radiation intensity detected with a photodiode is 
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Figure 4.12 Spatial distributions of plasma plume &ion. (a) Signais wcrc measufed 
across the weld, (b) Si@ were measured dong the wcld with the detcctor 
bchind the laser head. 
Figure 4.13 Schematic illustration of the position of the detection 
spot reiative to the piasma plume. 
where di = ,/m. In a XY cordinate scherne, the detection line can be expressed as 
h e u  equation: 
y = -x / tan(@ )+ y, (4.12) 
in which 8 is the observation angle. Integration of expression (4. i l )  at various x vdue 
produces a distribution of radiation detected by a photodiode, as shown in Fig.4.14. 
The calculated shape of the detectable ernission intensity dong the weld Iine is 
sirnilar to that observed experimentally. Therefore this simple mode1 shows that the 
density of the luminant plasma vapor decreases radially out of the keyhole opening and 
that the signal intensity is very sensitive to the position of the detection spot in the plume. 
Figure 4.13 Calcuiated plume radiation with changing detection spot almg the weld h e .  
4.5 Frequency domain analysis 
4.5.1 Characteristics of FFT spectnim 
Characteristics of variations or fluctuations in the op ticd signais can be anal yzed 
in the frcqurncy domain. The fast Fourier truisform (FFT) algorithm is çommonly used 
to generate the frequency sprctrum. This algorithm h a  a high processing speed that 
Aows it to analyze a large nurnber of data samples in a short tirne. 
With a smpling hequency of LU) kHz, a specmm of frequency range O - 20 kHz 
is obtained using the data acquisition board. The opticai emission spectmm contains two 
parts: one is a very strong DC component while the other is a distribution over a broad 
frequency range. In order to see detyls of the frequency distribution, the DC component 
is subtracted from the spectrum. Fig.4.15 shows two sets of frequency spectra of optical 
emission signals that were detected from the plasma plume and the weld pool beside the 
keyhole (spot 1 in Fig.4.6). Optical emission from the weld pool was filtered with an IR 
transmission filter. These iwo sets of spectra represent the full peneuation and partial 
peneuation welding conditions. As a whole, the frequenc y CO mponents are mainly 
located at low frequency with a distribution which decays with increasing frequency. 
This is typical distribution representing unsteady motion of the fluid with slo w variation. 
This spectnim indicates that the plasma plume fluctuates mainly at low fiequency, 
especially for IR emission from the weld pool. However, the ernission spectrum under 
fuil penetration welding conditions shows a strong band of fiequency components in the 
range of 2 - 5 kHz. This band of frequency componenu would be generated by keyhole 
osciUations[53,40] and is chuacteristic of Fuil peneuation welding. 
Under parthi peneuation welding conditions, plume emission ioses this 
characteristic distribution and shows approximately the same pattern as IR emission fiom 
the weld pooL IR spectra, on the other hand, show that the distribution of the kequency 
component shifts to low hequencies under partial penetration welding condition. 
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Figure 4.15 FFT specba of optical emission signals of broad band emission fiom 
plasma phme (#1) and IR emission fiom weld pool beside the keyhole(#Z). Laser 
power is 1.6 kW and the welding was pcrformed on bead-on-plate. 
Figure 4.16 FFT spectra of optical signais of broad band emission fiom the plume (#1)  
and IR emission h m  the weld pool behind the keyhole (a). 
ho the r  pair of spectra is given in Fig. 4.16. These are IR ernission &om the weld 
pool bchind the keyhole and broad band emission f?om the plasma plume. As before, 
spectra representing hl1 penetration and partial penetration welding conditions are shown 
in this figure. There is no sign of characteristic frequency components in the IR emission 
from the weld pool. The main energy distribution of the IR emission is at low 6equency. 
It c m  be seen fiom optical emission spectra that the fiequency distribution pattern 
changes as one goes From full penetration welding to a partial penetration weld. With a 
proper classification algorithm, this pattern variation could provide enough information 
for weld quality monitoring. In next section, the feedfonvard neural network is utilized to 
classify welds based on optical emission spectra. 
4.5.2 Weld classification by neural network 
As for acoustic signal processing, optical emission spectra are combined into 20 
spectral bins using integration and normalized to a total intensity of the spectra to value 
beween O and 1. These final spectral bins are used as the inputs to the neural network. 
Since optical signais have an energy distribution in the low Bequency range, below 10 
kHz (FigA.15 and 4.16), only ten spectral bins for each spectrum need to be considered 
as inputs. Combining wo signais detected kom two spots, we obtain 20 spectral bins in 
total as inputs. In addition to these spectral bins, the total intensity of the optical emission 
signals c m  be included. From section 4.2, we h o w  that IR signals are separable under 
different welding conditions. Therefore the IR signal intensity is available as an 
additional input to the neural network. In construcring a three-layer neural network, 21 
input nodes are used, and 10 nodes of hidden layer and one output node are considered 
here for classification of welds between full penetration and partial penetration. 
The constructed feedforward network was trained using 40 sets of &ta recorded 
during welding, in which 20 sets of data were f?om a full penetration welding condition 
while 20 sets were nom the partial penetration condition. Mer training, the network was 
fed into 100 sets of data for each welding condition for tesring. Test results are 











Table 4.4 Rcsults of weld classification by neural nerwork. input data arc the optical 
emission spectra fiom plasma plume mission and IR cmission fiom the weld 
pool beside the keyhole. 
output results 1 l nput signals 1 
Full penetration Partial penetration 
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Table 4.5 Results of weld classification by neural network Input data are the optical 
ernkion spectra fiom plasma plume emission and IR emission from the wcld pool 
behind the keyhole. 
peneuation welds, while those at 63.5 and 76.2 m m / s  produces partial penetration welds. 
With optical signals kom the plasma plume and weld pool beside the keyhole. overd 
performance is quite satisfactory and has an accuracy of 99% for classifying partial 
penetration welds and uf 94% for identifying full penetration welds (table 4.1). Ciassified 
welds labeled 'not confmed'  refer to those that are not identified as fuil penetration or 
partial penetration. 
For the classification using the emission signals from the p h m a  plume with IR 
Erom the weld pool behmd the weld pool, results (table 4.5) are not as good as those of 
the fust case, especialiy for i d e n t w g  full penetration welds. However. the mis- 
classified welds are located under the 'not confmed' category. In this case, the error 
m e ,  which is defuied as the ratio of the number of welds incorrectly classified to the mai 
number. is still not high. Therefore, the performance of the neural network-based 
classifier using dud optical signals is genenlly satisfactory. 
4.6 Multi-spot and mdti-color detection technique 
The conventionai detection method is to adjust the detection spot as close as 
possible to the center of the plume, so that the sensing system can get the strongest plume 
emission. Information on the spatial distribution of the plume radiation has not yet been 
incorporated into a control system. 
One idea is to use information on spatial distribution to locate the vertical position 
of weld spot relative to the laser head. As described in section 4.4, the detected ernission 
signal is very sensitive to m y  change in the detecting spot. If the detector is mounted on 
the laser head, a change of height of the laser head above the work-piece surface 
conesponds to a shift of the detection spot almg the surface, as is shown in Fig.4.17. 
To hplement this technique, a dual-view detection technique has k e n  
developed. Under proper focusing conditions, the twin spots on the surface are adjusted 
to lie on either side of the plasma plume. The separation between these two spots depends 
on the k e r  focal radius and power level, so that both channels have a good signal 
intensity. When the work-piece surface shifts upwud, one of the detectors gradudy geu 
Figure 4.17 Principlc behind detection of focal position. 
a stronger signal. If the surface shifrs downward. the other detector senses a stronger 
emission signal. The difference in signal intensity between these two detecton indicates 
the focus position change required and the direction of t h  change. 
Another idea is to consider the shifr of the hot core of the plasma plume across the 
welding seam. In iaser beam butt welding of dissimilv steel sheets, part of the laser beam 
should be located on the thin sheet side and another part of the beam is incident on the 
thick sheet side. If there is a shift of the laser beam across the seam, the hot core of the 
plasma plume shifts up or down accordingly. Using three or four spot detection, this kind 
of shifting could be sensed. 
Furthermore, as infrared radiation from the weld originates from the hot plasma 
vapor as weli as €rom the melt pool, in the center of the plume the major contribution is 
the hot plasma vapor. However, away from the center, the contribution of the rnelt pool 
becornes dominant. As shown in Fig.4.6, the distribution of intiared radiation fiorn 
behind and beside the melt pool can be sepuated for full penetration and partial 
penetration welds. Radiation from beside the weld pool is more easily separated. For this 
reason, the multi-spot detecting system ciin i den te  the welding penetration condition. 
4.7 Inverse filtering and weld fault identifier 
Good welds can be achieved when the process mns smoothly and regularly. 
However, transient disturbance can occur intempting the steady welding process. As a 
result. welds may be irregular. These transient processes are usually caused by defects on 
the welding edge, materid impurities and changes in processing parameters such as a 
variation in laser power. Such unexpected factors result in disturbances of laser bearn 
coupling into the work-piece. One example is when rdges are prepared using a shear, 
where it is inevitable that some degree of mis-match will occur in volume production. As 
a result, laser-welded seams are not always perfect and ripples, pinholes and other surface 
defects cm be observed. 
Fluctuation in acoustic and plume emission accompanying these irregularities and 
emission signals Erom the weld site contains information that may indicate weld stability. 
Transient processes are not the ody  reason for fluctuation in the plasma plume, as part of 
this fluctuation is intrinsic to the welding process itse E. Generally, the ke yho le fluc tuates 
strongly and these fluctuations must be refiected in the dynamics of the plasma 
expanding fiom the keyhole. This expansion also results in pressure variations in the 
keyhole that can damp or cause new fluctuations. Variations of pressure in the keyhole 
and changes of the keyhole capüiary geometry c m  also modify the absorption of the laser 
beam in the keyhole resulting in a higher or lower evaporation rate at the w a h  of the 
keyhole. Thus, the fluctuating plasma can disturb the coupling of laser radiation into the 
materiai, causing instability in the welding process. 
A fluctuation in the plasma plume corresponds to a change in the evaporation rate 
of metal vapor fiom the keyhole wail or to an oscillation in the keyhole shape. So the 
plasma plume has an instantaneous response to transient disturbance. The response of the 
molten metal pool is however slow in cornparison with the plume vapor since it talces 
t h e  to forrn a molten pooL Therefore IR emission from the weld pool and the üV 
radiation from the metal vapor plasma have a different response t h e  to fluctuations. In 
experiments[7] certain regular and charac teris tic bands in power spectra of fluctuating 
plasmas have been identified for various welding conditions, and constitute a bais for 
monitoring and controlling penetration depth and pore formation during the welding 
process. From the experimental data, it can be seen that power spectra of plasma 
fluctuations are very rich and are broad band and noisy, and thus in these spectra almost 
any frequency can be found. Moreover, characteristic frequencies vary slightly with the 
uncontrolled variations of welding parameters such as pre-heating of the weld seam, the 
focus position and the total laser power [58]. 
Knowing the fluctuating nature of the plasma, we cm devise an algorithm to 
inversely filter out the intrinsic portion of the fluctuation. The Ntered signals could 
indicate the occurrence of the disturbance or other transient processes. 
In order to füter normal fluctuations, an algorithm for signal processing has been 
developed. Suppose in a time interval t+t+At, two sets of optical emission data are 
coUec ted 
These two sets of data represent W and IR radiation signals. Let xo and y. be the mean 
values of these two data set: 
So that 
where Ax, and Ayt are fluctuation amplitudes around the mean value. As for the 
calculation of the cross correlation of two sets of discrete signals, a normalized 
coefficient q can be defmed 
Sumation ternis in the above expression cm be written as 
So that equation (4.16) can be expressed as 
For a constant deep penetration welding condition, the plasma radiation has a regular 
dynarnic fluctuation. The signals have a mean vaiue larger than the fluctuation amplitude. 
For this reason, the values of a, /3 and yare very smaii. Thus q can be simpiified 
where 
L 
For plasma emission, a is approximately equai to zero due to chaotic fluctuations. Thus, 
6>0. If the welding process is constant, the correlation coefficient q is close to 1. 
However, when disturbance occurs, luge spikes or extremely low signals appear. 
Some of the Ax, or Ay, become large, so that Band ycould be large cornpared to xo and y,. 
In this case, the coefficient drops considerably. Large disturbances or ~ i g ~ c a n t  
truisients, therefore, cause larger drop in q. In this way, q could be expected to indicate 
various weld faults, Born rough beads, ripples to pinholes, large concavities and failed 
weids. 
Chapter 5 
Optical Monitoring and Optical Data Analysis 
5.1 Gap detection 
A seam gap is one of the main causes of weld defects, however, early detection 
allows proper corrective action such as defocusing or moving of the laser beam to avoid 
production of weld defects. 
5.1.1 Gap and weld quality 
A seam gap has a significant effect on the w elding proc ess and weld qualit 
good fit between two sheets is a guarantee of sound welds if other processing parameters 
are within the operating windows. Although it is experimentally verified that a smaiI gap, 
if used properly, can benefit the welding process, the difficulty of maintainhg a small 
gap is a problern in production. For this reason, good fit up of sheets in welding is always 
desired. 
There are a number of factors that may cause a gap: thermal dktortion, edge 
damage during material handling and an improper cut. An improper cut makes a curved 
edge, and as a result, a gap is produced at some point of the weld h e .  During vansfer 
nom the shear to the welding table, edge damage can occur. This damage causes dips and 
warps dong the edge, and at the damaged locations the two sides of the sheet cannot be 
fitted properly. Thermal distortion, on the other hand, occurs during the laser welding 
process. During welding when clarnping cannot withstand the distortion force, a gap 
graduaily opens up. In ail cases, the two sides of the material are not in good contact so 
that some portion of the laser beam may p u s  through. causing improper laser beam 
coupling, or melt depletion and a poor weld. 
If the gap is not too big, an adjustment in welding parameters may compensate the 
defects in the joint by producing enough melt to fül the gap, thus making an acceptable 
weld. For this reason, m efficient and sensitive gap detection technique is essential. 
5.1.2 Gap detection technique 
During laser keyhole welding, the front of the keyhole always has a molten metal 
Lyer, which moves dong with the b e r  beam. If a gap opens, this molten metal layer 
may or may not be broken depending on the width of the gap and the size of the weld 
pool. In the case of a small gap, the melt layer is thick enough to fil1 this gap and it is not 
broken. The melt is dways at high temperature (at least at melting pointing of the metal), 
and there is a considerable amount of infrared radiation from this part of the melt which 
appears through the gap. With an increase in gap width, more melt is exposed to the air in 
the gap, and IR ernission through the gap will get stronger. If the melt layer is broken, 
the plasma vapor inside the keyhole will expand out through the opening in the gap. This 
process produces much stronger IR radiation and radiation at other wavelengths. By 
Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of gap detection technique. 
collecting IR radiation through the gap in front of the keyhole, it is possible to measure 
gap width. 
A SC hematic illustration of the gap detection scheme is shown in Fig. 5.1. A twin- 
spots detection technique is employed where one views the plasma plume. while the other 
looks at the gap in fiont of the weld pool at such an angle as to see the keyhole under the 
metd surface. The emission signal from the plasma plume is used as a reference, while 
the emission signal from the gap indicates the size of the gap. Its intensity is related to the 
width of the gap. 
5.1.3 Expenmental data 
A wedge shaped gap was purposely introduced during CO2 laser butt welding, so 
that a gap is graduaily increased along the welding seam. Fig.5.2 shows two sets of 
emission signds using such a twin-spot detection technique. These two signals are fiom 
welding processes at two different speeds. The sheets used in this experiment were about 
25 cm long. And at one end, a 0.225 mm thick shim was used to create a gap. As can be 
seen from the data, a strong emission from the plume is observed nt the beginning of 
welding, but &er sorne distance, the emission signal starts to decrease graduaiiy. After a 
certain distance, the signal intensity becomes very low. At the beginning. the IR signai 
detected in front of the weld pool is almost at noise level and graduaily increases with 
distance. At the point when the emission from the plume is very low, the IR intensity 
reaches its highest level. These effecis happening are related to changes in the gap width. 
It was found that changes in laser power causes a change in emission intensity, 
however, the signal fiom the gap is not affected (Fig.5.3), and ernission through the gap 
has the same characteris tics as above. 
The viewing spot on the seam is rnuch larger than the laser beam diameter and 
covers the entire gap at the viewing position. The IR intensity reflects the gap width so 
that the wider the gap, the more radiation can be detected. When welding along the 
wedged gap seam, the gap width increases continuously fiom O to 0.225 mm in this 
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Figure 5.2 Emission signais acquired wing twin-spot deection technique. These sigds 
represeut two weldig speeds: (a) 38.1 mm/q (b) 63.5 mmh. 
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Figure 5.3 Emission signals detected by twin-spot tedmique at different laser powers. 
experiment. At the point when noticeable IR signal is detecred, the gap width is esthated 
to be less than O. 1 mm. 
It is important to verify that the IR signal is mainly dependent on the gap width 
and not on welding speed. A number of welding trials was performed at welding speeds 
so that partial penetration and hill penetration welds were produced. From the observed 
emission signals, the position at which the IR signal intensity is close to that of the plume 
emission can be found. The results are shown in Fig.5.4. In this figure, position is 
represented as a kaction of the total weldhg length. Frorn the rneasurement, the relative 
positions for di the welding speeds are around 0.4, which corresponds to a gap width of 
0.09 mm. It is evident that signal intensity does tmly reflect gap width. 
This technique is aiso capable of detecting pinholes existing on the edge of the 
sheet, as such pinholes act as a light guide through which infrared radiation leaks from 
the weld pool. Fig.5.5 shows signais detected during butt joint welding when dips on the 
edge of one of the sheets were created The sharp peaks in the IR signal indicate the 
location of these pinholes. 
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Figure 5.4 Relative positions at which a significant IR signal was 
detected tbrough the gap. 
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Figure 5.5 Emission signals corresponding to pinhole detection acquired by twin-spot detection 
technique. #1 signal is the W radiation fiom plume. #2 signai is the IR in fiont of the 
weld pool. 
5.1.4 FFT analysis of UV and IR signals 
Several sets of FFï spectra of the UV and IR signals are shown in Fig.5.6. In the 
W spectra, there i. a rehtively strong band of frequency components in the range of 3 - 
5 kHz when at optimized full penetration welding conditions. This band of components is 
coincident with the low frequency band of frequency components in the acoustic 
emission spectra[53] where these components come from keyhole oscillations. For 
cornpuison, these band of components are absent in the IR spectra and only very low 
kequency components (c 1 kHz) appear in the IR spectra. These data suggest that IR 
detected through the gap does not originate fiom the vapor since the vapor fluctuates at 
fkequencies in the kilohertz region and rnust come from the hot melt. The melt in the 
outer boundary osciiiates at low frequencies. 
5.2 Weld fault detection 
In laser welding, the relationship between process parameters and ultimate weld 
quality is complex. In-process monitoring of the welding process to identa acceptable, 
margmal and bad welds is important to avoid a time consuming post-process analysis of 
all welds, and facilitates in quality control. 
5.2.1 Nature of weld faults 
There are many weld faults which may occur in laser welds. Common faults can 
be categorized as rough beads or npples, pinholes, large concavity and drop dowa Sorne 
weld defects, such as bubbles in the welds, cannot be observeci from the surface. 
However, those weld detects that are unobservable are process related and usually exist in 
partial penetration or excessively overheated welds, so they cm be prevented when 
proper process parameters are chosen. 
Figure 5.6 FFT spectra of emission signais from laser beam butt welding of a wedge sesm #1 signai is 
UV radiation fiam the plume; #2 is the IR from the gap ahead of  weld pool. From (a) to (c) the 
gap graddly opens up so that the IR signal increases, 
Good welds can be achieved when the process is uniform. However, the stability 
of a welding process can be disturbed by transient effecu or materd defects such as 
impurities. As a result, a weld irregularity will occur. Such transients are govemed by the 
sprcific shape of the welding edge, and may also be caused by variations in processing 
parameters such as the fmish of the surface and fluctuations in laser power. Al1 these 
transient effects result in a disturbance of laser bearn coupling into the work-piece. 
Fluctuations in acoustic emission and optical radiation emitted by the plasma plume 
above the keyhole mouth can be noticed during these irregularities. Therefore emission 
signals from the weld site contain information that indicates weld stabilit y. 
In order to detect weld faults, several kinds of weld defects were artificially 
introduced. These can be produced in two ways. One is to create damage on the sheet 
edge for butt welds by means of fiIling the seam edge, while the other is to maintain a 
mechanical gap in the weld seam. In this way, weld defects such as rough beads or 
ripples, pinhoks and large concavities are generated. 
Two photographs are shown in Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8 of welds in which faults exist. 
In these experirnenrs, the welding speed was kept at a value with which full peneuation 
could be achieved. Visually, good welds have a smooth, uniform weld bead, while 
unacceptable welds are welds with rough bead, ripples, pinholes, and large concavities. 
Ripples and large concavities appear in butt welds with a gap. As the laser beam hits the 
gap, part of the power is Iost because it passes through the gap. As a result, not enough 
melt is produced. A fluctuating melt buildup occurs if the gap is srna11 and causes ripples. 
When the gap is rektively large, the front layer of melt is broken and no plasma vapor 
can be confined in the keyhole to enhance iaser beam absorption so that large concavities 
occur. It can be seen in Fig.5.7 that the weld is good at the beginning while ripples are 
present in the middle of the weld. At the end, the weld shows a large concavity. In 
Fig.5.8, there are four pinholes in ihe weld which are accompanied by changes in plume 
ernissio n. 
In experirnentd data[l5], regular and irregular emissions of plasma plume are 
noticed in accordance with certain welds, but the measured signal intensity has k e n  the 
main basis for process monitoring and controL Experimentd data show that the emission 
signais have a broad band with many fiequencies. Detailed analysis shows that 
figure 5.7 Photograph of a wetd produced on a seam of graduai gap. 

charaetcristic frequencies vary siightly with uncontroiled variations of welding 
parameters such as pre-heating of the weld seam, focal position and total laser power[ 151. 
Plasma plume ernission is an immediate indication of variations in the 
evaporation rate of the metal vapor from the keyhole wall or oscillations of the keyhole 
shape. It responds instantaneously to any transient disturbances. But the response of the 
molten metal pool to the disturbance is relatively slow since the plasma vapor is a direct 
cause of laser beam interaction with metal and the rnolten pool is an indirect result of t h  
interaction. It is not difficult to see that IR emission from the weld pool and UV radiation 
from the metal vapor plasma has different transient responses. 
5.2.2 Signal variation with weld quality 
Optical emission fiom the plasma is an instant indication of the state of the 
welding process, and associated fluctuations are inherent to the pmcess itself. For a 
smooth weld, radiation from the fluctuating plasma has a characteristic spectral 
distribution and most energy lies in the range O - 1OkHz. Within a specific band, aU the 
cornponents occur chaoticaiiy, and it is impossible to describe the behavior of a fmed 
component because the variation is so high. although the mean amplitude of the radiation 
signal depends on the deposited laser beam power and penetration condition. As shown in 
Fig.l.3 and 4.4, the fluctuation amplitude is large so that an absolute value at a samphg 
point could not be related to any particular process. However, if the signal is averaged 
over a long time scaie, the mean value does conespond to the laser power, welding speed 
and focal position. But, this approach is not suitable for reai-time monitoring or conuol. 
When a disturbance or interruption occurs, the bearn coupling into material is 
altered and the plasma will respond rapidly to this change. Emission signals 
coiresponding to the welds in Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8 are shown in Fig.5.9 and Fig.5.10. It is 
found that the W radiation signal changes rapidly, while the IR radiation signal (which 
cornes fiom the hot plasma as weli as hot melt pool) wiiî have a slower variation. This 
response time depends on the source of IR radiation, since the main portion of the signal 
energy is fiom the hot plasma, then the variation will have the same behavior as the W 
radiation. Otherwise, any change is smaiier and Iess significant. 
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Figure 5.9 UV and IR radiation fiom laser beam butt welding of a wedge-gap seam. in (a), 
the R signals are shified to avoid ovcrhp in the plot (b) and (c) are subsections of 
signais in (a). 
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Figure 5.  IO UV and IR radiation during laser beam butt welding with pinholes in 
the weld. The emission signds are obtained using a twin-spot detection 
technique. 
5.2.3 Implernentation of inverse filtering 
For a smooth welding process, plume radiation exhibits regular Huctuations with a 
mean value which depends on laser power and welding speed. The mean value calculated 
in a t h e  interval will also Vary from period to period due to its dynamic nature. Emission 
signals resulting from the disturbance or the transient process are therefore buried in this 
dynarnic fluctuation. The inverse-filtering algorithm developed in chapter 4.5 can be used 
to implement real- tirne weld fault detection. 
To use the inverse-filtering algorithm, two independenr signals are needed. If 
these two signais are closely related (for instance x = qv) the coefficient q is always close 
to 1. For this reason, a twin-spot detection technique is used with which two signals are 
acquired from different sources. In the current experirnents, the signals used in Eq.4.16 
are taken from the emission of the plume as weii as from the weld pool. From the plume 
W radiation is obtained, while hom the weld pool IR radiation is taken. These two 
signals will show different responses to a sudden change in welding conditions and are 
not completely correlated. From Eq.4.19, the running average coefficients for the two sets 
of signals in Fig.5.9 and Fig.5.10 are shown in Fig.5.11 and Fig.5.12. In Fig.5.11, the 
coefficient q is close to 1 at the beginning of the weld, and at about one third of the way 
dong the weld, it stms to decrese. Ar the end of the weld, q is much srnalier than 1. 
Refenhg to Fig.5.7, q = 0.8 denotes ripplrs or rough beads on the weld, while q = 0.6 
welds have a large concavity. Pinholes, on the other hand, have sharp peaks with a 
coefficient g 10.5 for a significant pinhole. When the pinhole is not obvious, the peak is 
smaii. 
Several more weld trials were performed to make butt joints between dissirnilu 
steel sheets to simulate tailored blank welding. The coefficients q calculated from die 
emission signals are presented in Fig.5.13. It can be seen that for a smooth weld, the 
correlation coefficient 11 is above 0.9. When a weld fault occurs, the q changes 
significantly. In detail, pinholes correspond to a sharp spikes; surface roughness and 
ripples have q in the range of 0.6 -0.85; while any sharp decrease in q indicates welds 
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Figure 5.1 1 Coefficient calculated by inverse filtering algorithm using the emission 
signals in Fig.5.9. 
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Figure 5.12 Coefficient calculatcd by inverse filtering algorithm. The emission signals 
are rclatcd to the wcld in Fig.S.lO. 
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Figure 5.13(a) Photograph of a weId and the coefficient calculateci 




Figure S.l3(b) Photograph of a weld and the coefficient dculated 
fiom the emission signais during this laser welding process. 
Figure 5.1 4 Photograph of laser weld with defects. 
1 33 
with a large concavity. When q = 0. the weld has completely failed. Therefore. Arl=l-7 
is representative of the degree of weld fault. 
It is interesting to look at the performance of inverse-filtering algorithm for the 
ernission signals detected at the same spot. For a typical weld with weld defects in 
Fig.5.14. the calculated coefficient by Eq.4.16 from the recorded signals is plotted in 
Fig.5.15. Minor weld faults such as rough beads or ripples are not reflected in the output 
signal. A modification of Eq.4.16 can be used to improve the performance in this case. 
A t h e  shift in one of the emission signals can be introduced: 
in which s is a shifting count (relating to a t h e  interval At) and q, is the modified 
coefficient. The s c m  be adjusted to change the sensitivity. Using Eq.5.1, we can re- 
calculate the inverse-filtering coefficient of the ernission signals for Fig.5.15. Some 
results are given in Fig.S.16 and it is apparent that the shifting of data reveals such weld 
faults. 
This tirne-shift scheme also cm be applied to emission signals acquired with the 
twin-spot detection technique. Fig.5.17 gives the inverse-filtering coefficients of the same 
data used for calculating rl in Fig.S.11. For cornparison, we can see that using the shifting 
scheme q, has a larger variation when weld faults occw. On the other hand, coefficients 
corresponding to a good weld are not affected by the tirne shift scheme. Therefore, the 
tirne shift scheme rnakes the detection more sensitive. 
The beauty of using the correlation coefficient q to describe the welds is its 
simpiicity and effectiveness. Interpretation is ais0 straightfonvud. Furthemore, the q 
description is universal and is not affected by different systems such as laser power, 
welding speed, and the gain of the signal detection device. In addition, precise optical 
alignrnent is not required for the detecting system. 
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Fig.5.15 The inverse-filtering coefficient of the W and IR mission signals fiorn the welding 
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Fig.5.16 The modified inverse-filtering coefficient of the emission signals in Fig.S.15 by 
shifting 5 data points. 
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Figure 5.17 (a) Coefficient of the cmission signal5 relating to weld in Fig.5.7. A data-shifting scheme 
is applied. (b) Caiculated coefficient of a good weld. Data shih does not change the overail 
data value. 
5.3 Analysis of weld quality using FFT technique 
5.3.1 Technique of separate-signal detection 
Optical emission signds from the plasma plume contain information about weld 
quality. However, intensity alone is not a good indicator of the processing condition or 
weld quality, as the signal intensity varies with equipment setup, sensitivity of the 
detector system and various processing conditions. One solution to this problern is to 
consider multiple signais and the intensity relationship between these signals. Another 
approach is to study the Fourier spectnim of the signal and use the intensity distribution 
among different frequency bands. 
In order to seek a possible technique for monitoring weld quality, FFï (fast 
Fourier Transform) spectra of opticai emission signals viewed in two directions were 
analyzed under varying welding conditions. As illustrated in Fig.5.18, a beam splitter 
was inserted in the laser beam to colect the optical emission from the weld plume along 
the beam direction. The laser spot on the work-piece w u  irnaged on a photodiode 
window. so that the lipht emission from the keyhole could be detected. This photodiode is 
Figure 5.18 Schematic illustration of laser beam welding 
and signai detection system. 
labeled as #1 sensor. Another optical focusing systern aimed at 60 degree to the laser 
k a m  (sensor #2) also detected Light from laser welding. This sensor only detecu Light 
emission from the plume. 
5.3.2 Experimental data and analysis 
The intensity of Light emission kom the plume in h e r  welding is primaily 
distributed in the frequency range less than several kHz[S3, 671. Fig.5.19 shows spectra 
of the optical ernission signal detected by the photodiode (#1 sensor) looking into the 
keyhole during CO1 laser welding. Welds were produced at vvuying speeds between 12.7 
and 101.6 rnrn/s. At low speed, excessive heai is deposited in the material and the welds 
are wider; while at the high speed end, only partial penetration is produced. In our 
experirnents, full penetration high quaiity welds were produced at a travel speed near 38 
rnm/s. From the data given, several trends are obtained: (1) The low frequency 
component decreases with increasing speed, or in other words, decreases with a decease 
in penetration depth. (2) Under good hiii penetration welding conditions, a strong narrow 
band signal is detected. (3) A more complex spectrum is present during partiai 
penetration welding. These results are sornewhat different from those obtained in 
previous experiments when the photodiode looked sideways into the plume[53]. On the 
other hand, the presence of a strong emission band during full penetration welding is in 
agreement with the observation reported by Miyamoto et aL.[13] that the mean square 
value lies in the 2-4 kHz range, when the signal was detected at a large angle and was 
greatly increased under full penetration welding condition. 
When the Ume denvative of the optical signals is taken, the variation of vapor 
pressure or vapor density in the keyhole or in the plume can be analyzed. Fig.5.20 shows 
a set of FFT spectra of the time derivative of optical signals detected by sensor #l. For 
partial penetration welding, Le. at higher travel speed, spectral components are enhanced 
in the high fiequency range and the overali signal fluctuations are stronger than in the 
case of full penetration welding. For hl1 penetration welding, Le. at moderate travel 
speed, a strong weli-dehed signal band between 2 - 5 kHz is observed. These results 
indicate that according to the optical emission, the keyhole is osciUating at relatively 
stable frequencies in the range of 2 - 5 kHz under fuii penetration welding conditions. For 
comparison, a set of Fi3 spectra of the tirne derivative of the optical emission signals 
detected with sensor #2 is given in Fig.5.21. The signal from the plume contains a broad 
band of spectral components which extend over 20 kHz and which has been shown to be 
closely related to the acoustic emission[57]. Although the shift of the spectral 
components to a higher frequency range is noticeable in this signal set, a well-defmed 
spectral band is not observed. 
At low laser power. penetration decrerws when the welding speed is kept at 38 
mm/s. Fig.5.22 shows FFï spectra of the t h e  derivative of the optical emission detected 
by # l  sensor. In comparison to Fig.5.20(a), the narrow band near 3kHz becomes broader 
as iaser power decreases. In the h i t  of low penetration, as seen in FigS.??(b), the 
kquency components extend over 20 kHz which is similar to the case (Fig.5.20(c)) of 
high speed welding with a laser power of 1.7 kW. Therefore. it is clev that Light ernission 
signals from partial penetration welding contain rich spectral components in the high 
frequency range. An explanation for this effect is that within a shallow keyhole, the tlow 
rate of the vapor gas is higher and the keyhole itseif is not stable. 
In order to analyze the frequency components that are present in these spectra, 
modulated laser beam welding was performed. The laser b e m  w u  prograrnmed to have 
a square output waveform. A resonant component withîn the keyhole oscillation band is 
expected[53] in optical emission fiom the plasma with a modulated laser beam welding. 
For reference. a FFï spectrum of the modulated laser beam radiation is given in Fig.5.23. 
The modulation frequency is 1.5656 kHz and the modulation depth is 50%. The 
modulated laser beam is seen to have a third h m o n i c  component at 4.6967 kHz. This 
component is within the keyhole oscillation band (2 - 5 kHz). Opticd emission spectra in 
Fig.5.24 show that the third harmonic component is observed as a suong resonant 
component in the signais detected by both sensors. Even the fourth harmonic component 
is present in the spectrurn from #1 sensor. Acoustic signds were also recorded 
sirnultaneously with the optical signals and the acoustic spectrum is given in Fig.5.25. in 
the acoustic specua, the same resonant peak is present. In addition, the overali profile of 
the acoustic spectrum is roughly close to that of the optical spectra detected by #2 sensor. 
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Figure 5.19 FFT spectra of optical ernission 
detected by #l sensor. Laser power is 1.7 
kW. At speed of 38.1 mds ,  good full 
penetration welds were produced on a steel 
sheet of 1.1 mm thick 
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Figure 5.20 FFT spectra of the t h e  derivative of 
optical mission signais detected by # I  sensor. 
The spectra are correspondhg to that in figure 
3.19. 
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Figure 5.21 FFT spectra of optical emissions fÎom 
laser weIding plume that are detected by #2 sensor. 
Laser power is 1.7 kW. 
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Figure 5.22 FFT spectra of the t h e  derivative 
of optical signals detected by scnsor #l. 
nie welding speed is kept at 38.1 mm/s 
and the Iaser power is lowered so chat 
partial penetration welds were produced. 
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Figure 5.24 FFT spectra of optical signals fiom modulated laser beam 
welding at a travel speed of 50.8 d s .  The averaged laser 
power is 1.38 kW. 
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Figure 5.25 FFT spectnim of acoustic emission fiom modulated laser 
beam weldhg. Laser average power is 1.38 Wiz and trave1 speed 
is 50.8 mm/s. 
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Figure 5.23 FFT spectrum of the modulated laser 
bearn radiation that was sensed by a 
p yroelectric de tector. 
The optical emission signal from the keyhole plasma contains spectral 
components mostly in the low fiequency range. However. the FFï frequency distribution 
of its time derivative extends to a wider range. The tirne derivative of the optical signals 
c m  be related to the density variation of the vapor or plume. For this reason, a degree of 
correlation exists between the acoustic signal and the tirne derivative of the optical 
signalt571. 
Imaging into the welding keyhole allows the keyhole oscillation to be directly 
detected. Under good full penetration welding conditions, an oscillation band of 2 - 5 kHz 
was observed in Our laser welding system. We believe the laser beam shape used for 
welding could affect the band size and cenual fiequency. And signals from different laser 
b a r n  welding system wili exhibit some difference in the keyhole oscillation frequencies. 
Expansion of the spectral distribution under pYti;il penetration welding conditions makes 
this signal a usehl indicator of weld quality. 
The experimental data presented here indicate that a noticeable difference exists 
in the FFï spectra of the tirne derivative of the optical emission signals detected by 
vertically imaging into the keyhole when the weld shifts from full penetration to partial 
penetration. Proper use of this kind of signal could provide an effective way of 
monitoring the laser welding process. Furthemore, in the present system. stable keyhole 
oscillations in the fkquency range between 2 and 5 kHz could be induced during hill 
penetration welding. The variation in optical signal and acoustic signal at high 
fiequencies can be associated with vapor expanding out of the keyhole opening. . 
Chapter 6 
Implementation of Closed Loop Control 
in addition to in-process monitoring, closing the loop to give real-time process 
control of some welding parameters has the ability to correct or avoid the occurrence of 
weld fault. This will greatly aid the developrnent of reliable and flexible automated 
systems. 
6.1 Basic concept of feedback control 
During a closed loop controlled process, the control system cannot only generate 
specific commands to manipulate the machine and process actuaton, but also has the 
capability of comparing a desired set of results with acnial results and taking corrective 
action. In this system, proper sensos are required to obtain feedback data on the curent 
state of the process. Fig.6.l depicts a computer control system. In a control loop, the role 
of the computer is to collect operating data frorn senson in the process, accept desired 
reference States or the set points nom an operator, and close the control loop by 
establishing manipulation commands that cause specific changes in the process outputs. 
Usually, the control system perfoms two basic operations. It calculates the difference or 
error between the operating point and the set point or error from an equation 
Error = Set point - Ac& output. 
And then it detemiines a corrective action by solving an equation or set of equations that 
have been estabiished as characterizhg a desirable way to control the process. The law 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of cornputer close-loop control. 
goveming determination of this manipulation can be referred to as the control algorithm. 
To realize feedback control, the sensing data and the control algorithm are the most 
important elements in the system. 
The main feature of computer feedback control system is its digital operation. The 
computer operates with specific sets of numbers at discrete points in time. The computer 
is programrned to sample values of the process output variables at certain instants in tirne. 
Calculation then proceeds in such a way as to establish the error and the desired 
manipulation corresponding to that error, using an appropriate control law or algorithm. 
The manipulation is then applied to the process. The process outputs are again sampled 
after a predetennined interval called the sample period, and the procedure is repeated. 
Clearly, the speed at which the computer can perform many operations relative to the 
speed at which the process can respond is a significant factor in how well the process cm 
be kept under control. The response time of the senson and the computing power of the 
computer limit the sampling rate. Control algorithms can be designed according to 
specific process and its complexity. 
In laser welding, the process is too complex to develop a mode1 to allow a direct 
estimation of weld quality and there are no goveniing equations that exist between 
various sensing signals and processing parameters. The observed parameters have to be 
correlated to resultant quality using an empirical database for the process. The relations 
between signals and processing parameters are, therefore, established by knowledge h m  
experiments. For different welding systems, there exist different correlations between 
processing parameters and h a 1  weld quality. 
If the relation between the feedback signal and the processing parameter is well 
established, a PID (Proportional plus Integral plus Derivative) control action can be used. 
PID control action combines the effects of each action (proportional to the error, to the 
time integral of the error, and to the difference of errors) to obtain a composite control 
manipulation according to the equation[76] 
Am, = m ,  -m.-, =&en +K,e.-, +&en_, (6.1) 
where n is the time index, m. is the process parameter at time index n, e. is the curent 
m o r  value, e, and en., are previous erron, K,'s are constants or gains. The gains 
determine the stability of the system and should be chosen properly. 
Dunng laser beam welding, the sensed signals are always fluctuating due to its 
dynamic nature. The measured errors never will be zero even for a stable welding 
process. The control action (Eq.6. l), thus, should be modified. in considering the fact that 
the process parameters for laser beam welding have their operating windows, the welding 
parameters do not need to be controlled precisely at a specific value for producing good 
welds. Therefore, quantization of the correction signal is applied. 
6.2 Auto focusing system 
Focal position is one of the important factors that affects laser weld quality. If the 
laser spot is not at its optimum focal position, the efficient keyhole-welding regime may 
be lost, resulting in conduction limited welding or poor penetration through the material. 
Focus control is especially valuable in operation on non-planar work-pieces, where there 
is a need for the laser focus to follow the contours of its surface. Focus control will also 
ease the requirement on the work-piece clamping arrangement. Development of a fast 
and efficient system for automatic focus position control will expand the use of laser 
welding techniques. 
6.2.1 Laser beam focusing ability and working regime 
The dominant parameter in laser welding is the laser intensity. In order to 
generate sufficiently high intensity to produce deep penetration welds, a laser beam needs 
to be brought to a tight focus on the work-piece surface. A focusing lens or a spherical or 
parabolic mirror is usuaily utilized to focus this beam. The focusability of a laser beam is 
detmined by its spatial profile, or its mode. A laser beam in the fundamental mode has 
true diffraction lirnited beam divergence and cm be brought to a tight focus by a lens 
system. High mode laser beams are accompanied by large beam divergence. For a 
fundamental mode laser beam, a specific distribution of laser intensity exists across the 
output beam. This is the Gaussian distribution: 
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where w is the radius of the beam at the radial distance for which i=&'. r is a radiai 
coordinate, and Io is the intensity at r=O. At the focal plane, the beam has a minimum 
diameter, 2wo. The minimum beam radius w ,  called the beamwaist, is directly related to 
the beam divergence. However, the beam divergence can be changed with a suitable 
optical system. Thus different sizes of focal spot c m  be produced using different lens 
systems. 
For a Gaussian beam, the spot size at a position z relative to the position with the 
bearnwaist is 
The beam divergence angle is 
Afier focusing by a lens, the r,ew beam waist is very close to the focal point of the lem. It 
can be shown[77] that in general the minimum spot size of a Gaussian beam focused by a 
Iens is 
where w, and R, are the laser beam spot size and radius of curvature at the input face of 
the lens. If the lens is placed very close to or very far away f?om the beam waist of the 
beam being focused, the minimum spot size can be simplified to 
where Be is the bearn divergence at the input face of the lens. 
in order to focus a laser beam to a small spot, we must use either a lens of very 
short length or a beam of mal1 divergence. There is a limitation to the reduction in the 
focal length of the focusing lens. When the focal length does not satisfy f < < w ,  w,, the 
relatioship in Eq.6.6 no longer hoids and the lens ceases to satisfy the definition of a thin 
lens. However, there are means to obtain a laser beam of srnall divergence by expanding 
and recollimation of the beam. 
Another important charactenstic of a focused beam is the depth of focus. This 
parameter denotes an estimate of tiie distance over which the lens-image distance can be 
varied without a substantiai increase in spot size. The depth of focus c m  be approximated 
in which the t sign appears since the depth of focus applies for motions toward and away 
- 
Radius (mm) 
Figure 6.2 Measured spot size of the CO2 laser beam as a function of vertical distance. 
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fiom the lens. If the beam is tightiy focused, the depth of focus will be small and this is 
not an optimal case for many weld applications since the laser intensity varies 
considerably through the work-piece. in reality, this range for the depth of focus allows 
production of good welds, which eases the requirernents for focal position control. 
in our system, the output laser beam has a spatial distribution close to that of a 
Gaussian beam. Measured beam spot size as a function of vertical distance shifi is plotted 
in Fig.6.2. Ir cm be seen that the spot sire has no noticeable change within H.5 mm 
around the focal point. 
6.2.2 Dual-view detection technique 
As described in chapter 4, the information of spatial distribution of the plasma 
plume emission can be used to detect the vertical distance shifl of the work-piece surface 
relative to the laser head. Tnis idea forms the basic for the automatic focal position 
control system. In Fig.6.3, a schernatic illustration of ihe focal position detection system 
is shown. The optimal focal position can be independently set according to the nature of 
laser process. For laser welding of sheet matenals, the focal point is usually maintained 
slightly below the work-piece surface for best performance. At the optimal focal position, 
the dual spots on the surface are adjusted on both sides of the keyhole opening. When the 
surface moves up, viewing spot #1 shifls close to the hot core and viewing spot #2 moves 
Optimal position Mwe up Move d m  
Figure 6.3 A schematic iiiustration of the focd position detection technique. 
away fiom the hot core. Thus the detected signal from spot # I  uicreases and signal fiom 
spot #2 decreases. In the opposite case when the surface moves dom, viewing spot #2 
approaches the hot core and viewing spot #1 shifts away from the hot core. As a resuit, 
the signal from spot #1  increases and signal from spot #2 decreases. Simply combining 
these two signals generates an error signal to indicate the focus mor. 
The optical focusing system for collecting plume mission is a standard focusing 
device, which consists of two or more lenses. Its function is to image the detection spot 
ont0 the entrance of the fibers. The design of the focusing system must consider the 
mounting distance and the rnagnification of the focusing lenses. 
Lenses 
Figure 6.4 Diagram of the light-collection focus system. 
The optical fiber is a specially conscnicted fiber bundle. It is consist of two multi- 
mode fibers. Fig.6.4 shows the ray diagram of this system. At one end where the fiber is 
comected to the focusing systern, the two fibers are housed in a standard fiber connector 
with a proper separation between the two fibers, which is compatible with the design of 
the focusing system. In this structure, a single focusing lens system could focus the two 
detection spots on the fibers. Light is trmmitted independently through each fiber. Ushg 
this structureci fiber bundle, the separation of the detecting spots on the work-piece 
surface is about 2 mm. At the other two ends, they are then connected to photodiodes to 
generate electric signals. Before the light reaches the photodiode, it can be filtered to 
select the desired wavelength band. Any wavelength band filters can be used for this 
focus position control system except for infiard light, since the hot melt behind the 
keyhole emits strong IR and this radiation makes the spatial distribution a s p e t r i c a l .  
The output from each photodiode is pre-amplified and fed into a multi-channel 
A/D board in a computer, which calculates the corresponding focus error and adjusts the 
laser head position. The sarnpling rate is about 200 Hz. in this work, the converted 
electric signals from the photodiodes were not filtered with an electronic low-pass filter. 
Since a low-pass filter could remove significant parts of the high fiequency components 
the signals could be smoothed and this might improve the performance of this system. 
6.2.3 Signal response 
To investigate the effect of focus error, bead-on-plate welds were made by 
aanslating the work-piece beneath the laser head. The work-pieces were Bat plates that 
were tilted at an angle of 4 degrees relative to the traverse direction in order to generate a 
constantly changing focus error. The zero error or optimal focal position was set in the 
center of the plate, so that at the beginning of the weld the focal position was above the 
work-piece surface. 
Typical mission signals fiom the two channels in open-loop tests are plotted in 
Fig.6.5. These signals were obtained during the production of a bead-on-plate weld 
across a 1.1 mm thick angled mild steel plate at a traverse speed of 38.1 mm/s at a laser 
power of 1.6 kW. For this weld, one of the signals decreases monotonically and the other 
inmeases continuously over a limited range. These signals were found to be highly 
repeatable. In addition, the point at which two signals have the same intensity can be 
adjusted by simply nuiing the Mewing angle. 
Taking the difference of the signals fiom two fibers then results in an error signal 
relating to the error in focal position. This error signal is given in Fig.6.6. There is a large 
region in which the e m r  signal is a linear fùnction of the height, and in the central region 
close to the optimal focal position, the signal fluctuation is much less than in the outer 
region. This feahre facilitates high-resolution position conîrol. 
It is seen that the error signal e h i i t s  a large fluctuation and this fluctuation will 
affect the resolution of focal position control. However in the optimal focal position 
region the fluctuation is much smaller than that of larger position deviation, so that focal 
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Figure 6.5 Emission signals by two-spot detection during laser welding of a dope surf i .  
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Figure 6.6 Differential signal intensity recorded using the dual-view technique. 
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Figure 6.7 DifTerential si@ intensity of t&at in Fig.6.6 after fiitered using ninning average 
Wtering algorithm. 
position can be satisfactorily controlled. Furthermore, after filtering with running average 
fitering, the signal is greatly smoothed, as shown in Fig.6.7. 
The totd focal position region controllable by this system depends on the viewing 
angle and the separation of the two spots on the surface. A smaii viewing angle with 
respect to the laser beam will give a larger control range. but the resolution is reduced. In 
this system, the total control range is about 8 mm. This is quite a signifiant result 
compared to other systems[20]. 
6.2.4 Closed-loop welding 
On closing the loop, the control of focus gave excellent welds across the entire 
plate with a tilted angle for a range of welding speeds. Welds on a surface of a single 
slope were f ~ s t  successhilly tested at various traverse speeds. In the test, a simple 
proportional algorithm is used. The adjustment in position is proponional to the error 
signal: 
e= r r .m+p  (6.8) 
where a is a proportionai constant, which is dependent on the amplifier setting and fiber 
structure; p is constant which is determined by the zero focal position error. Both a and 
are deterrnined by experiment, while is the error signai. 
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Figure 6.8 Weld contours tested m experinient. (a) Triangular shape, 
(b) Double-triangular shape. 
More complicated tests were carried out by welding dong a contoured steel sheet, 
as shown in Fig.6.8. The fxst test was on a triangular shape with the peak as high as 15 
mm and a horizontal length of 152 mm, while the second test is a double triangular shape 
with alrnost the same height and length. For dl those samples, excellent welds across the 
entire weld length were produced. Fig.6.9 presents a photograph of two welds for the first 
kind of shape. One of the welds was with the control loop open, and the other was with a 
control loop closed. It is obvious that with the control loop open some portion of the weld 
loses penetration. But, when the control loop was closed, the entire weld is uniform. 
For the second shape (double triangular). the test result was satisfactory and a 
photograph of this weld with closed loop control is shown in Fig.6. IO. Several more 
welds of this kind of contour were make at different welding speeds, with excellent 
results. 
The range over which focus can be rnnintained is lirnited only by the traverse 
range of the motorized z-axis stroke, provided that there are no sudden jumps in height of 
more than 8 mm or the focus distance changes at a speed within the capabilities of the z- 
mis motion. Focus resolution is limited by noise. Since in optical emission signals the 
oscillation or fluctuation is intrinsic to the welding process itself, the instsbility due to 
this noise source is always present. The oscillation spectrum is broad and the main 
oscillation frequency of the keyhole is in the H z  range. Efficient low-pus fütering could 
reduce this instability but cannot e h i n a t e  it. However, the laser beam h a  a certain value 
of focus-of-depth (Eq.6.6) and the focal point change within this range will not actudy 
affect the weld penetration condition. Therefore, focal position control into a certain 
resolution is enough to produce perfect welds. 
6.3 Seam tracking 
Seam tracking is the control of the laser spot relative to the seam in order to make 
a consistent and uniform weld bead. 
The multi-spot fiber detection systern has the ability to sense the position of the 
laser irradiation spot across the weld seam. This technique only applies to butt welding of 
sheet m e t a  of dissimilar gauges. Unlike the vision system which extracts information on 
Figure 6.9 Photographs of bead-on-plate welds with and without closed 
loop focus control. 
Figure 6.10 Photographs of welds that were produced under closed loop 
control and at two speeds: (a) 63.5 mm/s and (b) 76.2 mrn/s. 
joint position from images of an extamaiiy projected iight, the multi-spot tiber detection 
system senses emission fiom the welding process. 
The main principle relies on the hct that the hot core of the luminescent plume 
during b e r  welding will move up or down as the irradiation spot of the laser beam shifü 
across the seam joint. As shown in Fig.6.11, part of the laser beam is incident on the thick 
sheet and the other is on the thin sheet. The position of the hot core above the surface is 
dependent on the percentage of the beam on one of the sheets. In extreme cases, if the 
entire bearn is incident on the thin sheet, the hot core is close to the thin sheet surface. On 
the other hand, when the entire laser beam is on the thick sheet, the hot core is located on 
the thick sheet surface. In t h  case the hot core is high above the thin sheet surface, and 
during welding, the optimal condition is to keep a little more than half of the beam on the 
thick sheet side. Metal vapors are generated both kom the thin sheet and thick sheet. The 
hot core is located in the center between the two extreme cases. When there is a deviation 
korn this location, a shift in emission can be detected. 
6.3.1 Optical fiber sensing system 
The sensing system has a three-spot detection configuration, as shown in Fig.6.12. 
The optical sensor is rnounted behind the laser head, viewing the welding site at an angle 
of about 30 - 40 degrees Mth respect to the h e r  bearn. Two of Lhz thrre spots are 
aligned along the weld iine whiie the other is on the thin sheet side. The function of two- 
spot sensing is shi lar  to that of focal position detection, and involves the detection of an 
up and down motion of the hot core. The third sensor rneasures the evaporation at the 
interface berween the two sheets during laser irradiation. 
If the optical sensing system is mounted on the thin sheet side with a viewing 
direction.perpendicular to the welding direction, the sensitivity wiii be higher than that of 
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Figure 6.1 1 Schematic illustration of the relation bctwecn the laser spot 




Figure 6.12 Schematic illustration of seam position detection. 
6.3.2 Signal response 
To test the detection systrm, butt joints betwern steel sherts of 0.8 mm and 1.6 
mm in thickness were made. In an initial test, welding was carried out along the seam at a 
constant speed, but after every weld the b e r  beam was shifted in a direction 
perpendicular to the seam by a distance of 0.127 mm. The weld started with the beam on 
the thin sheet. At the end of welding, the b a r n  was on the thick sheet side. A total of nine 
welds were cmied out. Emission from the welding waî recorded at a sampling rate of 
200 Hz using the three-spot detection technique, and the data were averaged (Fig.6.13). It 
is clear that there is signifiant change in the emission signals whrn the laser beam shifts 
fkom one side of the seam to another. It should be noted that relative intensities of the 
signals are important in description of the beam position change. 
For the second test, laser welding was cvried out along a tilted seam. In this test. 
the weld line was purposely aligned to be not pardel to the seam so that at the beginning 
of the weld the beam spot was on one of the shects so that the weld ended with the beam 
Figure 6.13 Relative optical signais of plume ernission recorded using the multi-spot detection 
technique. Welds of butt joint of different gauge metal sheets were made. The laser beam 
hdiated  spot shifted fiom the thin sheet side to the thick sheet side. 
spot on the other sheet. The bearn spot graduaiiy covers the seam during welding. In the 
middle of the weld process the weld crosses the seam. Emission signals from this process 
were recorded and are shown in Fig.6.14. These signals represent welding processes in 
which a laser beam starts at either the thin sheet ending on the thick sheet or starts on the 
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Figure 6.14 Real-time optical emission signais detccted using the multi-spot dctection technique. 
Welds wtre perfomed on a tilted seam of butt joint of âifferent gauge metai s h w .  (a) At the 
start of weld the laser beam was located on the thin sheet and at the end of weld the beam 
shificd to the thick sheet. (b) Beam position shifi in reverse direction. 
thick sheet ending on the thin sheet. Real-tirne signals reflect the shift from one sheet to 
other. and can be irnplemented into a closed loop control. 
6.3.3 Linear combiner and position error signal 
The output of the sensing system has three individual signals. In order to generate 
a position error signal, an adaptive iinear combiner (a simple neural network called 
Adaline) is used (Fig.6.15). Its output is a linear combination of its inputs. At tirne k, this 
rlement receives an input signal vector or input pattern vector: 
T 
X k  = [x0,, X,, *X2. 9 % .  .> xq 1 (6.9) 
The components of the inpur vector are weighted by a set of coefficients, the weight 
vec tor: 
T 
Wk = Y wZt Wnk I (6.10) 
The sum of the weighted inputs is lhrn cornputed, producing a linrar output, the inner 
T product s, = x, w,. The components of xk may be either continuous analog values or 
binary values. The weights are essentially continuously variable and can take on negative 
as well as positive values. In a digital irnplementarion, a desired response dk, a special 
input, is used to effect leaming. 
input W eignt 
X W 
Figure 6.15 Structure of a ïinear combiner. 
During the training process, input pattems and corresponding desired responses 
are presrnted to the linear combiner. An adaptation algorithm autornatically adjusts the 
weights so that the output responses to the input pattems will be as close as possible to 
thçir respective desired responses. In signai processing applications, the most popular 
method for adapting the weights is the simple LMS (Ieast mean square) algorithm. This 
aigorithm rninirnizes the sum of squares of the linear errors over the training set. The 
minimum mean square error algorithm can, therefore, be empioyed to extract the output 
signal from the linear combiner. At the kth sample, let input pattern x, and the associated 
desired response dk, which can be determined by the experimental setting or be drawn 
fiom a statistically stationary population. The linear error is defmed to be the 
T difference between the desired response d, and the lineu output s, = w, x, during the 
krh presentation: 
T 
E, = w k  x k  -dk (6.1 1) 
For N input pattems (k = 1. 2. ..., N), the error equation (6.8) c m  be written as a vector 
format: 
e = Y w - D  
where 
Y is an N xn matrix with the ith sample vector as the ith row, and D is the vector of the 
desired responses {& }. Usually, the dimension of the input patterns Xi are smail compared 
to the number of input patterns for training. Thus, the minimum squared magnitude of the 
error vector can be found, 
The purpose of training is to fmd a weight vector w such that the mean square 
error is minimized. The mean squared error can be expressed as 
The gradient of the mean square error function is obtained by differentiating Eq.6.10 with 
respect to the weight vector w:  
This is a iinrar function of the weights. The optirnai weight vector is obtainrd frorn the 
minimum error. At a minimum, the gradient is set to zero 
Min(J(w)) = VJ(w) = O 
Therefore, we have 
If the n x n rnatrix ha.s an inverse, the solution vector is 
Defming the vector P as the cross-correlation between the desired response and the x 
vector then yields 
N 
The input auto-correlation 
samples : 
rnavix R is defined in terms of the average over di the 
Therefore, the weight vector can be simply expressed as 
w = R"P (6.20) 
T 
For a stationary system, the output signal of the linear combiner is simply s, = w x, . 
For a dynamic systern, the weight vector needs to be adaptively adjusted at a 
given time k. The Wuirow-Hoff delta nile could be applied to the adaption of the linear 
combiner to the dynamic environment. In this case, the initial weights can be obtained 
using the above algorithm by a set 
using the foliowing algorithm[78]: 
of training data. The weights then can br updated 
(6.2 1) 
where k is the tirne index or adaption cycle number, w,,, is the next value of the weight 
vector. w, is the present value of the weight vector, and x, is the present input pattern 
vector. The present hear error E~ is defmed to be the difference between the desired 
response di and the h e a r  output of the form in Eq.(6.L 1). It can be shown that after 
daptation, the error is reduced by a factor of a as the weights are changed while the 
input pattern is fmed: 
= -CE, (6.22) 
The choice of constant u controls stability and significance of the adaptation. A practical 
range for ais O.l<u<i.O. 
For seam tracking, emission signals acquired From a complrtr welding process 
dong a tilted seam are used to train the linear combiner. The desired outputs are the 
positions away from the center of the seam, which can be measured after welding. M e r  
training, a stationary weight vector is determined. Using the signals in Fig.6.14 as the 
inputs of a linear combiner, the output signals are shown in Fig.6.16. These output signals 
are in reality position error signals. Since the signais are close to hear  function, a simple 
P D  controkr çuuld br constructrd for closed loop conuol. 
By applying the running average filtering, a smoother position error signal can be 
obtained. Fig.6.17 shows the fütered error signals corresponding to the signals in 
Fig.6.16. 
6.3.4 Closed-loop seam tracking experiment 
Fig.6.18 shows photographs of welds. These welds were fkom closed loop seam 
tracking welding. The straight line weld (Fig.6.18(a)) is a tilted seam weld. It can be seen 
that the weld is very uniform since the seam tracking continuously corrects the position 
error. For non-straight line welds (Fig.6.18(b) and (c)), part of the weld is unstable, which 
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Figure 6.16 Error signals of the beam position off the seam which are the output 
fiom a linear combiner. Case 1: from thin to thick; Case 2: fiom thick to thin. 
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Figure 6.17 Position error signals of those in Fig.6.16 after applying 
running average filtering. 
Figure 6.18 Photographs of welds that were made under closed loop seam tmcking. 
(a) A titled straight line joint, (b) and (c) bending seam. 
is originated in part from the fluctuation in the ernission signals. Since only a simple 
proponional control algorithm is utilized in this controiler, it docs not have the capability 
of uncertainty tolerance. By employing proper signal filtering such as running average 
fütering, the hstability could be improved, but this cannot be eiiminated due to the 
intrinsic fluctuation in the emission signals. Another reason is that for efficient searn 
tracking one needs to rotate the laser head and the sensor in such a way that the viewing 
direction is aiways along the direction of motion. In our system, the laser head and the 
sensor are fixed. 
This sensor is inferior to a vision sensor[79] in that it looks ahead so that it 
predicts the position change. In addition, in a vison sensor system, an external light 
source is used to illuminate the joint with a line pattern projected across the seam. The 
patterns of illuminated lines are then observed by a CCD carnera and the seam profile can 
be obtained by analyzing the image recorded by the CCD camera. The positions of the 
joint are then extracted from these images. Since information on the searn position is 
obtained using a stable Light source and the iliuminated image area, the signal to noise 
ratio ciin be retatively high and position control stability is high. However, since the vison 
sensor systern involves image processing sampling rates are relatively low. 
In spite of these difficiencies of the seam tracking system developed here, this 
technique could be satisfactorily used as a monitoring device for identifying the partial 
penetration caused by the shifiing of laser beam towards the thick shret side. This kind of 
weld defect can be observed frequently on the production line since the thermal distortion 
causes the alignment pins to shift. 
The performance of the sensing system could be irnproved by changing the device 
setup. If the sensor is mounted in such a way that it views the plume from side, the 
sensitivity wiii be increased. In addition, for a tilted laser beam welding, the sensitivity is 
expected to increase. 
6.4 Adaptive speed control 
if the penetration condition varies during welding, adaptive speed control is 
needed to maintah a weld with constant overall full penetration and highest possible 
speed. 
6.4.1 Principle of sensing weld penetration 
in b e r  beam welding with constant power, penetration depth cm be adjusted 
using the welding speed. Penetration depth cannot be measured directly in a real t h e  
process. However, there are several phenornena relating to different weld penetration 
conditions. For instance, the spectral distribution of acoustic signals[53] emitted during 
laser beam welding and plume images[l l] recorded by a CCD camera during the welding 
process contain information indicating weld penetration conditions. Thesr data can, in 
principle, be incorporated into a control system to achieve adaptive speed control. 
There are two key factors that affect the performance of a digital controller: 
frequency and stability. The fkequency (or sampiing rate) determines how fast the system 
responds to the change in process. Stability avoids erratic behavior in real processing 
control, In addition, the controtlet should be robust so that it cm withstand a harsh 
production environment. n ie  use of optical emission signals as feedback is an immediate 
response to the process variation if proper emission signals are detected, since data 
acquisition and processing with more than mega bytes per second is achievable with 
cornmercialiy available hardware. The cost of the system is very low compared to the 
CCD camera sensing system. Therefore, observation of optical emission ûom weld 
process is ideal in terms of speed and cost. 
A combination of multi-radiation signals provides a suong indication of weld 
penetration. For keyhole welding with a known laser source and sheet thickness, the 
welding speed directly determines the penetration depth. At low speed, more laser energy 
is deposited in the material, and accorciingly, more materid is melted. In the direct 
interaction region, the material is raised to a higher temperature, resulting in strong 
infrared radiation. With an increase in welding speed, less laser power per unit volume is 
introduced and the IR emission is relatively low. As shown in chapter 4. the IR signal 
detected from the melt pool is quite different in hill and partial penetration welds. It has a 
high intensity at low speed. On the other hand, the W radiation from the excited 
elemrnts in the vapor behaves differently. For full penetration, the keyhole opens at both 
ends and vapor pressure is relatively low. The plume expands out of the keyhole radialiy 
thus it has a large cloud (Fig.4. I l ) .  When the bottom opening of the keyhole is closed or 
the penetration is getting shmow, the pressure inside the keyhole is relatively higher than 
for full penetration case. The vapor expands upwards with more directionality. Although 
the plume size is small, W radiation will increase slightly duc to the high pressure. It 
will be shown in the foUowing that UV radiation from the plume increases slightly from 
low to high speed. The combination, therefore, is a good indication of weld penetration. 
A multi-spot sensing technique is used for adaptive speed control (Fig.6.19). Four 
or three spot detection technique can be used and detection spots are irnaged on to the 
weld pool with two spots beside the keyhole and the other in front of and behind the 
keyhole. Radiations from these spots c m  be filtered individually with a proper selection 
of waveband to best reflect the penetration condition. 
in order to obtain the relationship between the radiation signais and weld speed, 
bead-on-plate welds were carried out with changing speed. Optical emission signals were 
recorded for each welding run. Fig.6.20 shows relative signds recorded by a four-spot 
detection technique. In one weld, the process speeds up continously from 12.7 to 10 1.6 
m d s .  In the other, the speed decreases from 101.6 to 12.7 mm/s. With this sensing 
system, infkared radiation is sensed fiom spot #1. Spots #2 and #3 detect blue and green 
light, respectively, while W radiation is obtained firom spot #4. From Fig.6.20, it c m  be 
seen that the IR and W signais are dominant. IR intensity decreases significantly with 
increase of speed, while W radiation increases with acceleration. Thus, the differential 
signal between IR and UV signals is a good indication of weld penetration. As given in 
Fig.6.2 1, the differential signal decreases monotonically with an increase of weld speed. 
Broadband signais using the three-spot detection technique are given in Fig.6.22 
with same condition of acceleration and deceleration as in Fig.6.20. The spot #1 and #2 








Figure 6.19 Multi-spot detection technique used for adaptive specd control. 
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Figure 6.20 ûptical signals detected using the mdti-spot dctection technique during laser 
bcam wdding at changing speed: (a) accelcration and (b) decelemîion. taser power 
was 1.6 kW. 
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Figure 6.2 1 The differential signals between IR and W radiation nom Fig.6.20. 
Figure 6.22 Relative signal intensities of plume emission wing the thr~bspot deteaion technique. Ali the 
sigaals were broad-band iight. (a) Aaelemtion, (b) Deceieration. #l and #2 spots am baide the 
weld pool. #3 spot is at the caner of weld pool. 
emission. These data demonstrate the capability of detection of penetntion condition 
using the multi-spot detection technique. 
6.4.2 Closed loop welding with a P D  controller 
Implementation of adaptive speed control with a P D  controUer is straightfonvard 
ushg the differential signal as the feedback signal. The relative differential signal has a 
nearly linear relation with welding speed if there is absence of disturbance. This linear 
relation can be used as the base of a P D  controiler. For the purpose of dernonstrxion, a 
"hard" control action was utilized. In this experirnent, welding speed is completely 
detennined by the emission signals: 
V,  = o~(S,  - S,) + V, (6.23) 
where V,  is cornmand speed. V, is the speed according to the set point. Sd is the 
differential signal, S, is the set point of the signal, and a is a proportionality constant. 
Parameters are determined from experirnent. Here, So = 0.2 and a = 63.5 ( d s ) .  
Fig.6.23 shows weld speeds during two feedback control welding processes. One 
process starts at very low speed, while the other s t ~  at high speed. The computer 
controiler is capable of adjusting the welding speed quickly to the set value using the 
feedback signals, although there are oscillations in the actual speeds. This oscillation 
stems from thc strong fluctuation of mission signds. niemfore, i~ çould b<: reducrd. but 
cannot be eliminated using this control law. 
In pratical welding, this "hard control action cannot be adopted and continuous 
speed adjustment is not necessary. For laser beam welding with a specific laser power, 
there is an operationd range of the weld speed within which good welds will be 
produced. In the control algorithm, we cm set a minimum and maximum limit of speed 
and start run the process at an optimal speed that is known h m  experience or knowledge 
base. The feedback signal is only used to modify the speed in case of significant transient 
process happening. This control method is caiied "soft" control action. 
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Figure 6.23 Velocity profile of bead-on-ptate welding under close-loop control. Laser 
powcr was 1.5 kW. Two initial speeds are given: (a) low spccd and (b) high speed. 
Chapter 7 
Improvement of Control Action 
Using A Neuro-fuzzy Controller 
The PID controiler works only if one knows the mathematical relation betwren 
the control parameter and the feedback signal. In the previous chapter, it has been shown 
that since the difference of the rektive signals between UV and IR from three or four spot 
detection has a nearly linear hinction of welding speed, the proponionai control 
algorithm (Eq. 6.21) cm be applied to speed control However, the ernission intensity is 
subject to a continuous variation, and in certain situations this linear relationship may be 
affected. As an example, during laser welding of a long butt joint, various transient 
effects such as a slight shifi in position of the hscr spot on thc seam, materid defccts and 
thermal deformation can occur. In such cases, the P D  controiier is unable to handle these 
disturbances and rnay not function properly. Using a f u u y  logic controller could irnprove 
the performance of this kind of feedback control. 
7.1 Structure of rule based fiuzy logic controller 
The fuzzy controller embodies concepts necessary to realize control algonthms in 
the presence of uncertainty. Ifs structure includes an input interface calied the 
fimification module, an output interface (the defbzzification block) and the processing 
module (the inference enguie). The underlying architecture of the hizzy controiier cornes 
with its rule-based orgmization. Its key premise is that the available control knowledge 
c m  be easily structured into rules Linking the current state of the system with the relevant 
control action. 
The fuzzy logic controuer (FLC) can be understood as a processing module that 
maps a system state Linguistic input to a control output. This mapping is accomplished by 
a cokction of fuzzy control d e s  (If-Then d e s )  which use linguistic variables rather 
than a complicated dynamic mathematical modeL The typical architecture of a FLC is 
shown in Fig.7.1, which consists of four principal components, as mentioned above: a 
fuuifier, a Fuzzy rule base, an inference engine, and a defuuifier. In the fuuifier, the 
measured crisp data are transformed to probability values for suitable Linguistic states. 
The inference system works with the predetermined rules to calculate the probability 
value for the linguistic output states. The inference system has the capabiiity of 
simulating human decision making by perfoming approximate reasoning to achieve a 
desired control strategy. These rules determine the behavior of the controlier in the closed 
loop system. In the fuuy rule base, it stores the empirical knowledgc of the opention of 
the process of the domain experts. Through the defuzzifier, the linguistic states are 
transformed to output signals for process controL 
Figure 7.1 Basic architecture of a hizzy logic controUer. 
The fuzzifer transforrns the measured variables to the linguistic states. This is 
done by defming membership functions (MF) for each linguistic state. With a 
membership function the co~ec t ion  between a physical state with respect to a 
probability of membership to a linguistic state is specified. Proper fuuy partitionhg of 
Inference 
P ' o ~ ~ s s  
O U ~ P U I  
--i 
r 
r Engioe -- Detuzzifier 
input and output spaces and a correct choice of membership functions play an essential 
role in achirving a successful FLC design. The number of MFs and their shape varies. 
More rnembership funcrions result in smoother control action, but then it will take longer 
t h e  to calculate the result. The popular shapes of MFs are tnangular. trapezoidal and 
Beii-shaped functions. 
Based on the probabilities of the different linguistic states there are inference rules 
specifying the desired closed loop behavior. The inference rules are characterized by a 
collection of fuzzy IF.. . THEN rules. The IF-part refers to the linguistic input states, and 
the THEN-part concems the linguistic output states. The niles are usuaily drived from the 
expert's knowledge and from expenmental data. The d e s  include dzferent Linguistic 
expressions in the IF part and at lest one linguistic output in the THEN part. The h i u y  
logic expressions are cornbined via fuzzy operators. The fuzzy AND and OR oprrators 
are used. in which AND is calculated as the minimum or product, the OR as  the 
maximum of the contributed fuzzy expressions. The output of each rule is a probability 
for at least one linguistic output variable. To generate an output signal these variables 
have to be condensed. In the current work, this is done by a max-product operation[80]. 
The defuzzifier trmforms the calculated probabilities of different linguistic 
outputs to output signals which are required to actuate the control. A d e f ~ ~ c a t i o n  
strategy is aimed nt producing a nonhiuy control action that best represents the 
possibility distribution of an inferred fuzzy control action. There are many de fu~z~ca t ion  
methods[80], but the most common one is the center of area (COA) rnethod. The COA 
strategy generates the center of gravity of the possibility distribution of a control action. 
If the universe of discourse is continuous, this method yields 
where p,(z) represents its membership value in the output fuzzy set C. 
The above described fuzzy inference system is Mamdani's method[80]. Another 
h y  reasoning method is Sugeno type, in which the consequent of a rule is a function of 
input linguistic variables. For instance, assume the controller has two f u u y  control rules 
as follows: 
When the input variables x and y are xo and y,, the inferred values of the control action 
fkom the f ~ s t  and second rules are a, f, (x,, , y,) and ctz f, (x, ,  y,  ) . respectively. 
Consequently, a final control action is given by 
where or, and a, are f h g  strengths of the fvst and second rules which are expressed as 
membership value and indicate the degrees of partid match between the user-supplied 
data and the data in the h i u y  nile base. 
For complex systems (high nonlineuity), construction of membership functions 
and selection of control niles are difficult. Usuaiiy, the parameters of the membership 
functions need to be tuned properly to yield satisfactory control action. Neural networks 
can be used in learning or tuning membership hnctions and hzzy rules of fuuy system. 
This systern is called neuro-hzzy controuer (NFC), which provides fùzzy systems with 
automatic runing abilities. In this system, neural network learning techniques can 
susbtantially reduce development tirne and cost while improving the performance of 
hzzy systems. 
An ANFIS (adaptive network-based inference sys tem) neural h u y  controîler can 
be used in control of laser beam welding. An ANFIS neuro-fuzzy system uses the 
network nodes to represent the functions of h u y  logic. Consider the parameter leaniing 
of NFCs with fuzzy logic mles whose consequents are fuzzy singletons. The fuzzy logic 
rules are in the foilowing form: 
R': IF X, is A: AND x2 is AI AND . . . AND X. is A:, THEN y is w,, 
where xi is an input variable, y is the output variable, A: are linguistic tenns of the 
precondition p y t  with membership functions py ( x i ) ,  w, is a real number of the 
consequent part, j= 1, 2, ..., M and i = I ,  2, .. ., n. When product inference and a centroid 
defuzzifier are used, the fmal output y, of this systern is cdculated by 
where 
and 
plare fring strengths of d and Fl are normalized f h g  strengths. The ANFIS 
architechture of a two-input and one-output system is shown in Fig.7.2, where node 
functions in the same layrrs are of the type descnbed below[âO]. 
Figure 7.2 Architechture of an ANFIS fuzzy conaoiier. 
Nodes in iayer 1 are input nodes thar simply pass extemal signals to the next 
layer. Nodes in layer 2 act as membership hinctions py (xi), and their outputs specify 
the degree to which the given xi satisfies the quantifier A:. Here Gaussian membership 
parameters of the functions to be tuned. Each node in layer 3 multiplies the incoming 
signals (Eq.7.4) and sends the product out, which represents the firing strength of a d e .  
Each node in Iayer 4 calculates the nonnalized firing strength (Eq.7.5) of a rule. In layer 
5, each node calculates the weighted consequent value F, W, . Panmeters in this layer are 
referred to as consequent parameters. The node in layer 6 sums aii incoming signals to 
obtain the final inferred result for the whole system. 
The back-propagation algorithm of the deepest descent method is used during 
training for membership function 
for an input set (x,). The objective 
parameter tuning. Assume that y, is the desirrd output 
function to be minimized is defined as 
The learning rule For tuning the puameters can be derived as foUows: 
where the derivatives cm be written as 
Eqs.(7.7 - 7.9) are the update rules for tuning the parameters ni ' ,  biJ and w, of 
membership hnctions. g rb and qw are leanllng rates for the each parameter, 
respectively. 
For implemetatiing FLC in laser welding, input values to the system are emission 
signals collected using the multi-spot detection technique. The signals are pre-processed 
to estabilish an array which could include total emission intensity, differential relative 
intensity and change of total intensity. The total emission intensity indicates the 
soundness of the welding process. If the intensity is too low, the beam may not be 
properly coupled into the material, while if the intensity is higher than the usual Ievel a 
drift in beam position may be occurring. The differential relative intensity relates to the 
penetration depth, beam position, etc. The intensity change reflects the stability of the 
welding process. A supervisory fuvy  logic controller cm be used to assign the control 
w k  to specific controller of the next step to determine individual control action. The 
fuzzy if-then d e s  for these signals are then articulated by an expert from their 
experience. Through the design of rnembership hnctions consisting of a set of f u u y  set 
values, each input signal has a certain value which is correlateci to a linguistic value. With 
these signals, the controlier is capable of adjusting the welding speed to maintain a 
constant penetration whrn the emission is within the correct intensity range. When 
transient processes occur, the controller will first try to correct the process for example 
through a change in beam position, then to maintain the satisfactory penetration 
condition. In the following, a fuzzy logic controller and a hybrid neural fuzzy controller 
is designed to implement control of welding speed and beam position. 
7.2 A fuzzy logic controller for welding speed control 
A PD-iike fuzzy logic controiler can be designed to controt welding speed. In this 
controiler, two crisp input variables are required: the sensed signal and the rate of change 
in the signal. The sensed signal is the difference of the relative opticai signals fiom two 
charnels. The output variable is the adjustment of speed. 
Fig.7.3 shows a block diagram of the basic structure of the controiler. In the 
fûzzification step, the signal (S) and the rate of change in the signal (AS) are transformed 
into hizzy variables through fuzzy mernbership hinctions. The membership hinctions 
determine the conditional instructions to be initialued so thar they aiiow choosing the 
most effective control actions. The system performances will be affected by the shapes 
and the number of mernbership functions. As seen in chapter 4, the statistical distribution 
of optical emission signals are Beii-shaped hnctions. For this reason, Gaussian 
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Figure 7.3 Block diagram of a PD-iike fùzzy logic controller for welding speed control. 
functions are used for the rate of change in these signals. Output membership functions 
are triangulÿr and trapezoidal. The use of the trapezoidal hinction for the 'no change' 
membership permits the controller to dlow input variable variation within the operating 
window. 
Membership functions for this speed control system are shown in Fig.7.4. A 
iinguistic value has been attributed to every level of the input signal in the foiiowing way: 
NL is negative large, NS negative small, AZ approximately zero, PS positive small and 
PL positive large. The linguistic variables for change of signal are positive (P), negative 
(N) and zero (2). 
In the funification process, the input data is applied to the input membership 
hinctions to determine the degree to which S and AS is, for example, positive and either 
big or smali. The values resulting fiom the fimification process correspond to the 
antecedents in the rule base which are then ANDed together using product function to 
form the strength of the rule. This strength is then applied to each of the rule outputs. If 
an output has already k e n  assigned a d e  strength during the current inference pass, a 
maximum function is used to determine which strength should apply. The dehizzification 
process completes the rnapping from the input fuzzy sets to the output f u u y  set of weld 
speed values. The center-of-area method is used here to evaluate the defuzzification to 
produce a control action. 
The collection of conuol rules is one of the most important steps in construction 
of a fuzzy logic conuoiier. Since the fmal feedback is quasi-hear with welding speed, 
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Figure 7.4 Input and output membership functions of a fuuy logic 
controller for speed adjustment. 
cxtracting d e s  is not very difficult. Some of the most obvious mles cm be rationalized 
in the following manner. When good penetration is achieved, no change in welding speed 
should occur. During welding of good penetration conditions, the corresponding signal S 
has been given the linguistic value of AZ. If the fluctuation is srnall (2). then the steady 
state (no change) mie is 
If S is AZ and AS is 2, then AV is NC. 
When the welding speed is too fast or poor beam coupling happens due to gap or change 
of materid surface fmish, poor weld penetration is occurring or about to occur and 
correction in weld speed is required. Ln this case, the signal S is small (negative large or 
srnall) and AS may be also zero, thus the rule is written as 
If S is NL and AS is zero, then AV is NL. 
In the same way, the complete set of linguistic control rules cm be extracted from 
welding experience and the characteristics of the optical signals. The mhs are h t ed  in 
Table 7.1. With these rules and the membership functions, the control surface of this FLC 
can be constructed, which is plotted in Fig.7.5. 
Table 7.1 Control rules of a fuzzy logic controller for 
welding speed control. 
To simulate the performance of the controller, the experimental data in Fig.6.21 
were fed hto  the system to evaiuate the output (control action). Fig.7.6 gives the 
corresponding control action. It can be seen that there is good linear response of the 
control action to the feedback signals. In the optimal welding regime, very little 
adjustment incurs. 
-0.2 ChangeOQSignal Signal 
Figure 7.5 Control d a c e  of the fiizy logic controlier for welding speed. 
When a conventional PID controiler is used, the overail control action is 
represented by Eq.6.2 1 and is plo tted in Fig.7.7. This control action is similar to the fuzzy 
logic controller. but the fuzzy controller has a better performance than this one in the 
range of high speed. In addition, when the process is in a steady state, the fluctuation of 
the emission will cause the P D  controller to adjust the process around the set point 
signirxcantly, while the FLC will keep the process more steady since the hzzification of 
the rate of change in signal will eliminate srnall fluctuations. 
7.3 A hybrid neuro-fuzzy coneolIer for seam tracking 
in order to ease the burden of constmcting proper membership functions and 
control rules for rnulti-input signais/data, a hybrid neural fuzzy system is proposed to frst 
map the multi-input data into data in one-dimensional space and then to constmct an 
ANFIS for the mapped data. The basic structure of the hybrid neural fuuy system is 
shown in Fig.7.8. In this system. an Adaline based network is used to achieve three-to- 
one mapping. The output signal from the Adaline and its rate of change are used as the 
inputs to the ANFIS Fuzzy controiler. The rate of change in signal is obtained by taking 
the difference of the signal and the delayed signal (signal of previous tirne step). 
Inclusion of this signal can improve the stability of the control action in order to account 
for fluctuations in optical signals. This system is designed for sensing with multiple input 
signals such as seam tracking in butt welding of different thickness sheets, in which three 
signals are used to indicate shift in beam position. This hybrid neuro-hzzy system needs 
two-step training. The frst step is to train the Adaiine to obtain the weight rnatrix and the 
second step is to train the ANFIS to get proper membership functions. 
For training the Adaline, raw optical signals and the corresponding desired beam 
positions are presented to this network An adaptation algorithm (LSM algorithm 
described in Chapter 6) is used to adjust the weight elements so that the output from this 
network is as close as possible to the desired values. 
The next step is to constmct the membership functions in the ANFIS fuzzy 
controller. To train the ANFIS is to adjust the parameters of the membership hinctions. In 
the ANRS, the hinctions of fuzq logic are represented using network nodes. Since the 
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Figure 7.6 Control action of the fuuy logic controller for speed adjustment 
when optical signals are presented to the system. 
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Figure 7.7 Control action incurred fiom a proportional controuer in response 
to the input differential optical signai. 
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Figure 7.8 Basic structure of a hybrid neural fuvy control system for searn 
tracking during laser bearn welding . 
output from the Adaline is a monotonie function of the bearn position, initial membership 
hnctions cm be constructed in Fig.7.9. in which Gaussian membership functions are 
used for inputs of optical signais and trapezoidal membership functions are used for rates 
Figure 7.9 initial rnernbership functions of the optical signal from the Amine, which are 
constntcted for the input of ANFTS controller. 
of signal change. From the output of the Adaline (Fig.6.17), it is known that if the input 
signal is large and the rate of signal change is smaii then the beam position should move 
a Little to negative direction, that is, to the thin sheet side. So the control rule can be stated 
as 
IF S is positive small AND AS is zero, THEN Ad is negative srnail (NS). 
When the signal il positive srnail and the rate of signai change is positive, the signal 
Table 7.2 Control rules of the fuzzy controiier in a hybrid neuro-fuzzy system 
for seam tracking. 
change may caused by fluctuation rather than a shift in real position. In this case, the 
beam position should not move. Thus, a cornplete set of control rules cm be established 
(Table 7.1). In t h  table, iinguistic values have been atuibuted to aiJ levels of input signal 
in the foiiowing way: 
NL Negative large 
NM Negative medium 
NS Negative small 
AZ Approxirnately zero 
PS Positive srnaIl 
PM Positive medium 
PL Positive large 
The samr concepts are applied to a shift in beam position. However. for the rate of signal 
change, ody three levels are used, which are as foilows: 
N Neg ative 
Z Zero 
P Positive 
Based on the update rules (Eqs.7.7-7-12), tuning of the parameters of membership 
functions in the premise part and consequent part can be performed separately, that is. 
Figure 7.10 Membership functions of figure 7.9 after parameta adjusmient through a 
training process with the experimeotal dam. 
each time value W, and parameters of a, and b, are adjusted in different steps. The 
process is repeated until that the change of the objective function (Eq.7.6) is less 
than a desired threshold vaiue with respect to its value in the previous step. 
In reality, the training process only takes a few epochs. In the current case, about 
10 sets of training data were selected from the output of the Adaline. The entire training 
process runs 8 - 10 epochs. M e r  training, the rnembership Functions of the input signal 
are shown in Fig.7.10 and the constants of the consequent part in a Sugeno inference 
system are given in Table 7.3. 
Values 
Table 7.3 Constants of the consequent part in a 
Sugeno inference system after trained. 
The performance of this hybrid neuro-fuzzy controller can be simulated. In doing 
so, a set of experimentd data (Fig.6.14) is input to the system and the outputs Born the 
controiler are the proper control action. Shce this set of experimental data represent a 
linear shift in beam position from one side of the seam to the other. the satisfactory 
control action should have an approximately linear response. In Fig.7.11, the simulated 
control action is presented. As is seen in this figure, the control action is very satisfactory. 
In a range around the set point, adjustment of the controiier is proportional to the desired 
position shift. The set point is adjustable by selecting proper training data or by tuning the 
membership function manualiy. 
With properly trained input rnembership functions, a Mamdani's inference 
system[80] can be used for the hiuy controiier part in ihis hybrid neuro-fuzzy system. 
The membership functions in Fig.7.12 are constnicted for the consequent p a n  The same 
control rules as the obove Sugeno system are used. The performance of the controiler is 
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Figure 7.1 1 Control action of the hybnd neural fuzzy controller when 
the three optical emission signals are presented to the system. 
tested by using the same experimental data and the result is given in Fig.7.13. From the 
simulation, it cm be seen that satisfactory control action is reached by this system. 
When implementing the fuzzy control system into a closed ioop control of seam 
tracking, an improvement of the control system performance can be expected. 
Figure 7.12 Membership functions of the consequent part of a Mamdani type hzzy 
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Figure 7.13 Control action of the Mamdani type fuzy controller in 
the hybnd neuro-fwzy system when three optical signals are 
fed into the system. 
Chapter 8 
Discussion and Conclusion 
In-process weld quaiity monitoring and adaptive process control during laser 
beam welding is not straightforward. This is because the quality of laser welds cannot be 
directly measured in the process. Welds of good quality are those that have a proper weld 
nugget or shape and are fkee fkom defects such as bubbles and pinholes. Most of the 
defects can only be seen through post-process inspection. However, defects or bad welds 
are usualiy produced when improper laser beam interaction with materials occurs. Poor 
beam-material interaction during laser welding may be caused by defecü in or on the 
material, a shift of the welding spot, variations in laser beam power etc. Emission signals 
closely reflect the status of laser beam interaction with materials and foilow the variation 
of the pmcess of beam-material. interaction. Therefore, opticd and acoustic emission 
signals could be monito red to indirec tly measure weld quality . 
As regards to feedback control, sensor signals as a hinction of processing 
parameters need to be determined. Description of this function may change from one 
system to another. Sometimes the relation between sensor signals and processing 
parameters is cornplicated and thus fdback  control is a challenge. 
In this work, the possibilities of acoustic and optical monitoring have ken 
explored and an effcient optical sensing system has ken developed to implernent closed- 
hop control of welding process. 
8.1 Acoustic monitoring 
Acoustic monitoring is based on the fact that weld quality is related to acoustic 
signals of different distinctive patterns in the frequency domain. In particular, the 
difference in acoustic ernission accompanying hll penetration and partial penetration 
welding is distinguishable fkom the frequency distribution. When improper fit up occurs 
in the butt joint, the acoustic spectrum also changes significantly. However, the details of 
frequency distribution of the acoustic signds are subject to severe fluctuation and a 
constant frequency distribution is not seen even with a well-controiled welding process. . 
If monitoring a specific cornponent in the spectmm, its reproducibility is poor. The 
acoustic emission contains lots of spike-like transients in the high fiequency region. For 
this reason, a normûlized power spectrum is used to give a clearer picture of relative 
spectral changes in response to weld quality variation. 
Using a norrnaiîzed acoustic spectrum, a statisticd approach of weld monitoring 
and linear pattem recognition for weld classification as weli as neural network 
classification has been develo ped. In the statisticd approach, a cornparison between the 
acoustic spectrum of welding and the special spectrum corresponding to the optimal 
welding condition is made. The optimal spectrum is denved by averaging the acoustic 
spectra from a welding run under optirniz~d processing conditions. A fitness fbnction, the 
total squared deviation, of the cornparison is defmed to indicate the welding condition. Ir 
has been demonstrated that when the welding condition is at or close to the optimal 
condition the total squared deviation is low, otherwise the total squared deviation value 
increases as the welding condition deviates away from the optimal welding condition. 
Poor welds correspond to a large deviation value. This technique could be very usehl for 
detecting unexpected deviations fkom optimal welding condition in production. 
A pattem recognition algorithm has shown its ability to classify the various welds 
that include full penetration, partial penetntion and overheated welds. With proper 
training of a classifier, the performance of weld classification can reach an accuracy of 
80 - 90 %. When using combined signals of acoustic emission and opticai emission, the 
total performance can h improved. Furthemore, welds produced under conditions which 
are close to the optimal condition could be identifid. 
A neural network has been designed for weld classification and is trained using 
acoustic emission signais from three classes of welds. However, the classification 
accuracy was not as good as the performance of the statistical pattern recognition 
chssifier. It has k e n  shown that the neural network classifier is more suitable for 
classification of welds into two classes, ihat is full penetration or partial penetration. 
8.2 Optical monitoring 
Optical monitoring signals in the tirne domain are successfuIly used to detect gap 
width and various weld faults with a two-spot detection technique. For gap width 
detection, one spot is placed in front of the weld pool and another is in the plume. The 
iight that is uansmitted through the gap from the weld keyhole indicates the width of the 
gap. When the gap opens up from zero, the intensity of the emission signal detected 
through the gap increases up to the point that the keyhole disappeus, while the intensity 
of emission from the plasma plume decreases with increase of the gap width. Combining 
these two signals, the gap width can be measured very efficiently with a sensitivity of 
detecting gap width S 0.09 mm. 
For weld fault detection. one viewing spot is located in the weld pool behind the 
keyhole and another û in the plume. In this way, Uifrared radiation from the weld pool 
and UV radiation fkom the plasma plume are sensed at the siune tirne. An inverse filtering 
algorithm has been developed to resolve the information contained in these two signals. It 
has k e n  proved that with the two-spot detection technique the inverse-filtering algorithm 
is efficient to detect weld faults such pinholes, npples, excessive concavity and failed 
weld. 
With the multi-spot detection technique, the recorded optical ernission signals are 
highly separable with regards to different penetration conditions. When these signals are 
fed into a neural network that is used to classify the welds via acoustic signals, the 
classification accuracy reaches up to 98%. 
8.3 Adaptive control of welding process 
Closed-loop controls of laser beam focus, seam tracking and adaptive speed 
adjustment have been realized during welding process using the multi-spot and multi- 
color detection technique. The multi-spo t and multi-color detection technique uses an 
imaging system that consists of a structured opticai fiber bundle and focusing lenses to 
sense emissions from plasma plume and weld pooL This detection technique has the 
ability of sewing a shift in (i) focd position, (ii) beam spot on the seam and (iii) weld 
penetration condition. 
A Lineu response of the difference signal to the focal position shih has ken  
obtained using the two-spot detecting technique. This linear response signal can be easiiy 
incorporated into a proportional controller to adjust the beam focd position. 
Three signals from the four-spot detection configuration are used to construct the 
control signal A linear combiner (Adaline) has k e n  adopted for signal processing. These 
three emission signais were fed into the h e a r  combiner and the output signal is a 
monotonie Function of the beam position across the seam. With this signai, control of the 
b e m  spot on the seam has been successfuily demonstrated during laser welding of tïited 
seam butt joint. 
Speed control is based on the different responses of the infiared radiation from the 
weld pool and the UV radiation fiom the plasma plume to penetration conditions. With 
optimized detection, the infrared radiation increases with deposited laser beam energy, 
while W or visible radiation from the plume decreases with deposited laser beam energy 
in a processing range that involves transition between full penetration and partial 
penetration. A simple PID controller for speed control has been irnplemented although 
the transition action of this controîler is not very smooth. 
A neuro-fuzzy control system has been constructeci for improving control action 
of speed adjustment and seam tracking. Performance of the neuro-EuPy conuoiier is 
simulateci using the experimentd data From these simulation data, it is seen that the 
controller has a satisfactory performance. Further development of a neural-fuzzy 
controller is the next step to integrate a i l  the coatrol signals into a unit system to achieve 
systcmatic control of the welding process. 
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